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CONCERNING EXHIBITIONS EXHIBITORS AND JURORS.
By Dr. Marcel gottelat Part II

ay commits on, the qualities requieed.in the person of a -
juror there also arises the question of Whether a professional philatelist
should be part of a , jsry or not. In_Orest Britain for example no dealer, tier.
adaitted in a . juri for docadie. ' The opinion was held that dialers were more
sharply exposed to the risk of subjective evaluation than were collectors.
It is absolutely plausible for a dealer...juror to We willing to judge his
exhibitor-clients more kindly than those who hams not availed theeselves if his
services. .part from this emotional risk may I also proclaim that certain

' collectors might be able to exert pressure on their supplier-jurors.  There-
fore I an of the opinion that where the quality of the available ocalector-
jurors makes the appointment of dealer-jurors superfluous, they ehould
fundamentally not be considered.

14 the last few years though an inverted trend is to be observed, and
even the British have broken away from their restrictive tradition on the
selection of jurors, For this therein really ,a quite simple explanation,
namely the lack of suitable people from the field of collectors.

The age of the general collector has gone by Perrari, Bind, Casper?'
Burma and others belong to the past. Earlier one only qualified as a
collector if one collected the whole world; today than are specialists who have
taken into their collecting field only one testis or one single steep. 30
collectors turn ever sore into specialists who certainly show unbeatable know-
ledge in their own field but are uneultable as jurors because of their one-
sidedness. Ivan if it cannot be argued that the _professional philatelist is
also affected by . the increasing specialisation, yet because of his activity, as
a rule he remains more broad-based. Only in this can he found the explanation
that dealers are called upon sore and sore as time goes on. Quite simply one
needs them.

Also in the aseenbly of i.jury really long t óussions should be
avoided. It is reasonable that every jury should be *limed an the principle
of maleeppaolOv. But here also arises the realisation of 'great difficulties
in reasonable postulates for and -against, because the people selected for it are
often lacking or they have to be brought fro"' far away.  The growing oonsider-
ation of professional philatelists is certainly one result of this ever-
increasing lack.

Since the 'universality° of...a jury, so the ability to be as just as
possible on all exhibited material, aohieves such utmost importance, may I dwell
on this question a bit longer. It would rein; be ideal if a jury were to be
assembled as a result of the issued ennouncement.. But such s situation is, for
reasons of organisation, icarooly achievable.  In addition it is well enough
known that cortain-c011ectOre asks their participation dependent on the -preemie
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I vOuld promise even *ors twos the following action" Instead of the

previous Praetioe of dividing all jurors into groups. each of which has to .judge
ono alimoitio Alsatian, of the widely experienced Pogo w,110640. moue should
be node Up oboOe sole function would be to take over tho se .•oallod *horisostal
oomPerises " (leo Plea) . It is roe ossehle to eaY that comparison between o 000.
what similar typo objects within one group (vertical 0000arisoa)
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of such a special group would howovor have the
jury somewhat harder and longer. But since it

rising flood of social obligations (receptions. cocktail*,
) ever more difficult to carry out their work in pesos, one
an additional expenditure of *moray' can still be Wad.

If so far we have been dealing with the sattor of the judges oad their
beat possible selection, now let us rotors to the **coma probles, wooly the

MOWLAJAILAmma.
The chief nali for every correct

the judging of collections at exhibitions
objective truth. One *WA Whin 0.1)4•st

A priori one should actually misuse that every juror should be
unaffected by personal. nations.), political, religious or ideological influences
and feelings in the execution of his office.  Unfortunately it is not &Iwo
like that. It amens to me that the basis for this can be divided into three
categories of nationalistic, emotional and social nature.

It is no accident if I !um Assialiaua sip being in the first plies as
a disturbing influenco because of its subjective factor on the work of jurors.
Thus I detect in it the chief responsible factor for the countless differences
of opinion iii international Juries.

To be continued)  
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS
By M. Rutherfoord Part V

In Table II a number of different aspects are shown, he HQ town of eachPi and poatmarks showing in the lower part the canitons of that PH, also for eachlanguage pf the cantons concernid.  This has been a difficult exercise, to findreproducible postmarks of the correct type, not knowing if all even existed. OnlyNidwalden does not show the PK No., and I doubt of there is one with 'Beseletadt',even though there are 3 villages on the ri t hand bank of the Rhine. In PIE Vis shown 'Laufen e (and in brackets •imufon1 the nano in French) as I could not finda postmark with 'Berner Jura' in the lower part to represent this part of Bern inPH V. Nor could I find Al, only Appeniell. There are also others with thecanton shown behind the town name, often abbreviated, but none used here. One canalso see fairly accurately which ones were re-engraved to show the PK No., sothat one has a representative cross section of the various types of date stamps inuse before the new standardised typo with postcode number (PIZ) was introduced in1965 or so. (See Dr. Gauss articles of 1971.)

If anyone has better examples I would be keen to have them on loan, orgood photocopies would be welcome, as these 38 cancellations show the basic kayoutof the cantons and their languages in the postal region grouping. Any 'strangeones 'timbers eight have I would also be glad to explain, if I can.
In "Tell" Dr. Gans recently mentioned that from about 1913 to 1924 thecantonal designation "Tessin" was used instead of "Ticino", see Fig. 26, reduced.Also that around 1875 instead of "Bellinsona" the German name "Bellens" was used(Fig. 27).

Another ads which could pussle nowt people is shown in Fig. 28, whereby"Jura" is a suburb of the city of Fribourg, and not a cantonal designation. Theseare always shown today by 2 letters immediately following the place-name at thetop of the postmark. As an *sexual* I have taken , the first day strike of one ofthe 4 places which changed the previous !
-B4* to 1 J .W . on ths-oreation of the newcanton (Pi 2').

PL I GENE
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Meek, at Fear, Mint* Used
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Centime' Mama
Cedes*tem (Packet')
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Federal teems
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Principal Contents
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THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD, (H. L. Katcher)

"Household Name for Swiss Stamps"
P O. Box 242, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N6 4LW.

r j Page

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

S WITZERLAND
CATALOGUE

1982
(Jpintly edited by

fieIstrode, 0,B.E. and H. L. Katcher)
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

FOR THE 26th EDITION

PUBLICATION DATE 9th NOVEMBER 1961

By far the most informative English language
Catalogue published. Indispensable to the
collector of Swiss stamps who thirsts for
information! It is even more specialised this
year and additional teeters* include:
* 1151 Additional Prices listed!

* Enlargement of the already specii irsad listing 0/the
Classics from 1843 to 1852 by adding varieties and
rare franAings, etc.

* Prices for stamps on cover up to the 1930's.

* Detailed listing of the popular 8undesteier (Natio
Festival) and Stamp Day Cards.

praisal of the Hotel Post section.

* 3726 Price Changes!! (of these 2313 ate upwards
the 813 reductious reflect the slightly elteted rate

of exchange between and Swiss Franc).

While other Catalogues cater more for the
casual collector, this Catalogue (dare we say
handbook l) is for the true philatelist.

TOUR SWISS COLLECTION IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
THE AMATEUR COLLECTORS 1982
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE

ORDER FORM
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD,

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London, N6 41VV

NAME

ADDRESS

3982

- -IN ENGLISH!!

Kindly send me copie 1 your

1982 Catalogue for which I enclose

Price ( nel. 45p post and packing):
U.K. Be Europe £495
Overseas: £4.95 (U.S. $9.26) Sea Mail

£5.70 (U.S. S12.75) Air Mail

Important: Please keep Catalogue orders strictly
separate from all other transactions. This will
avoid mistakes and delays as different departments
are involved. We thank you in advance.

THE CATALOGUE WITH REALISTIC PRICE QUOTATIONS AT WHICH AT PRESENT

E CAN SUPPLY!

REMINDER:, HAVE YOU USED YOUR JUBILEE VOUCHER YET? REMEMBER THAT

IT CAN ONLY BE USED UP TO JANUARY 3Ist.



          

SUPER

STAMPEX
1982

FEB 23-- FEB 28
BRITAINS NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION

BOTH HALLS
Royal Horticultural Society
GREYCOAT STREET Et VINCENT SQUARE

LONDON S W.1
Convent aus Routes 104, 11, 24, 29, 39• , 1 503* & 507

(*Not Sat )

tittetworounsl Stations: St. James's Pa* (Cock' & Darnel Lois)

ViCteffill (Coe., Dtatect & \hetet'. Wyss)

TUESDAY 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10 a.m. to p.m.
THURSDAY 10 a.m. to e p.m.
FRIDAY 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
SATURDAY 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUNDAY 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

FIRST DAY £1.75. OTHER DAYS £1.00 (after 5 pm-50n)
CHILDREN & 0.A.P's-50p (after 5 pm-25p)
SEAF1N TICKETS, including Catalogue £4.00
Parties of 10 or more 25p per person, except on the first day

_ `JX UARY 1982



To nark the SOO Tears
', special Jubilee cannel wil
from 4 January to 51 Decenber 1982 in
place of the normal puhlicity eancel
of 6276 Rohenrsin X.188*

DID YOU KNOWProm the ACTINO NZ. AT sEclanars

Having run the Exchange Packet for
years prior to Chris lsuch'* 10+ years

it was logical that I should take over in
these very sod circumstances. Boyersr
this cau. ohly be until the end of the
present seasons

I must urge every member to assist
as by dealing promptly and carefully with
hs Packets to ovoid delays and mistake,.

post the Advice Not" and oertifi-
posting PRONPTLI.

ayuents up to NI nay be aade with
tamps of let class letter rate or lower.

oft nations only.
Booklets for circulation will be
ted but ant roach me by 120 70.,
that I must come to a halt,

Namosber to put the sender's name
and address on the back of the Packets

If in doubt phone 0245 63613.

MINIATURE SHEETS

1934 E295
lightly mounted at
top only

1937 PRO PATRIA 1;20
1940 PRO PATRIA £17

(fine, one hinge)

1941 JUVENTUTE 5:38

1942 PRO PATRIA 1:30

1943 STAMP CENT. (Zurich) Small E25
ditto

1948 IMABA, Basel.
ditto unrnot

1955 LAUSANNE

ALL MOUNTED MINT UNLESS STATED

ALL GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

SUMMIT
STAMPS

1 !BRIDGE ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX SA114 MT

1982 the PTT will
ems for all inland de 0

This must be the first
ration trusts

1 others want
ve COO only

amount o
collectors.
ages of tarif detail
gistered seem to have
t 20 pages are devoted to Coil

pe t and also 2 pages to the vending
machine labels.

..that the set of the first 4 suCh
leo AI to A4, is catalogued at
110 (mint or used, irrespective of

um* shown), but Oroth finds that
150.- is correct, but he will sell

a set of 4 nes at S1re195,- where
Zumetein says 400... A feet in that
Grath is buying (until stocked up) a
set of 4 lebess at 100.- each.
.... that the new types 4 and 5 (see
HIM of Oct. 1 81) of these labels have
settled down - I think - to sake the
tips 5 tho rarest, as the paper was
changed almost all over before the ink
was changed, so that 87r.4.- is hel,flg
asked by Grath. *lot Price a Newlin*
cover?

. that many places with a comma
tcode (PLZ) are now getting their
individual number.

...that the Swiss Ira

our of Geneva design,
tti stamp of Nona**
runs a philatelic bus

builder of model cars and a
for the steeps of Monaco.

that the small shaft of 10 z 40c.
tamp* for the 100 Tears of the

bard railway tunnel, to be issued
on 16.2.82, are arranged in a peculiar

in 3 columns. On the loft 5
pa shoeing a steam loco, in the

a valueless vignette showing a
om the Airolo monument, while
thend column has 5 stamps

modern electric loco. Single
11 be sold over the counter.

that the answer to Question No.111
is tb*t a girl of Vaud is shown on the
E.J. 10c. of 1916 and 50. of 1933.
The typical hat with its little knob
at tho top is also shown on the 10c.
pecial stamp of 1935.

that Question No. 112 is* Which
stamp shoe. a mended ?

N. RifIlfWOORA

Large E23
E30
£42

toil* Special.i
fabulous

tion for all
tic** im 10

foreign
left out.

TEL. M903139198



to
twough to send a
for Christmas.
*PPrsciated and will sma
of our endeavours to maintain
of the Society.

To all our Best Wish*

vis from BM11 gari a mos
colourful and int•resting display of
the definitive issues *inc. 1949
which included mint and used sate.
blocks of four, toile, boaklets,shode
varieties, tits-beahs strip. and a
large **Laotian of sakistum cards, with
eamY shests hting illustrated by post-
cards and pictures. Of particular
interest were- covers owing the
ellenaee in postal rates, both internal
and overtsat since 1949.

Other shorter displays more given
by Er. Eastwood - mint and used sets;
Br. Boyle - tne 20c. Grimtels and
Br. Taught.* - photographs of toms*
dtpicted on the architectural monument
series and Mr. Bops who showed a large
selection of covert with the vtrioot
postal retells

fors

BOMB Brholung in der Satyr

BPBBITSINACB in ut* from 4th and 18th

anuAry reap**
publicity cancel 14622 vi

WA! D 

by our *ember Mr.
317, Bakrimg Bead, Mantfield
1018 311

tsms relating to ICZ-BOCEIT events
held in Switserland: Special and

city cancels, slogans, event labels,
•Ulm etch etc.

you sent your r.nsesl sub fort 4.00 G.B. I Bur t 5.00
postage *versos/10

A RAPP
Smut* m

f Switstr
Betrsta*. mint

for *tamps to all H.lv.tis liembere.

publishers of the MIMI
catalogue* IllaraPe_ and
awl t serlastAieshtsne tale
Ursa. Driatimarkes-Seitwag
with &wow *stale/4w e/uPPlemanta
album*

ZUMSTEIN CIE
prostri•torot sortsch & cis
Betglemeamt** 24, 00..3002 Dem
444russi MPS, 05.5001
Cosh aceoustei letru 30434
Stekiest Stockholm 42 534
00M0121 garleruhs 705 01450
Austria* Victim 1700.512
Setherlteds t 3/50 17 .00

A new year is time
take- up mew interests in philately

Id so widen the scope of your
pe of your collocties by

eking up a new side limo
or the study of a single
issue

Aarophilately

Postal History

Plaws and Varieties

Tits-bit:he A Se-tenant

Issues for Specialisation

Thematic sturiss

etc. •to.

for material on Approval
or send Want. Lists.

*ARMSTRONG
Rowl ORECAXPS.
03
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FEBRUARY NEW ISSUES
The following issue, will be made on 1 h February1

.128a, On_l June 1982 it will be 100
years since the Gottbard rail-

way wa$ officially opened after construction over a period of just under 10 years

The 15 km long tunnel was opened 6 Months earlier-- on 1 January 1882 - thus

permitting trains to begin running between G5sChenen and Airolo. A number of

possible routes for a railway through the pastern Alps had been didcussed as early

as 1850, but *hen 7141y became unified ten ' Years later the Gotthard caWe to the fore,

A Committee drawn from the interested cantons and towns set to work. Ct. Ticino

played its card early by authorising& farm to proceed with the valley lines Chia* o

Bellinsona-Biasca and Bellinzona-Locarno, opened between 1872 and - 18740 A Gotthard

Agreement between Switterland and Italy was signed in 1869 and joined by Germany in

1071. This gave the go-ahead to the major engineering work which was to create

t4w shortest link between thirconomic and industrial centres of Belgium, Holland,

eautern France and the Rhine and Rubs districts of Germany to the north and the

densely populated area of upper Ittaly to the south. EleCtrified in 1920 the

railway has fulfilled all expectations and makes a substantial contribution to the

international flow_ of good's and passengers across the Alps. The se-tenant pair of

4 .0. stamps separated by a bridging strip provides slink between old and new

One stamp anowe ' a C4/5 class steam locomotive (No.,2805) built by Maffei of Munich

in 1906 and used by the former Gotthard Railway primarily for heavy double-heading

and goods work. By way of contrast the other shows one of the powerful new mixed-

traffic electric locomotives of class its 6/6 (built 1972/81), these 0.6004.
locomotives have a maximum speed of 140 kWh. The bridging strip (not valid for

postal use) seeks to emphasise the human aspect and shows a detail from the workers'

memorial on AirOlo station designed by Ticino artist Vincenzo Vela.

40-c. Ci 4/5 Locomoti
40 c, Re 6/6 Locomotive
Celest no Piatti. Duggingen
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La
36 i 26 Mm. YaDOTS White with

nd 6 sheets of 10 (5 + 5) stamps

. A special cover and First Day canoe

Deeignsi

1LZIV

Chaux delPonds
luminous substance
which have marginal inscriptions

Littoni will be used.
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20 c. C4PENART OF WIS g.'
A

• Founded in

n in 1882 the Association is the professional organ-

isation representing Switzerland's hotel, one of the maine

Oteys of the tourist industry and a vital factor of Swims

economy. Its purpose i$ to maintain and promote the pros-

perity and reputation of the hotel end gueethouse trade. One

way is by organising the basic and follow-up training for all

grades of staff. The stamp shows the Asaociation's emblem set against an imaginary

landscape made up of successive tiers of green symbolisieg the various regions.

40 c. OF SeI'S GH TIC SI B ETV . ETV promoted public health and

, cultivates the community spirit and helps to provide the population with

opportunities for active recreation. With a membership of over 450,000 from all

age-groups.it offers a wide range of activities and caters for ell individual needs

In the field of physical exordia*. Emphasis is put on sport for , the MASSOO, with

gymnastics for all ages from children to pensioners and on expansion of gymnastic

and sporting fecilities. The Society's activities also support toe-class sport-

ing events and participation in .various international competitions. The stamp

design incorporates the four Fe signifying the motto 'frisch, from, frOlich,

frei s with the Swiss cross in a stylized flag.

_Woe. 0 OF INTER. Ti Go. UNION, On the occasion of its 1952 confer-

ence in Lausanne the Swiss-based ieteroational Gas . Union celebrates its

golden jubilee. Its purpose is, amongst ether things, to facilitate the exchange

of information between member countries and maintain close Unite wit t other bodive

withir the energy sector, le Switzerland as in other countries the use of gas in

industry, businesses and households has seen a remarkable upswing in recent years,

with efforts being made to create greater diversification of energy sources, The

stamp design shows a gas flame encircling the GU's emblem, drawing attention to

the growing importance and future of this environmentally Acceptable form of energy.

80 c. 15SLYEAR4 qy BERN'S NL BI TOR NUSE . Opened 1932 this houses

probably the largest dioramic exhibition in Europe, with more than 2000

specirene of indigenous and exotic birds and animals, pictured in their natural,

eurtoundings. It also boasts an outstanding collection of minerals - including

some of the famous giant quartz crystals frees the Swiss Alps and a remarkable and

exquisite gemstone cabinet; also modern educational displays on zoological and

geological themes. The stamp design illustrates' an important function - the prep-

elation of animals for display and shows the model of a lynx at the measuring ate**

with two typical inetruments:used for this type of work.

Fr.1.10 CENTENARY OF SWISS SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL NJPft1n, ?ouxided in Ulrich on

2 March 1862, the Society has over the pest 400 years, become the

umbrella organisation for the chemicals sector, one Of Zeitterland
l oolvading export

industries.. In addition the SCC has become increasingly involved in environmental,

problems and negative effects of the chemicals industry. Without this induketry

many aspects of daily life would be hardly imaginable - health, food end leisure,

for instance. The stamp shows a retort, representing not only the beginnings of

chemistry, but plainly symbolises the chemical industry as a whole.

Stamps & 20 c. Emblem - de ened by Peter Schliegg, Basle

Desieneres 40 c. Flag (4 Fe) - designed by Kurt Kaiser, Vilme gen

70 c Gas flame - designed by Andre Boyer, Lausanne

BO c. Lynx & instruments - designed by Claude Kuhn-Klein Bern

110 c. Retort - designed by Edi Hauri, Beale

Printinc: Rotogravure by CourvOisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Lter 36 x 26 mm. Feuer,: White with luminous substance

celindets .2 sheets of 50 stamps

commemorative cover will be available for •tich value and one for the set.

Collection sheets and folders will be available, and a FD cancel.
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(:()NCE:RNING 11")(1-11BITIC)t4:3 EXHIBITORS AND JURORS.,
By Dr. Marcel Kottelat

Last month I began to discuss the piles of tlis Jaw Unfortunatelyis a fact that the distribution of medals at international exhibitions bAs , with,the passage of time, become more and more of a tugeofewar between the nations.It often comes to it that only "one's own people" receive golds, whereby horizon-tal and even' vertical comparisons are simply thrown to the wind.  This situationis not new, but it appears in the last few years to.have gained in significance.This has incidentally the result that nowadays there are many collectors who areonly prepared to exhibit if they know that "their" juror will be a member 'of thejury. That cannot be held against them, since it has too often been pointed outthat a middling collection, with a good assessment by the jury, has received abetter medal than a good collection which, however, lacked the necessary verbalsupport before the same jury.
I have named eact;onal grounds as being the second disturbing factor.Included in this are involuntary distortions of the subjective picture due toprejudices. That also requires a short explanation.
Behind every collection there is a collector with his SAMS (or pseudo-nya). In the eyes of the public and also of jurors collection inc name identifythemselves very promptly. One speaks of the Meier. M011er,,Smith and Browncollection. and with every name there is linked a certain picture, an evaluationof medal-worthiness. This evaluation, as the result of previous judging, soonaffects these objects like a halo (or an odium).  This leads to the fact thatthose who bear philatelically notable names have a definite "start", and viceversa. Prom this there sonetimis follows the ridiculous situation that frogmen *-of earlier important exhibits are awarded high grades of medal* only becaume onedoes not trust oneself to allot a middling grade of medal to such an illustriousname, to which it had belonged according to the entry form submitted.  If thegold medalist Mr. Brown exhibits, can it really only be a good display Clothesmake the sans awns make medals.
As the third ground, for ever recurring discords and inconsistenciesin the work of jury, I have named social , factors. By this I mean the knowneffect OA assessment caused by the social standing and the economic position ofthe exhibitor and their consequence on the judgement of the jury.
Surely the most frequent cast of subjective valuation, the cause of which

in grounded in the social status of the exhibitor, lies in the ever-recurring
overeasseesseat of collections from deserving philatelists.  In this way thethanks of philately are awarded to those whose deserts are not questioned hers.The result of which is yet another split in the degree of medals issued forexhibits of similar philatelic value.

There are certainly enough other ways of honouring the services of such
people. In this connection one may remember such things as the 'Roll ofDistinguished Philatelists" of the R.P.S.L., or the various awards of theCollector* Club of New York. But honourable membership or an award of honourwould also render better service bore than a well-e0aniee over-valuation of the
collection displayed.

Under this heading belongs,the known over or under-asament of entriesas a result of taking the financial resources of the collector into account.Whilst in many talks which I have had with philatelists from different circles,regarding the above-mentioned chnclUsions no noticeable differences of opinionhave arisen, yet there would here be isoleted voices loudly expressing other views.This is fully admitted at once.
atriving for social and oecumenical levelling (who has never heard thecatchword "miedistribution"T) is a typical appearance of our time.  I am far fromwilling to make an appreciation of this socially critical phenomenon; that is

left to the sociologists and political scientists. In this connecti on we simply
must consider what the practical results would be if one were actually to takeinto account the financial status of individual exhibitor* in judging, wherebyroughly one would mark the poorer naturally higher as against the wealthier.

First of all it must also be firmly stated that exhibits of correspond-ing worth would again be differently assessed. Yet this would happen in the nameof higher (social) justice. But in this way one would only have pushed asidepart of the social injustice This way, for example: comes the dissimilar
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS
By M. Rutherfoord Part VI

Before we leave the PK numbers there are some special applications
which should be looked at in detail, because they ahould be familiar to every
collector as they can often explain something else.

LA_IR_Ima_RARILA1A

In the A & E Stempelwerk there are a number of negative
marks shown (i.e. white on black), which are very rare and
practically unknown on stamps. Only one example is shown here,
of Wiedikon before it was incorporated into the City of Zerich
in 1893. Only a few of then have the PX No. at all. Fig. 30

In addition to the first one shown on Fig. 23, quite
Pig. 30a number of special cancellation*, but for some strange reason

the PK No. in Fig. 31 shows a late use of an old style, while Fig. 32 showsrare seriffed 'I'. Pig. 33 represents the cancellations repeatedly used for
various events, together with a cachet.

Although I said at the beginning that TPO cancellatiou,. did not have

Although I eaid at the beginning that TPO cancellations did not havePE designstione, there are in fact 5 private TPOs of which Fig. 34 ie only
representative. None are in use any more That for Chur-Arosa-Chur was first
used in 1915, so belongs to the pioneers: It was in use until 1963. Another
one I missed was Lugano-Porte Tress, in use from 1961 until 1970.

The PK Direction, i.e. Management, introduced in the early
50e a blue mark for their official letters, see Fig.'35, for Luzern.
The only Other one I have seen is VI for Aarau. , ,There are surely
others, if not all eleven.'

(To be continued)

31BSCRIVTI0 NA

Subscriptions were due on 1st January last, so if tnere is
is a cross in the box, your remittance has not been received by me
by 2nd February t re d n t'

IF NOT PLEASE SEND IT OFF NOE

Here is a note about bank charges on overseas s=scriptions as one
or two members have commented. If such members have a banking account in the
U.K. and a cheque is drawn on that account in sterling then no charges are
payable, but if a cheque is drawn on a bank in the U.S., for example in dollars,
then the Society's bank will charge for negotiating that cheque. The bank will
also charge for changing currency notes. Drafts in sterling can be obtained
from overseas banks when no charges woula be payable in the U.K.

L. E. STILLS

'
luguat_ilat: Saturday, March 6 TELL & TELL BOY ISSUES

Discussion Leadert Mr. Wilson

Wednesday, March 10 - ODDS & ENDS - All Members. Short displays
by New Members also welonme.

igagLigat

6.30 - 8.30 p.m.
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TAMP BOOKL ETS

PRICES APPLY oNLY UNTIL MARCH 3 3.982
Normal Price

PRO JUVENTUTE
1953 (German) ,e36.00
1954 15.50
1955 14.50
1956 13.00
1958 9.50
1959 8.50
1960 7.75
1961 6.50
1962 6.50
1963 13.00
1964 5.25
1965 4.00
1966 4.00
1967 4.75
1968 4.00
1970 5.75
1974 3.20
1975 3.20
1976 4.25

Special _Offer
Price
30.00
13.00
12.00
10.50
8.00
7.00
6.50
5.50
5.50

10.50
4.50
3.30
3.30
4.00
3.30
4.80
215
2 75
3.50

411.11,1/01.111.11

Or above collection of 19 booklets only E 125.00 -
AN, UNREPEATABLE OFFER"'

(Booklets for year s  not listed above ore also availabi..
but at our normal Catalogue prices).
,

POSTAGE
Zums

1957 ith First Day Postmark Rare! £ 25.00
1960 111 ti 10.00
1961 it 10.00

Or one each of the above 3 booklet only E 42.00

954 Pro Juventuts bookl
. Only E 75.00

Or one each of the above 7 booklets only E 37.50

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME FOR MANY YEARS:
Most of the rare Postage Booklets going back to
the earliest issued. While some are available
in small quantities there ore many of which only
one booklet is in 3 t ock . Clients wishing to odd

I to their collections should not miss this opportu
.LIAlt to submit the' r wan lists.

(1960 Fr. 3.
(1960 Fr. 6.
(1962 Fr. 2.- )
(1962 Fr. 5.- )
(1968 Fr. 5.- )
(1970 Fr. 5.

9.50
16.50
5.50
7.50
5.50
4.75

4,, 49.25

ial Of

7.75
13.50
4.75
6.50
4.50
3.90

£40.90
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30 c. Interwoven design re
resenting unity

Fr.1- Flags forming a wheel
30 c. T. Saved*, U.S.A.
Pr.l. D. Lovell, 04,0r.Fed.1eP.
25.7 s 3mm.
Heliogravure by Courvoisier $
3,000,000 of each.
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Ge e
2 Definitive stamps were iesued on

20 Januarys

P 1

DID YOU KNOW
▪ that the necessity for the 300.
definitive stamp to be issued on 25 Nov.
1982 is becomes of the demand for this
additional value at PO counters. This
has resulted in an unprecedented (1) re-
printing of the old, 1973, 30c. Stamen-
tal definitive. I have found such a
reprinting dated 4.V111.81 at local PO,

• that on Monday 4 January history was
made with slogan No. 1.94. Firstly it

4418 asimimaniL
Waseerfalle X. Feb.

6841 MEAL as Sibleee Zentralechweis
L.854 - 15 Feb.

3510 KONOLFINGeN chums j ds Ammital
K.655 - 16 Feb.

8213 NSUNIIRCH 8tAdtli uf em Land
K.856 - 18 Feb.

On 15 January DOTZIOU celebrated
its 00th anniversary. A special pictori
cancel will be in use from 18 Feb. to 31
Dec. '82. No 'K' No.

SZ)

MINIATURE SHEETS

1943 STAMP CENT. V .Zurich) Small £25
ditto Large £25

1948 'MAHN, Basel ;t3()
ditto unmounted ,t42

1955 LAUSANNE 135

ALL MOUNTED MINT UNLESS STATED

Al.,1„ GUARANTEED SABSPACTION

SUMMIT
STAMPS

E ROAD, WORT HMG, SUSSE X BN14 7BI

TEL. (0903) 391448

is the first slogan to have appeared in
5 languages, as the first 4 came in 1980
isles HNL of jOms) German, Frenon, Italian
and combined German with Romansch. For
the latter the dialect of Surselva was
used. The newest is in Ladi.., another
of the 5 Romansch dialects.
.... that thie slogan is also the first
from the group "Postal Publicity" , to b.
used on a KlOseendorf dampening machine
shown by the-28 us. diem.. dater die.
....that in 2 special exhibitions the FIT
will show, for the first time, original
printing plates of 'Cross & to.' and

I ' stand:134 Helvetia ' stamps or 1862. The
first ie in Zofingen 20/21 Ur., the

1 second in Lausanne 27/28 Mar. -extensive
1 collections of the "stampse themselves will

ale° be shown, .
that for the above Zumetein are pub-

lishing s remarkable book on the most
popular of ell Seise stamp issues '100
Years of Standing Helvetia', in German 4

1French, 260 A4 pages, 16-colour prints,
1500 other illustrations, at S1r.98.-.
.... that from 29 Jan. 6 . Feb, smother

A'hilatelic exhibition was held in the
large Glattmentrum shopping centre, just
outside Ulrich. On Fridays & Saturdays
there were also large bourees with
ciealers in all the main ,encoureee. In
this way i tremendous boost is given to
philately.
.... that the answer to Question No. 112

the PP 15c. of 1971 (Z.158). I admit
.1that only when I saw an enlargement of
'Ithis stamp in the house magazine of the
HSandos chemieal firm of Basel, did
: reelise .it bed been mendedl A largo
qnumber of Celtic pre-Roman finds have

been made during factory excevations at
.itnis site, giving much background to the
:iearly hietory of !amyl.

that Question NO:113 . iss which was the
firet multi-coloured Swiss stamp?

K. myrutRrocap

19:34
lightly mounted at
top only

1937 PRO PATRIA £20
1940 PRO PATRIA £175

(fine, one hinge)

1941 JUN: EN -11,1E t38

1942 PRO PATRIA
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Tor their January meeting members

welcomed by Mr. Gilchrist at his

boos in Poole-in-Wharfedale and were

tam ed by a wealth of unusual ma
on his extensive collection.

He began by showing many of the

prints produced by the PTT for tea

rposes end several full sheets of

vignettes. Many had soot attractive
some with a military these.

then *hewed a wide rani* of
envelopes and stationary of
ganiestions, especially t
lading cards advising prisons

cue relief organisations on
as food parcels. Also a
nvelopes for organisations of
as looking after their own
itserland and throughout
interest was * W.W.I
rationing card.

section was devoted to Red

rain sail showing labels of
and a selection of passe
tion of internment camp
g a study illustrated by

camp at Adelboden.

oncluded with examples of
d by the 3wiss

T 1962

authorities and examples of mail from

3witserland to Great Britain during

W.W,II which were held in France during

hostilities and not delivered to the

U.K. until after the War.

A most interesting and unusual

play greatly enjoyed by a large

attendance of members.
R. A. H.

akaltitage..ARTIMA

We are constantly in need of

articles on all aspects of Swiss phil-

ately and would very auch like to

encourage contribution* from newer

ambers.

We are 
occasionally accused of

Jag too erudite - which we regard as

a compliment - but at the same time it

is realised that with the ever-rising

prices of early material, newer collect-

ors tend to be more interested in later

issues. It is our aim to try to please

all our *sabers and some indication of

subjects on which information would be

welcome would be helpful and we will

endeavour to find suitable articles for

publication.

Unfortunately we are not mind

readers and must rely on some help to

ascertain what is most required.

Cr
ident
from h
sail,
postcard

ZUMSTEIN+CIE
stems Sortseb 4, ele

30141ammegmeme 34, 05.500.1 bum
Addlesmi MO, 01.1001 Berm

tat som 30.734

42 554
S 705 41450
1700,512
7 40

times ....

J. Joined pairs, Jubilee issues

tting I Standing Helvetian

il stamps and covers

Railway stamps

ure sheets, M.P.Os

Soldier Stamps, Special cancels

'T' Dues, ?POs, Thematic*

Route marks Revenues

Official stamps

New issues

Gutter pairs
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THE MOBILE POST OFFICES OF SWITZERLAND
By P, Vaughan

A mobile poet office was first used in Switzerland on the occasion of theInternational Automobile Show which was held in the Exposition Palace at Genevafrom the 12th to 21st Karcb, 1937,
It was felt at this time that temporary post office facilities should beavailable at locations hosting events such as Fetes, Exhibitions, Sports Meetings,Conteritions etc., where the local permanent postal facilities would not be able tocope with the increased numbers of visitors.Vigo. 1 & 2), kvidently the first occasion

must ( have been a success for in the following
months this mobile post office was utilised
at many more functions up and down the coun-
try, and by February of the following year it
was decided to introduce a second vehivle,
whiles by March 1939 the number had grown to
three,

each of the three vehiviee carried Fin 1 Fig. 2their own date-stamps, which were of a design
similar to the normal types of that period. They were 27mm. double circle with abridge for the date, but in place of the city or town name they carried the term'Yobile Poet Office' in various languages. With the introduction of the secondand teird veeicles the numbers 1, 2 and 3 were added to the lower segment of therespective date-stamps. (Fig. 3).

Italian andRomapech, but only three were carried by vehicle No. 3. that in Homeesch:boingeomitted. This is possibly explained by the fact that this language was, and stillis, only spoken by approximately 0 of the population and therefore there would belittle use for eueh a date-stamp.

The principal lan ficliuge in Switzerland is German, being spoken by 65$ of thepopule ion, mainly in the Central and ecetheeeletern cantons, whilst French is thesecond at 1eg and prevails in tee Westeru cantons, Italian is spoken in the canton

Postcard with imprinted stamp. Cancel of Vehicle Bo.3

Four date-
stamps were
carried in
vehicles
Noe. 1 & 2,
one for each
of the four
recognised
national
languages,
French. Germsa
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in the canton of Ticino an a le in Southern Graubtinden maling up the remaining

The postal clerk on duty in the mobile poet office
corresponds with the language spoken in the area where the
at that time. A small pictorial cachet was also added to

Fig. 4

uses the date-stamp that
vehicle was operating
each item pouted,

(Fig. 4)
usually

placed as near
as possible to
the date-stamp
impression, to
show the
oceacion and
locality where
the post office
was working at
the time.

Zor use in
conjunct.on with the mobile poet offices a special stamp was issued on 5.9.37. It
was a 10 centime value, designed by B. Reber and printed on unwatermarked granite

paper by Courvoisier, depicting a mobile office. On the same day a post-card with

a similarly designed imprinted stamp was also issued (shown in Fig. 3).

1937 issue (Fig. 5)
part of the cancellation (Fig. 6).
No. 2 vehicles had Freacn and German
mark.

The stamp was subse-
quently re-designed and Josue 1
on 6.7.1946, with some minor
alterations.

In 1962 new date-
stamps, were introduced. These
were larger, single ring types
and illustrated a more modern
type of vehicle in the lower

Once again they were multi-lingual, No. 1 and
impressions whilst No. 3 had also an Italian

A fourth
vehicle was put
into service in 1964
and a fifth, with
trailer, wRs intro-
duced in 1969. The
taller of this
fifth vehicle was a
mobile post office
in its own right
and could be used
independently.

The date-stamps
used in these later
vehicles were slightly modified versions of the type first used in
again multi-lingual. To-day just three mobile post offices remain

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Bibliograehxt Automobile Post Cancels 193e- PLN
ThsiAutomobile Post Office George W. Caldwell
F.T.T. Library & Documentation Dept.

o0o

1960 and were
in use, Nos, 3,

4 & 5 and they continue
to be used to supplement
permanent facilities,
such as first envisaged
in 1937. (Figs. 7 & 8).
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to and from Switzerlamdt
'The Postal History of Lucerne from 1825
'Postal Stationery Cards from 1870 1981
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alep a Bronze-Silver Medal for a

'Delivering the Mail',

982 HELVETIA OiS PAGE

27 h ANNUAL COMPETITION

tion fo
on ar

TI ea of nine
ory.

hers may submit

y covered y postage i ncludingCompeneatory
Competition Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley an

sent rd Gardana, Victoria Drive, Boior Regis, W.S1 P021 24L,
to arrive not ister than Monday, 12th Lpril.  Members attending the meeting
should, of coure, bring their entries on the night.

All entries should be covered by insurance during the period from receip
return to their owner

4. By agreement the udging will again be by POPULAR VOTE - enabling all those
present to take part and thus gain some experience of judging.

Entries will be judged by a system of points baued on the general headings:

Y post tprefer
he hands of th

n &

IkSILVLA CUP 

knowledge and study
Importan ce & spec. factors

n (incl.rarity)
esen ation & arrangement

tudy 40
importance 25

1. rarity) 15
arrangement 20

6. The 'Helvetia Silver Cup', awarde d annually, shall remain in he posseesion
of the winner for 11 months and then returned to the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee and awarded to the ext winner. If the same person
wins three successive zmual Competitions the Cup shall become his or her
property, and the Committee shall provi sow Cup for the next year

7. The Moore Trophy hall also be held for 11 months and tnen be returned to

STAMPEX AWARDS 1982
The list of Awards having been iaued we are delighted to announce  that

the following have been ma to'Helvetia' Nemoerst

http://postagest.al
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The Swiss Specialists
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7c7u Paying Too Much forryouSWISS STAMPS??
YOU probably are if you and your dealer are using a "theoretical"
Catalogue as a price basis. (A "theoretical" Catalogue is one
which quotes prices in Swiss Francs or simply translates these
Swiss prices into or $). After all, you are not in Switzerland

and some 75% of stamps there are overpriced in terms of the stocks
available in England and North America. Naturally, it is in your

dealer's interest to quote you from the highest priced Catalogues:

even if he gives you a discount, this discount starts from the top

prices:

We are proud of 30 years publishing experience (although special-

ists in Swiss stomps for 35 years we have been publishers for only

30 years) of a "Practical" Catalogue, where quoted prices reflect

the market in the English speaking world and most importantly

reflect our stock in depth. Only where items cannot be obtained

other than through continental sources do we apply their price

levels. Such items form, however, only a very small part of the

total spectrum of Swiss stamps. Don
u
t take our word for it - make

the comparisons yourself.

Alas, we must admit our Catalogue is very inferior on illustrations

compared to Swiss printed publications (even more so after the

accident to some of our blocks in the printing room during the

1982 Catalogue production) but we more than compensate with far

greater philatelic information - nothing like it is available in

English from any other publisher and

it has been awarded
SILVER MEDAL,

LONDON STAMPEX NATIONAL EXHIBITION 1982.

This award winning Catalogue is available at
$9.25 by sea mail and $12.75 by air mail.

If you believe that contacting us is to your advantage we shall be

pleased to fill your wants list and/or send you approvals (our

Approval Service is the finest available anywhere for Swiss stamps).

NORTHERN GROUP MEETING - MARCH 6th 1982

"TELL & TELL BOY ISSUES" - Discussion Leader MR. G. D. WILSON
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A MEMORABLE MEETING IN LONDON
Despite current difficulties 30 members accorded a warm welcome to our

American member, Dr. Felix Ganz of Chicago on 10th February, when he gave a fine
display of the FRANCHISE STAMPS from 1911 to 1926.

Speaking with what he called an American accent tinged with some Swiss
Dr. Ganz started by explaining that in Cnicago he Was known as "the late Felix
Gaez" however, here in London he was on time, despite the baggage handlers'
strike at the airport and the 'Aelef' dispute. As a Doctor of Music, he finds it
so boring playing the piano day in day out that philately helps him to relax.
Collectors can make mistakes, musicians must never make a mistake*

Franchise stamps are referred to as the "ugly ducklings" ... who could
have possibly dreamed up the idea of a green coloured stamp printed on blue paper?
The third prenting, however, prompted the manufacturers to use white paper. A
directive issued in 1910 etated that "free franking" should be allowed to certain
charitable organisations, but these must not be subsidised in any way. Therefor!,
since the Basel City Hospital was run by the Burghers of Basel and not the City,
it was eligible.

tech organisation wanting stamps from the Federal State was assigned an
individual number, which appeared at the top of the stamps. 'each had to etate
how many patients they had and how many stamps they required. (Patients who
wanted special deliveries were not permitted to use these stamps).

Stamps to the value of $ft.1800.- was the highest permitted by the Fed
State; the Salvation Army being one such organisation.  Some charities had
atrange sounding names "Forced Detention for Wayward Girls", "Correctional Boys
Home in the Hole" etc., etc. Because the number of 'free stamps / was limited,
it follows that 5 x 2c. in a strip was very wasteful when 1 x 10c. would .do and
so stripe and blocks are very difficult to find. It was not considered good
practice to rue out of a particular value mid-way through the year. Hoepitals
were allowed only SFe.30- per bed, while an organisation for the "Poor Children
of Destitute Parents" was allowed only 25 eta per child per year.

There were in all 834 charities and it was not until 1979 that a
Librarian at the PTT accidentally found a book dealing with all the relevant
information regarding these organisations which, in turn, brought a flood of
collectors to the door.

During World War I new numbers were issued for additional homes for
children of the different nationalities participating in the covflict, while some
older institutions went out of busieess altogether. By late 1925 there was a
complete reorganisation, new numbers were allocated and there may even be some
duplication of numbers, nobody seems to kuow. At this time numbers higher than
58 were made strictly for collectors, the highest number being 1200:

In 1927 when white paper was used, the numbers shown on the stamps
became larger, it is not known for certain why there are different sizes, even on
the same issued and used at the same time. Mixtures do exist.

In the beginning (1911) the FIT did not think that philatelists would
be interested in these stamps, so they were not told about them.  When the PTT
found this wae not the case, they told the Institutions they muet not give these
away. Therefore, tee only way to find a mint sheet of stamps waa *hen a society
went out of business, or the owner was a collector.

The FTT then produced 'collectors' sheets', with each stamp having a
different number. There are 7 known sheets, i.e. 1-700, but it is thought that
an eighth sheet may exist. Later, as some of the institutions went out of
business the FTT still issued their numbers for collectors; some were even care-
fully cancelled-to-order in Bern, dated 21 March 1911.

Further .the loTT, thinking they were ib ti a gild siyrce if revebye
iesued some stamps without a number, but not many were purcnased. They are now
fairly expensive to buy, all because collectors did not want them that way.

Witn regard to the printing, there were 4 panes to the printing sheet,
with the cliches changed from time to time. The 2c. and 10 c. were printed
tete-bitch*. The printing stages were ma follows:

i The olive.green on the blue paper
ii The red for the bouquet

iii The numerator for the figures (Cent.



et aua that :py,i were able to add to
your collection.

If you were unable to
attend, take heart. We still have
much fine material, so let us know
your requirements.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,
LODON N6 4L4.
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BICYCLE TAX STAMPS IN GENEVA
80 Years ago riding a bicycle was an expeneive pleasure. In the Canton of

Geneva the permit to ride one coat Fr.5.-; from thie amount, however, the

Geneva Police received a coneiderable income.

The Police Regulation of 2 February 1900 stated teat the Justice ' Police

Dept. had to make a register to Include under eact number the surname, forenames,

home address and profeesion of every owner of a bicycle. The owner was obliged

to inform the Dept. of every change of address, lose of the bicycle registratioe

plate, as well as every sale or exchange of a bicycle. A per-wit card, the "Carte

de Legitimation peter Cyclistee" wae iseued, weine included a photograph and the

signature of the holder. In 1:302 & 1903 peymeet for the permit wart receipted

with tax stampe whech bort on coloured paper tee elace typographed text ''axe dee

Velocipes" (1902 or 1903) 5 Francs".

The Forth Catalogue of 1915 already listed two different types of the two

existing stampe as the 'F' of 'Franca' was used in two different types. Forbie

writes that there are 2 stamps of Type II in each sheet of 10 stamps. The stampe

are perf. 1l on three sides knot pert'. 12 as given by Forbin & eceeeefelberger).

So far only specimens perforated horizontally above and below - with the exceptioe

of ones from tne two margiea, vertically perforated on the left but ieperf, et the

right, have been seen. The vertical perforatioe on one side only seeme to make

sense if it is assumed that the staxpe were printed in seeets of 20, i.e. in two

vertical rows of ten.

A large proportion of these etaeps turn up having been severely cut down in

size, probably because they were too large for the available space on the permit.

All stamps of 1902 bear a violet handstamp "TAXE ST( 1.4.5 VeLOS". In 1903 they

were cancelled with a douole circle canceller inocribed "TAU eee VELUCIPeDES

and moveable date. Stamps of the 1903 Issue are occasionally seen cancelled wite

the signature stamp of the Police Director.

In 1904 the "Carte de Legitimation" with photo and signature, issued by the

Police Dept. as a permit to ride, was withdrawn and replaced by a simple receipt

from the Finance Dept. Followiae an oraer Oy the State Couecil of 22 March 1904

the bicycle owners had, from 1 May, to tee* their bicycles to the taxation office

of their home area where for the saasal tax of SFr.5.- they would receive a number-

plate whice had to be fixed visibly at the rear of the bicycle iiparallel to the

driver). This number-plate replaced the police plate; the Taxation Dept.'s

receipt, weich bore the number of the bicycle, served as a permit to ride and

replaced the "Carte de LegitimationTM.

Through this new regulation for bicycle .permits the uae of apecial tax stamps

became obsolete. The chapter "Veloziped" stamps of Ct. Geneva is limited to two

iasues. If the issue figures of 340 k1902) and 1010 (1903) as seown in the Fcrbie

Catalogue are correct, these stamps must nave a major rarity value.  The detailed

analysis is as followax

1902 51. black/rose

Geneva is not tn
followed in 1944.

Type 1 - 272 issued. 1903 5F. blaceiyellow Type I 24e0

" - 68 " e"- ell 602

only Canton to nave issued bicycle tax stamps, Beale City

Tra 1 - re printed free the 'earner Briefmarkee eeitung"'.

'Cont.)

A 20c. etaap wee prieted for coil uee, a
fee organiaatioes had machinee inetalled.
There are (of course) many forgeries of
the coil issue.

After touching briefly on the last
issut of 1935/43, which deouct a Orites-
tent Deaconess, a Catholic Sister and
Henri Dunant, Dr. Ganz ended his
enlightening talk and then answered a
few questions with instant repliee.

Mr. Bulstrode propoeed a hearty vote
of thanks saying that the aaterial uhown
was superb. Applause was given freely
and with pleasure for a wonderful evening.

G. W. HUBBARD
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1943 STAMP CENT. (Zurich) Small £5
ditto Large £25

1948 1NtABA, Basel
ditto unmounted £42

19551,AUSANNE • . £35

ALL MOUNTED MINT UNLESS STATE!)

ALL GUARANTEED•SATISFAcTION

BRIDGE ROAD, WORTHING, SLIS'SEA fiN14 781

TEL_ iCt903I 39198
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DID YOU KNOW
Annual Generel Meetiug
Bundesfeier
Commercial Development or

swius eirmail Services
Pt. V -

Competition Resulte
Concerning Exhibitions,

Exhibitors 4 Jurors, ?tI
'kn Numeraire'
'eecalade' of 1602
Geneva 'Bulge' Postmarks
Identification Numbers &

53

5,

25

89
35
61
38

11, 19

Letters on Swiss Date 63,74,65,91
Stamps, Pts. I-V

Ineertion of Sii4 Threads 67
New International Postal

Aatee 45
Pioneer Aviators 54
Post(al) Card T ypes 11382-

1905, Pte ncl. 49,59,1o9,77
Report on 1 4ipal 61
Salvage Issue 43
Silk Thread Issues 1854-

1862, Pts I-Concl. 3,13,21,29
Solving queries 37
Switzerland & tne Hapuburgs 44
UutiaAal Rate Covers 1,24,36,46,

52
1982 New Is Programme 93

MINIATURE SHEETS

1934 £295
lightly mounted at
top only

1937 PRO PATRI A £20
1940 PRO PATR1A 07,,

(fine, one hinge)

1941 JUVENTLFTE £38

1942 PRO PATRIA £30

.... that the first 311$1.ss "Great Traie
Robbery" happenea just outside Lugano
n the lst Feb. in the late eveeing, when
ee Genoa-Ztirice express was stopped and
ail bags removed at gunpoint. The PT?

estimates that about SFr.1.5m is miesing
ae only 10 bags, of many awre, were
taken. The 5 to b robbers got across
the nearby borer to Italy by rowleg
boat.
.... that if eome of tee ordinary mail is
recovered, what will be stamped onto the
overs - 'delayed by robbers'?

.... that from 31st July to 8th August
: the 'LIU 82' will be held in Vaduz, a

muet for all Liechtenstein collectors.
.... tat another very interesting
exhibition will be held in the Transport
Museum in Luzern from 11 - 13 June to
celebrate 1Q0 Years of the Gotthard rail-
way, the Railway F.S. and Thematic
Clubs are having cempetitione too.
.... teat on lot June 1882 in "The black
Ox' the Philatelic Club of Basel was
founded. To celebrate this jubilee
various events have been planned, includ-
ing an exhibition from 24 - 2d Sept. in
the Mustermesee building with Bourse,
and the publication of a major book on
the -*Ztrubeli-s- by Walter-d'Aujourd'hul,
.... that Marc Moser has brought out

!
another book on bis favourite subject
"Botenwesen", i.e. postal meseeneers of

grown there uniquely
since time immemorial.

i
This plant comes from

X. 844

and only to this village? It had nearly
died out when in 1978 a guild waa found-

l ed to promote its cultibation - now with

1

 : 6^(72, members- and a record harvest of 100
grms is expected from new bulbs imported
from Kaahmir. Dried, it is -used in rice
and the local-bread.
.... t ut the an*wer to ;iliestion lio. 113
is the set of tax steeps of 1910, printed

red * blue-green in letter-press, they
w the Eiger, Mob it Jungfrau peaks

of the Bernese Oberland.
.... that Question No. 114 is which
wise stamp has its period of Validity

( prieted on ite face

M. RUTHERFOCID

the Middle Ages, This one is about the
Abbey of Muri, Vol. 1, 1596-1684, but a

mber of modem photos etc. give depth
to the study.,
.... that LP cds K4644 of Nand in the

la-is between Brig

1

 and Visp stows a
safran plant (see ill.)

1

 a spice and colouring
,dye, but how did it
gat to Swizerland -

i.ashmir and is used as



Two
march on

stamps will be issued on 19th
the theme of humans environssnto

Va;ues 4 40 Hp.
Desigus:- 120 Rp.

1-1 04M911 1 40 RP4,

Symbolic
Hand holding a plant

to the sun
S. Brunner Fed.Rep.

of Germany
0 lip, P. Hartert - -du-

Offset by Joh. Enschede & Zcue,
Netherlands

U ••16.•nn•n•• IMMO.

IN G1NEVA

26 x 36 ma.
1,600,000 of each

A special ?DC will be used.

pa 'X' 

To come into use on 8th March

4144 ARLESHEIM Sein Dom
Seine Burgen K.136c

2544 BETTLACH K.857

2545 SELZACH - Von der Hasen-
matt bis Altreu K.858

6156 LUTHERN SAD - eallfahrts
ort + Sandergebiet K.859

If you did not take part in

the 'Stamper' Competition, why not

try in the forthcoming BP% later

,thio year?

You will need further material

to build up a worthy entry, so why

not send for selections on approval?

STAMPS - Mint and used

AIRMAIL stamps, cov,:re and
First Flights

CHARITY ISSUES - P.J, & P.P.

INTELiAT:ONAL OFFICES

TETS-BECHN & SE-TENANT

SIDS-LINE MATERIAL -
M.P.0s, Soldier Stamps etc.
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IsIMALAIIL tion.Sec. MR. R.A.HOYLL,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Waif

At the Leeds meeting on Feb. 6th
N. Group members held their first
Competition for a number of yeare.
judged by those present, with results

as follows:

 - awarded th
DR. G.G. RITCHIE with perf.
Sitting Helvetia Issues',

Postal 4storv - aware the fmgoRt 
TROrHY" MR. J. CAIRNS with a study
of the Ship Posts of Lake Lucerne.

Thematic - R. F. VAUGHAN with '"The
Swiss Railway System".

AeroRhilatelv - MR. D. CAIRNS with
"Airmails of Switzerland".

799W 4 ta;i4Ae TY - Da. G.G. RITCHIE
with 'Liechtenstein'.

,PACICET 

PLEASE NOTE

that inadvertently, in the Packet
secretary's 'box' his house number was
given as 6, whereas it should be

9, Essex Avenue.

Apologies for any confusion caused.

•pout,: wastlists for stamps
of 3mtts*rlasd, inr*P0 end
Overseas, stint and used

zurnebein de
greatest stock of Switssrland
and Busse*

all world's Mew Issues

oertifloatso

poblisbers of tbo SONSIBLI
Wel:4es* Beryls and
Seitserlead/Lieubtonstelm

lersor Driemarkso.isitualt
vita Swops oataloise supplements

album*

ZUMSTEIN CIE
Proprietors, Sertimb I CI*

Seeibassies** 24, 03.3001 Ii,.
Address, P.0,11. 2585, CR.,Cel

cask sessestes Dors '0.334

Snellea l Stoakbols 42 55-6
Gummy Zarlsrma* 705 01450
Austria' Vienna 1700.512
Netaorlamdss 360 17 00

SkfliNSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lancs. LA4 &a.
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VINCI A MYSTERY -
37TH YEAR

By U. J. Rawnaley

No. 4

Members may recall that for soas time I have been trying to find an
explanation for marks on early covers, notably and
wbjc) I have on covers, from Venice to Marseilles via Oene
in the first case (6 Aug. 1757) and from Geneva to Ixeter, 1 Aug. 1761
in the second, but without success.

Our late member, Chris Rauch, while visiting the 'SIPA' Exhibition in Vienna
last year reported that hs cam across several covers with these marks among the
stocks of various dealers, but was unable to obtain any information except from one
dealer who suggested they night be early registration marks.

Now, out of the blue, comes what may be confirmation of this theory.
4

TISEOFEM

1.c.ntlr cur President,
1960. & '70a, of the Bulletin o
of November 1972, I found illustrations of
AUTUMN, although of the 19th centurye

tatsment from M. Prowls Berne

a number of back imams., of the
le Suisse'. In one of them

2 covers with straight-line marks of
The one shown above has an accompanying

"Babikon (Ct. Luaern) a registeredAachmahme (COD) letter (li Rats* )
dated 11 July 1850, handed in at Altishafen which lies north of
Nobikon), with spiral mark - Luse= registrstion mark 7 oodles 6 (Irsuser
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THE VERY RARE

POSTAGE BOOKLETS
May we say that' this is possibly the ofier of

 the decade: it

only happens perhaps once every ten year
s or so that such a

large variety of Stamp Booklets can be offered. Many of the

Booklets listed below are available only
 once and no more than

four are in stock of any one number. A further outstanding

point about this offer is the superb quality 
of the material.

No Booklet
are superb
15% VAT.

Year

is less than fine

to luxury condition.

Zumstein

- in fact
Inland

the

Year

clients
overwhelming

please

Zumstein

majority

add

Catalogue Catalogue

No. No.

1912 I (Pro Juv.fine Z 36.00 1921 20 70.00

German)superb 42.00 1921 21 75.00

1904 1 150.00 1924 22 75.00

1905 4 115.00 1925 23 75.00

1907 5 115.00 1927 24 75.00

Pa 4

Telephone:

1907
1909

6
7

105.00
90.00

1928
1930

25
26y

75,00
75,00

1909 8 50.00 1933 26z 185.00

1909 9 140.00 1935 27 85.00

1909 10 60.00 1942 35 55.00

1911 13 60.00 1943 36 27.50

1915 14 70.00 1943 37 42.50

1915 15 60.00 1948 38 35.00

1915 16 (Pro Juv.) 400.00 1948 39 40.00

1917 17 60.00 1950 40 30.00

1917 18 60.00 1951 41 30.00

1918 19 85.00

ALSO:

1954 Pro Jvventute with Sc. Double Print variety C. 75.00

1954 Pro Juventute with two copies of 5c Double Print

variety.
£125.00

Later Postage Booklets ore available as quoted in our

1982 CATALOGUE

z H. L. KATCHER
7- vrnateux Collector
The Swiss Spociaiists

4t4
PO BOX 212

HIGHGATE
ONOON Me eLW

3041f1fO MUTEST? (Continued)

both in red ink."

This spiral mark has the point at base, my own example is reversed.  One

question now remainst Did postal clerks write the mark in the way that cane *oat

or did different areas vary the type of such spiral narks? Who has

further examples?
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By Felix Ganz
Originally published in 'Linn's Weekly', December 1981

An olive-green stamp printed on blue papert WHO would porpretate
thing like that? • Switzerland? You bet. Aud that was the Josue

considered good enough for use by eleemosynary institutions (since they did
not have to pay for it, perhaps?) for fifteen years'

Eleemosynary, in Webster, is defined ass 1) of or for charity or
o charitable; 2) supported by or dependent on char 4 ty; 3) given by

charity; gratuitous; free.

And that is exactly how Swiss franchise stamps, found in Scott at
the very end of all Swiss listings under 51-9 and beyond), and in Zumstein
also near the end under 'Portofreiheitsmarken', came about. Their use was
carefully restricted to institutions caring for the destitute, poor, mentally
deficient or not educable; ill, blind, handicapped, those in personal
trouble or anguish, those discharged from prisons and other correctional
institutions, and during times of war •.. to organisations caring for
refugee e or escaped prisoners, etc.

1 Witamm ftalmcgasSwiss cataloguea list, as their franchise stamp
tern&No. 1, a purple, non-denominated label issued during the en Suisse.

1670-71 Franco-Prussian War (unlisted in Scott) which was Gratis.
distributed to and used by French soldiers of General
Bourbaki l e army after they were driven across the Swiss
border by pursuing German troops and subsequently interned in Switzerland
for several months. Printed by letter-press in a quantity not exceeding
225,000 pieces, these imperforate labels - pretty ugly ducklings themselves
are fairly easy to obtain in mint form (includ i ng tite-biChe and interspace
but very difficult indeed on cover (usually uncancelled as per army order)
and almost impossibly so in cancelled form, on or off cover.

At the same time several Swiss organisations affiliated with the

Red Cross of Switzerland and performing aid services to the internees, the
wounded, and the families of the missing, also used labels, usually
featuring the symbol of the Red Cross (actually a Swiss cross in inverted
colours) on some of their official correspondence. Although it now seems
that the labels were not necessary eince these organisations were given free
franking privileges, any cover with such an oval or rectangular label -
cancelled or not - belongs to the rarities of Swiss philately and at the same

time is a true forerunner of the franchise stamp issue of 1911.

Until the end of inc year 1910 not only government offices
(federal, cantonal and local) au well as church documents executed by clergy
(birth, marriage, death certificates) were given free franking privileges,
but an ever larger group of non-profit, aid, charitable or eleemosynary
organisatiens also were exempt from paying postage on their correspondence;
and it was feared that abuses could occur.  Therefore, the Federal Council
of Switzerland, in the Federal Register (Schweizerisches Dundeablatt) of
December 15, 1910, based upon the postal reorganisation laws of April 5,
1510 and the postal directives of November 15, 1910, addressed all cantonal
governments in a lengthy circular which explained the reasons for the intro-
duotion of special stamps for the use of those organisations which were
considered truly charitable, eleemosynary, or such, as well as the continued
use of free-franking privileges without stamps for cantonal, district and
local governments, plus school boards of public schools - from such offices
to persons or firms, but not vice-versa - as long as they concerned official

ices, summons, tax bills, and the like.
Paragraph 9 of this circular states;

The Federal Council is empowered to determine annually, and upon the
passing of appropriate credits by the federal legislation, which
uocieties and organisations occupying themselves with support for or
of the poor, or which pursue similar charitable purposes, will receive,
free of charge, specially designed postage stamps (free frank stamps)
for their letter mail.
The designation of these institutions will be d 1 gated to the
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Department of Posts  It will be possible to appeal against the

decision ..........

The stamp design of tho first issue of January 1, 1911

(actually printed and distributed late in 1910) was identical to that

of 3witser1and's postage due stamps of Septeaber 1 # 1910, except that
instead of white paper a dull grey-blue paper was used and that the
basic colour of the stamp was olive instead of green. Instead of
a denomination only, the value tablet showed the letters 'P.P.'

(Postage paid) and either a 2 (printed matter), 5 (local letter or inland
card rate), or 10 (inland letter), in red.  In addition each institution
selected by the Post Office Department featured its own control number, from 1

to (eventually) 844, at the top of each stamp, in thin, black *Y14. Tims Paper

wasivatermarked with a large Swiss cross.

. The Post Office Department issued a few additional guide-lines to the

institutional mere of those franchise stamps, such ass

"Asylums and educational (reform) schools are limited to a total of

3 francs per inmate of franchise steeps per year, and the annual

allowance is figured from the average number of inmates during the
previous year. The same is true and arrived at in the same manner

for hospitals and similar institutions.

'Yacation camps (for needy children) will be limited to a maximum of
25 centimes in *temps per year, per child, and no institution will

receive sore than 2000 francs in franchise stamps per year.

Postal Order of November 15, 1910."

Thus a collector atteapting to complete his or her franchise stamp

collection by at least ono example of each number or institution, will have a

hard time to do so, especially on cover. This was true at least in the
beginning when mint 'stamps with numbers were not made available to collectors

and when severe penalties were announced for institutioas disregarding the very

spacial privilege of their using these stamps.

The Zumstein "Grosses Handbuch" of 1924 states that the first three

stamps issued were printed - without control number . in large sheets of 400

that were out into four sheets of 100 stamps each. The 2 and 5 centime done*.

inations, supposedly, were printed an the sans large sheet, with the 2 centime

pea** at upper loft and lower right, and the 5 centime ones at upper right and

lower left, while the 10 centime sheet, contained four panes of 100 *temps of

the same value.

When collectors complained the postal people provided for the sale of

mint franchise stamps WITHOUT imprinted control numbers, in minimum orders of

twenty steeps per value, to dealers and collectors. These numberless stamps -

never used by institutions and therefore not supposed to exist on °over - over

the years have become bettor philatelic properties than those issued according

to the letter of the law originally creating them;

When colleetors continued to complain the Post Office Department

produced, exclusively for collectors, entire sheets WITH institutional control

numbers, but consecutively numbered, and sold those to colleetors - usually

cancelled-to-order with a ads reading 'BUN IMF. DIST.' trot March 20, 1912

on. Thus it is possible to find strips and blocks of which each stamp has a

different control number. Such aultiples are such less desirable than mint or

used multiples with the same control numbers (from sheets issued to eligible

institutions) of which only a few exist, especially in mint form.

The "Grosses Handbuch" (p. 257) states that only the 2 ate. value was

issued to collectors in this consecutively numbered and cancelled-to-order form,

but entire sheets of consecutively numbered 10 eta. sheets do exist, and so do

sheets of other values. Furthermore the "Handbook" errs by stating that such

sheets exist only in used form. As a matter of fact mint collectors' sheets

are more easily located than cancelled-to-order ones.  The same "Handbook' also

"mations that sheets up to control number 600 (or six in all) were produced,

but 'hoots with consecutive numbers from 601 to 700 have been discovered.
To be continued

now, gnome goo num ALONG TOUR CONPITITION Nan= al 14th APRIL
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of Bern less so.

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

Xs Rutherfoord Par n
No sooner was Part VI written than at a local ezhibition I found an

earlier example of the k, Pig. 35, i.e. 1915, also in PK VII Luzon'.

Dr. Gans in his present series of 3 articles in "TRW on PK marks, mentions that

this mark probably pre-dates the 'Franco' labels first issued to POs In 1911.

Also frail Dr. Gans the additions, shown in Fig. 56 a & b, to my Table II,

BS 4 B Jura in PK V, and the note that Geis was not in Al but AR:,  This was an

56 a & b Pig. 37 a b

error for Pig. but still wi ut the . Pig. 371) is a better ex
for WW,,

Two exam ow of another Italian error which I found, are shown in

Pig. 38 a & b. These should both read 'Grigioni
s i.e. plural, not the singular

with final ',V. This vould be 'Orison' instead of 'Grisone'. Castasegna is in

the middle Italian-speaking valley of Git•

amd Mame in the eastern valley. See

ahem., 7° of Part II.

In Part VI we looked at 4 applicstio

of PK Nos. in Roman figures, i.e. 1.Neg-
atives% 2, Special ode, 3. TPOs and

4. Prance marks. Wow to 001A10110.

5, white Styes. These were issued
to Swiss charities

so that they could send their mail free.

ued in 1911 with
, a seal number in black at the top, the

th a larger number, and in 1935 (in 3 new deligns), the
number in black. This number was unique to a particular

al, children's home etc., and for the first type the order vas
111.1926 new numbers were issued, grouped per PK, as followst

The first
second t
hird type,

charity, h
chronological.

eNIMISAMOso.....0.4.14,...swavo.makvaNNnIsmeNSINMM.M.

100 68

200 100 - 216

100 500 - 393

IT loo 400 - 481

V 100 500 - 565

VI 100 600 658

0.121101.....IIIMPOILEW•ummentOw•• n••••111111ALVON.IPI•

VII 100 700 - 741

VIII 200 800 - 944

II 100 1000 - 1061

50 1100 - 1150

XI 50 1150 - 1190

The above lmformation is given in

Dec. 1 l, by Dr. Gans. Column 'a' is the

number of possible charities, 
1 b 1 in the lowest

number, and 'c' is the highest nueber allocated
to 1956, The scheme wale discontinued in 1945.
These stamp* should never be reeoved fro. their cover

which will always have the name of the oreanisation
printed or rubber steeped onto the face. (Soo

Pig. 39

6. 11, maga  ca *1laticni,
show the PI No., the.. of Z
They are as follows

up

Only 4 machine dater dies
can be eoneidered as rare,
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Pis. 41-a (Space correct)

Page 30

AO - ar.A. This
was used Only in the
main Zurich Giro

office'from 1929 to

1935 On all aceount

holders steeples*

official' envelop**.

This continues*

capoelletion had 2 dies lig. 40-a
of 28 mm diam. with 8

lines between, but only one die had the changeable
date and time reels.

34
14

 
AP - a. When the first trials were aade in 1961 with a Illasendorf table-

top cancelling machine for small POs, the 28 as diam. die 
was taken from a band

canceller sample, hence the PIE No. III. The textless slogan 
was always on tlos

left, and was in use until Dec. 1965. All subsequent
 machines, over 100, have

the lower segment space empty, and have a PLZ No. ahead of the tows 
name.

Pitted with time and date reels. All other, American, mach
ines had 22 ma town

dies. In 1968 the PTT decided to fit time and date reels to all 22 
um diem.

dies instead of the fiddling plugs.  Only 2 trial die
s Were made, both with the

Pa No., but this Was left off the 1973 trial dies and also fro
m the definitive

dies issued in 1975 to all machines throughout Switserland.

tjg. 40-c

Pi, 40 . Used in Bern from May '68 till Peb. '70 with a *umber o
f different

slogans.

yli. 40 - 4. Used only with a PP (post paid) taitless slogan from about Urea
' 68 to May '69 in black only (Swiss standard)

7. Allassa
s Prankins)laaWaos. Thee* are in red only. A condition of use

was, and is, that all envelopes must carry the user's address, whereby a Box No.

on tile rear was sufficient. But noes firms, banks for example, foun
d even this

too much, so the PTT allowed a separate oode No. of theirs to be fit
ted by the

machine supplier, ill addition to the individual machine number (why thi
s alone

was not enough is strange), instead of an address if required.  T
his number

series is common for all Switserland and Liechtenstein and is proceeded by the
Pi No. of the region where the machine is used, but the *umbers are not per

on, as in 5. above: And is unique in this world. I think that less than
of all meter mail is so coded.

4
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pet. SAN GOTTARDO

sent in the
elbow,
print, but

d from page

d be used fox' a
pAt. 41 - h l lower style with PIA
about 1967 °swords, Geneva 1 1452'.
Note '11' for Meter s , and that now say
advert is to the left.

41 - o. 1970 style which is
gradually replacing the preview style.
Code No. vertical, but can be in old
place, depending on manufacturer. This
is an interesting one as it shows the
2,500 PIA Bo. but the IT of leuchitel, as
we will Imo later.

Secrecy taken another s
by some 3wis• banks - no town name at
all! But to the philatelist the secret
is partly lifted with the 'Y' of Basel:
Started in 197

Pig. 41 -o

gjduji,z.u. In September o
PO found that the distribution of rot
letters was complicated by ths lack of
address information, so the postcode
012 - was added at last. There ev-fi

still only about 6 such machines in
Switserland, but they handle mail for a
lore area. Two differ•nt makes of
machine.

(To be contin

There are still some reprints of
the Dr. Gans 1971 article, avail.

at a each. N. Rutherfoord

LIACIZIMILWISIL
The rare no. 5a (2158 ultramarine

on ordinary paper).

lint, lightly binged and superbly
centred. Rua, Cat. Pr.1800.- (approx.
4520).

Best offer over £150 secures.
D. Boutris, 62, Thirloby Rd, Burnt

gdgeware, Middlesex.

ENE) )(()LJ PCP4()NAI
........  that in Pea. the PTT published the
official sales figure* for it member of

s, the 1960 definitive* (proof that
is can now be considered dead) and
r of special issues from 1928 till
Pro Aero

l
 of 1981. A few of the

issue had been given before, as
in Zuastein, this seems to complete

list, for plain (W) and phosphor
paper. The 10o had the highest
tit

Y,
 
and highest ratio of V to Le

l
y 1,488m to 159m. Only 3 value* bad
V than L, 40c, 750 and 80o.

• that the rarest is the 15c brown
muleteer and mule on I. paper, only im
but 28m on V).

• that for some reason the 90c
Schaffhausen Wain castle is still being
used up in a number of POsi talon from
reserve stocks I suspect. These stocks
are regularly up-dated and aro held in
ease of emergency.

• that the 1981 'MB catalogue
supplementary shoots have come out, with
a newly discovered oval cachet of 100
used in Ztrich for the Federal Shooting
latch. Also a number of price
oorrections.
.. that a nos term is creeping ins

for 'Pah-Datum', i.e. early date
or those steeps for which an official

at day of issue is not known. Not to
confused with 'PDC" which is also used

in German, usually a decorated cover
hiving souvenir value.

that the PT? Museum row has a ghee
ol

• 

6Gotthard material, opened 'by the
Directors of tho PT! and $311 together,
untal 27 June. Together with the show
inlusern mentioned last month, a lot of
interesting items will be presented for
this important centenary.
• that 2 slogans will be usd in set*

laces, in Gorman north
f the Alps, in Italian

the south, as shown.
that the Gorman

giant new-issue firs,
Sieger, has placed an
advert, for his Swiss
agent firm, on all
transparent envelopes
used by the ?TT for
mint stamps. So *any
coupon that information
accessories etc. is out
does got the gift pair of gold-

ted tweesers. I don't knew what
perm if a Gladdress is 41141114

• that the answer to Question No.
is the first PJ stamp of 1915.

Coat in Col

•
Swiss reformer,
issued with his

- Cont. Ccl. 2

No, 115 jss Alth
notice was taken it
the death of the

re had been a stamp
rtrait. Vhsn vale

N. EMBRYO=



Postal History

Covers PDC or Commemorative

Stamps - mint or used

Airmails - stamps and covers,'

Route marks

Soldier Stamps ?PO. etc.

All these and many more.

Write to

485, Urine Rood,

X ORECAMB I,

Lance LA4 60.

ao 32- 

WINK GIMP 7. March looting

London Transport's one-day dispute

orelatod a hasard, resulting in long walks

from railway stations and fewer meabors

present.

Twelve gallant souls fought their

way thrn to a thoroughly enjoyable even,'

tug. ' Snlightensent on 'Odds Ends'

ranged from newly enquired knowledge on

19th cont. essays, variations of post-

marks, fiscal, ' labels, a display of

aaterial with a heraldic theme and

finally on aphabetical display of Swiss

flora. All of us discovered something
our advantage and a vote of thanks was

proposed by the Secretary.

The mooting closed earlier than

usual and two membore with cars nobly

ferried those in need of transport to

stations for their hoaeward journeys,

postures greatly appreciated. What we

do for Nelvotia: G.W.I.

NM LEMUR APRIL 1982
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Sorry • • •
NO HOTEL POST COVERS...

NO ZEPPELINS...

But w YOU WANT

GENERA :I, SWISS FROM

RAYONS TO NEW ISSUES

A PERSONAL SERVICE

£5 ORDERS SENT POST FREE

Tb ASK FOR A FREE COPY

OF MY MARCH PRICE List'
DETAILS OF SERVICES

(PLEASE MENTION H.P.S.)

RALPH L RICHARDS

OVER 30 YEARS A PTS MEMBER

AN

_ Mr. Newall
. has pointed out an

in the report on his matt display -

' Philatoly' means friend or

lover and 
latolos' encrumbranoe, free to

pass, post paid.

The N. Group report will follow n

month. April 3 - N. Group A.G.X.

1 BRIDGE ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX 8N14 7B1

TEL. (0903 39198

A wide rang* of material

is available from my stock and I

will be pleased to supply Helvetia

members with items On Approval or

against Wants Lists.

What are your requiropent0

arnebein-i-
execute i

rentliste for stamps
of Scl

tserlaad, Europe and
Oversi

Oni, nint and waed

zumsbein
g
reatost stock of 3witser1and

and Europe
all world's Soo hems
eortlflostes
publishers of the ROMS=
catalogues Serape and
Switserlondillochtonstels

Borne: irlefesrkma-Soitung
mite BurOpe ostalodue supplements
albums

2NLAWEIN-1-CliE
ProprIstorst Sertoch ele
SomshotadOwn 24, 06,42°1 Ss"Address, P.O.*. 2305, ca.3001 sem
Cosh Amounts: Sore 30-334
bedew Stookholm 42 554 iSerowe larlermee 705 01..750 !
Ametriss Vienne 1700.512
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THREE NEW ISSUES IN MAY
Three sets of stamps will be issued in Mays SURMA (C11101) on 3rd,

PRO PATRIA and SERVICE STAMPS on 27th. Details are as follows:

1. EUROPA (OPT). The Postal Committee of CSIT (the Suropean Conference of
Postal & Telecommunicationa Administration) has recommended

HISTORICAL SUITS as the theme for 1982. The two subjects chosen undoubtedly

real what is the most significant event in Switserland's national history, the

foundation of the Confederation in 1291.

The limited sovereignty and privileges enjoyed by the valley communities around

Lake Lucerne from the middle of the 13th century were threatened by Hapsburg claims.

?hi death of Rudolf I of Hapsburg in 1291 led to effective resistance against these

olaims and in early August representatives of Uri, Schwys and Unterwalden formed

the League of the forest cantons which today is regarded as the origin of the Swiss

Confederation. The parchment of the Treaty (Hundesbrief) of 1291 which was drawn

up in Latin, still exists and is represented on the 80c. stamp.  In the preamble

to the Treaty it is stated that in view of the evil times the three valley commun.

ities have formed a League to protect and defend themselves by word and deed

against anyone intending to inflict violence, annoyance or insult on any one of

them. The design of the 400. stamp shows a detail from the aural by the artist

Heinrich Danioth (1096-1963) of Urioon the Archives House in the town of Schwys

which houses the oldest documents of the Confederation. It depicts the three

representatives swearing the Oath of Sternal realty on the Rttli meadow (an event

not entirely undisputed among historians) as introduced into world literature by
Schiller in 'Wilhelm Tell'.

4 ,01c. Federal Archives
House - mural

80c. The Pact of 1291'

Pesiguart Celeptino Fiatti
Rotogravure by Courvoisisr

ali o 36 2 26 am.'
Fq" cylinders 2 sheets of 50
how White, luminous

00 PAPP. Pollowing upon the trade and craft sips and the postal signs,
the subject of this year's set is Ill SIGN, perhaps the best

known Of all, with lump such signs still to be found across the length and breadth
of the -countri. From the wealth of signs available four typical examples have

been selected.

20 10c. ICTIL SOUK. iilliva. The 'Sun' has long been a favourite name for
• an inn. As the sun shines on the just and

the unjuet, an good and bad fortune alike, the 'Sonne' points the way for
travellers to a haven of warmth and comfort, even in less clement &MOM * This

sign may well be one of the later representations of this most ancient type The



Betel Sonn• Auberge de l'Onde Botsi Dr.i lbnigs Rotel Brame

unpretentious rectangular board li reainiscent of
 the original banner one still

sees •
hung up south of the Alps today. ?hie was followed by dur

able •ign-boards

made of wood; later on, wnen metal was used, the traditional rectaneular form

was retained. The serrated protection against the weather su
rvives from the

wooden boards. At the centre of this sign, made of flat wroug
ht metal sheet

shines a golden multireyed sun surroubded by tne WWI of the 13 original cantons.

Along three sides the sign is edged by a strip of filigree out fro g tba metal in

the fore of a scissor out. At the lower centre are a shrub pleat and putti.

The lateral foliaes is alive with birds. A miniature sun in wrought iron sits

astride the straight 
-
bracket which ends in two wroueht iron leaves. This

 ancient

sign was presumably matte on raibuilding the small 
town after destruction by fire

in 1704.

40 4. 20c. BURGE DA WOOL St. Sauhorth tor the traveller a ship was the
•710,01 of hope, of the jourusy to

the rainbow's end. But it also signified adventure and shipwreck since the

voyage exchanged security for danger, safety for risk.  Innumerable inns on the

great inland waters, each as the Lakes of Constance, Neuchitel and Geneva, and

tte River Rhine, used to be, indeed atill are, decorated with signs bearing

ships and anchors, whether they be called "cur Wage* (the Wave) as in this case,

or simply °Schiff". Most of them sign-boards depict ships of a foreign type,

again as in this case. The smith of St. Saphorin probably used as his model

one of the copper-plate engravines common at the time since it depicts a olassical

Prencb battleship, distinguished by the gunporte 
on both decks, the gilded

figurehead in the sheh
e of a lnon rampant at thi prow and the long 

pennant

fluttering from the mainmast signifying the 
presence on boprd of the fleet

commander. The sign-board bearing this magni
ficent full-rigged sailing vessel is

bordered by a wreath of gilded leaves. It is suspended on two voluted elements

to each it turn are attached to a central bracket. The date on the plate below

the sign is 1750.

70 • 30c.
Three famous travellers point the

way to where the passerby may find

food and drink, The figures, Keichior, 3
a1.thasar and Jasper are familiar from

the tradition still kept of carol ag
ing on Twelfth Night, known in Switserland

as "Three Kings' Day'. The Three xis. Men are depicted here, wearing their

medieval robes as princes. Their n
aked feet are shod in simple thonged sandals.

The golden crowns worn over their turban-like hea
dgear and the ceremonial swords

stamp them as reigning monarchs, and
 in their hands they hold golden goblets

containing their gifts of gold, frankincense and m
yrrh. To ensure that the

sign attracts guests from a distance on the highro
ad the artist applied highly

concentrated colours, red and green* for the garm
ents, gold for all the metal

objects end for the bezagonal morning star.
 Melchior and Balthasar have a

light-grey complexion while that of the Moor is grey-green. The pa
inted sheet

metal bearing the picture is framed 
in airy wrought ironwork. Cookmoosbs 

and

climbing leaves - typical ornaments in the mid-18
th century when the sign was

created - sprout from bow-shaped elements that touch each other during their

flexible awing and countermine. The s
igneboard is held in the beak of the 

bind

which forme the end of the bracket curving generously away from tbs wall.

80+ 40o. Migoolainoollatuotiat The crown symbolises sovereignty and
proclaims far and wide where distinguish-

ed travellers from foreign parts may find accommodation suitable for their rank.

It was a guerentee of protection and honest
o
servioe. Crowns were very popular

in medieval times. They reminded 
people that in bygone days, the traveller

enjoyed the king's protection. The first landlord of the *Crone° in Winterthur

to be mentioned was a certain Peter it 1448.  The records also tell us that the
i ii.rone' was a much esteemed inn and regularly frequented by highboon guests.

This is the most representative sign in the aeries. While the creme on the



earliest sigw-boards ware nted on
'arm of a silhouette and
alone that has become the inn s
and arches of the crown suggest it is set with proc
stylised lilies between the arches of the crown eye
eireles. The gilded crown bangs in the curved beak
was in the nth century that birds' heads were first
pert of brackets such as this. The elegant form of
a late alassioistic creation probably dating back to

on cot from metal in the
it is the symbol of the crown

dents in the headband
stones. Like these, the

eternal life in ruling
of gryphon's head. It
used to ornament the upper
this inn sign shows it to be
about 1815.

liavaciA
 

20 + 100. Rotel Some - the Sun

bud= 40. 20o. Auberge de l'Onde - the WWI,

70 * 300. Rotel Drei Wage - the Three ling*
80 + 40o. Rotel Krone the Crown
Andri Davey, LWAOSAMIO

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
33.4 k 26 . ?ora pyl •zs 2 *beets of 50 stamps
Whits with luminous substance

Mali= ;TAMPS - en- ww9, This set which comes out on 27th May is
the first issue of official stamps after

ral years. The World Intellectual Property Organisation vas established on

the basis of an agreement signed in Stockholm in 1967. It became one of the
Wited Nations' 15 specialised agencies in 1974 and now has about 120 member

countries. The same as tido other Geneve-based UN bodies it is entitled to issue
its ova stamps.

4.4Att
,,,rf $.441

• Indutrial Property
n task to promote worldwide the protection of intellectual

divi ed into two main areas:

a) Zatuetrisi Property (protection of invention*, trademarks, designs, models
end marks of origin)

b) Copyright (protection of literary, musical and artistic productions.

These stamps are the first offset-printed stamps to be produced by the
Official stamps, it should be stated, are issued an the basis of a

tract. This includes a provision em
poifying the number of stamps to be used

octal purposes.

Roland Biller, Dorn
Offset by PT? Stamp Printing Works, Bern
56 k 26 mm. baLsucuatts 4 sheets of 25 steeps
White, without luminous substance.

ctisa wrisre will be available for each met with appropriate vignettes.

ve its own ITC cancellation. Collection sheets and folders will

FIN .4141f . 1•

eat

P9STMARK MI zog

Mr. Ruth.rfoord regret. that
owing to pressor* of work he was unable
to complete the next instalment of his
postmark article is time for this Jesus

It vill follow in the June issue.

ICANNTING IN L0MGa
Rail strikes permitting try not to

miss the meeting on Wednesday, 12th May,
one we have been looking forward Us
when Mts. Alaa Lee will give a talk and
display an the 'STANDING ENLYETIA1
issues, a eubject of the greatest
interest to every Swiss collector.
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are Dot complete without the following:
German (I) mintGerman (I) mint • • •• • • 4 . 44.4 •*••*•

used...used... • • • • • • • • a• • • • • • • • a • • •• • •

French (II) mint ..,French (II) mint .., • •• • - . .4 •- . .4 • 4 04404

with Certificate .. 4 . 4 4 . 4 4 4. •4. ••• £2,750.00

1915 1 0c.mint (3) 4 0. 4.0 4 44 444 .0. E 110.00

unmounted mint ... . • •
..

• 4 • *4 444 L 170.00

used ... 00. • • • 4 a A a ,.. v • E 42.50

1912

1912

• E 1.80

• E 50.00

... X 25.00

• E 55.00

• E 80.00

• E 160.00

• E 400.00

E 1.80

E 50.00

... X 25.00

E 55.00

E 80.00

E 160.00

E 400.00
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COMPETITION RESULTS
There was a good attendance on the occanion of the Annual Competition

held on March 14th. A few sore entries would have been welcome, especially from
newer members and a surprising feature was that there were more entries for the
Postal History section than for the General Section where, usuely, we see some of
the results of members own researches.

Judging was by popular vote, those preeent bei divided into 4 te
who each judged one of the 4 headings. After the scores had been amalgsniated the
results were announced as follows:

for a very well presented entry on 'Gutter stamps' 
not an easy subject displayed to advantage.

kanneeeues for an entry of 'SELECTED COVERS'

for 'EARLY POSTAL STATIONERY'.

for an original entry BARD
STORY IN STAMPS & COVERS
for 'LAKE STEAMER MAIL'.
EARLY COVERS OF THE LAKE LUCERNE AREA'

With 4 ent for t Cop, all widely different, this section
proved easier to udee than that for the Postal History where 5 out of the 6
eatrise showed various aspects of pre-stamp covers.

Following the presentation of the awards there was a discussion on ideas
for the 1982/3 programme and efforts will be made to fit in as many as possible

order to achieve a well balanced choice of subjects.

ciA Asiteli4e
By Felix Gans Part II

Between 1916 and 1921, when postage rates increased, additional denomin-
ations of 3. 15 and 20 centimes were issued and provided to those institutions
needing them. Of these the 3 cts. value contains the most spectacular printing
flat in that in the middle (of five) stamps the red bouquet of stylised Alpine
roses is completely missing, probably because of a temporary foreign object on one
stamp of the 400-subject printer's plate. Partial absence as well as very light,
pink printing of the same bouquet, on the same stamp, also exist.

Other plate flaws are as follows: smeared or incomplete control numbers;
control nsmbers strongly misplaced upwards, downwards, to the left or to the right;
horizon el background lines missing in lower right corner (98th stamp on one of the
four sheets); outer frame line at lower right corner ' wiggly' instead of straight
(100th stamp of sheet 1); part of the rock ledge, descending diagonally from the
mountain at left towards the Swiss cross, broken off (77th stamp of sheet 1 and 80th
stamp of sheet 2). This variety also is known as the 'avalanche' variety: There
even seem to be two different types of control numbers within the first issue:
And since the olive-green on blue background design was the same for all later imprint
imprinted denominations, these flaws are found on different denominations, although
it would appear that some faulty blocks were removed before the 1916 denominations

re printed.

The red printing plate also provided a few printing a s, such as
missing periods after the letter 'P', or a figure '5' with an uuc.onson bend at the
bottom; but these varieties are not very obvious.

Collecting these earlier franchise stamps on cover is a challenge to any-
one. Some of the institutions closed after a very snort period of using franchino
stamps, and others never were issued with all values. If one figures that only
776,000 stamps of the 15 centimes value of 1919 were issued through 1921, when the
rate went up to 20 ots., and thet about 800 institutions could have received sheets
of these stamps with their own umber imprinted on all of them, the amber of 15 ots.
stamps furnished to each institution could not have exceeded 1,000, or 10 sheets
on average: And mail from such institutions usually was thrown out because it
contained invitations to board meetings, bills, statements, doctors' or nurses'

affidavits, *to, ... things most people do not retain unless they happen to be
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stamp collectors. Therefore, prices for franchise stamp
s properly used on cover

(which must have the name of the respective institution printed or stamped on

generally range from five to twenty-five times the catalogue 
price of the used

stamps, depending on the denominations. Multiples properly used on cover are

outright scarce, if not rare.

In 1925 the General Directorate of Posts decided that the cur
rent

numbering system was at best cumbersome if not downright conf
using.  The nuSber-

ing in 1910-1911 had been started with the lowest numbers ass
igned to the Geneva

region in westernmost Switzerland, and the highest ones 
(between 500 and 600) to

eastern and southern Switzerland. But additional institutions received the

free-freeking privileges over the next 15 years, resulting in what is best

described as a regular disorder: It was thus decided to assign to each of the

eleven postal districts certain numbers for all iastitutions 
in their region, but

leaving a certain amount of numbers unassigned so that later franchises could be

easily accommodated.

Numbers for each postal district were assigned as fellows (figures in

parentheses denoting the highest assigned number as of mid-1926)t

Geneva postal district (I) Nos. 1- 100 (61

Lausanne
Bern

(II)
(III ft

101 - 300
301- 400

(218
(375)

Neuchitel (IV 401- 500 (471)

Basel at

Aarau
(v)

ft ( v1)
501- 600
601 - 700

(560)
(653)

Lusern (Yu) 701 - 500 (738)

Zurich (VIII) 801 - 1000 (936)

St. Gallen (IX) 1001 - 1100 1070

Chur (/Q 1101 - 1150 1127

Bellinsona " (XI) 1151 - 1200 (11a)

(To be concluded)

Fro. Member J.J.E. =WIC)

It the DU column in the March BIEL

the KURD, Valais, postal authorities seesi

to have put out inaccurate information
on their 'X' cancel showing an Autumn
crocus.

My Gardening Encyclopaedia says:
"Colchicums oormous plants of much
est and beauty, though poisonous, which
normally produce flowers in autumn and

leaves with the seeds the following

spring Autumn Crocus or Meadow Saffron..

From my experience it grows goner-

ally in the Swias Akita but maybe because .

of the shallow soil the corms are not
large enough to produce a flower with
abundant pollen from which saffron is

obtained. I assume, therefore, that in 1
MUND it is prouced commerciolly. There
is, of course, u ready market for saffron
in Ct.Ticino where it is used to flavour
the exquisite rice dish 'risotto'. At

carnival time, in the main centres, it isi

made on the main square to be served to

the whole population as part of the

general 1o11ification6. Something per-

haps that was missed from the 'Folklore'
stamps.

In the Ticino the saffron used to

be imported from southern Italy, the

Aquila region. Probably now they may
be getting it from the Rhtine

NO HOTEL POST COVERS

NO ZEPPELINS ...
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EXCHANGE PACK DID YOU KNOW
At the present rate of progress

some Packets will still be in ciroul
ation in July so PLEASE ADVISE ME
WREN YOU WILL BE AWAY FROM HONE.

We are having a bit of bother part-
icularly with regard. to Pkts 35 & E9.

Since the beginning of Sept. tnere
have been in circulation um less than
20 Pkts at the same time and mostly in
*zooms of 30. When 2 Pkts meet up it is
usually due to delays which, if unavoid-
able, should be mentioned in the 'Obser-
vations' panel on the Advice Not*.

Any changes in the order of circul-
ation must be cleared with the Pkt. Sec.
Independent actlon has on more than one
occasion been counter-productive to
arrangements already made.

The Rules have been formulated to
facilitete the smooth running of the Pk
Next time you receive a Pkt please read
the Rules again, even if you think you
know thaws

Thank you for your co-operation.

E. LIENRARD

qj ocas
1213 MEI 13,Apr. E.860
4852 ROTHEIST Wohnlich %Ind

Verkehregtuatig 19 Apr. X.861
3941 EISCROLL - Ski- end

Wandergebiet 26 Apr. IL.862
4411 ARBOLDSWIL Gemeinde

Europas 1 May X.863
6911 VICO KORCOTE 3 May X.864
1580 AVENUES - Sites

historiques

• that an interesting metal
book "Automatenmarken, Paketannahme-
marken' has just been published by the
author Rene Amrein, on all the various
types of Swiss vending machine and parcel
labels. In German, £5, 80 page* of which
8 are in good colour, at SPr.14.50.
Note that the pre-cancelled parcel labels
are not recognised by Zumstein nor by
most collectors as being 'stamps' at all.

.that a certain amount of ezoiteaent
has been caused by the revelation of how
collectors have tried to make vending
machines produce misprint* by spraying
in liquids and gessevto block the reels.
It has happened legitimately that rioter
vapour in winter has frosen up the
wheels and some thought they could re-
produce this effect.

.... that the 'Phileje z 82 held in
Bull* over Easter
celebrated 75 years
since Tell's son
Walter first appe
ed on Swiss stamps
in 1907. 510
frames were on show
by 81 Swiss and 29
foreign young phil-
atelists.

.. that in Ct.
Aargau there are now 3 pbilateltc
counters in operation, in Aarsu. Baden
and Zofingen main ne.

that for collectors of Swiss symbols
on foreign stamps Prance issued a Frr.1.90

on 15 Mar. for the Bale-Mulhouse
10 May Es407* airport. The tall of a Swiss plane can

t be seen behind a prominent Trench
e.

Aerophilatelic Day- as this ye
held in Dtbendorf, with the use

most appropriate cancel.

2. To mark the centenary of the issue o
the 'Cross & tending

Helvetia' stamps a fine special cancel
show one value of each was used at
exhibitions held in Zofingen on 20/21 Mar
and in Lausanne on 27/28 Mar.

- Cont. from Col. 2

that ion No. 116 is: Which
'steeps have issued for Winterthur?

M. EUTHEEPOOND

that it seems some collector*
Lug, according to the SBZ. S7r.5. to

O.- for individual vignettes free the
manor' block, so perhaps one should be
teed to f.ang onto the Gotthard one.

ttat quite a lot of these Gotthard
pa are found on ordinary mail, with

and without vignette. The PTT could
hardly cope with orders for PDC* and bad
to reprint covers, a rare thing.

.. that Winterthur is in the canoell
a Ion news lately. Due to last minute
efforts of the Phil. Soc. a belated
slogan oould be made for 'Technorama' and
also a MPO and special cds for the open-
ing On 8/9 Nay. Then an 27 May the Pro
Petrie PDC and oda snow
well-known 'Irons Natal' in Winterthur.

the crown of the

.... that the answer to Question No. 115
is Ulrich Retain, the Swiss reformer
shove on the 10c. of 1969 (Z.471), and

g
ho died in 1531.

Cont. in Col. 1
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11.,,j2,2311 Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. BOILS,
ji
 leen Ave ,, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax

In Leeds on March 5 a large attend-
anise was treated to an outstanding study i
of the Tell & Tell Boy issues, given by
Mr. G. D. Wilson.

He related how he first became
interested in these insuee and hoe, in
view of the many changes in postal rates,
together with a wide range of postal
stationery, they offer an extensive field
for the collector.

The first stamps of 1907, designed bn
nelti, received a bad reception which ledi
to changed designs in 1909. This issue
also received much criticism as the cord i
of the crossbow had been drawn in front
of the stock, a position from which it
could not possibly have been fired.

He then detailed Kiesling's design
for the Tell stamps and different values
and colours which followed doe to changes'
in postal rates, end also dealt with the
provisionale and the need for the lc. on
20. value, the lowest value stamp ever
issued by Switzerland.

Then came a large selection of Tell 1
& Tell Boy postal stationery, and finally;
a number of covers *hoeing interesting
combinations of stamps.

R.A.H.

-

Would any member be willing to
correspond with * Swiss gentleman of
51 with a view to excbanging Seise
stamps for those of G.B. on a catalogue
basis? If so, Herr W. Horn,
Bocksrietatr. 112, 8200 Schaffhausen,
avitserland, writes very good English
so no language problem is involved.
To anyone interested I will pas* on
the original letter.

Sd.

SWISS COLLECTION - mainly used.

STRUBSLS, AIRMAILS, PRO TUVENTUTS,

PRO PATRIA, TETE-BECHS, SE-TENANT

ROTEL, SOLDIER, U.N. alias
etc.

Sets or singles

All at approx. half Amateur

Collector Catalogue

WANTS LISTS WITH S.A.E. PIA=

A. S. POLLARD,

2, Sefton Street, BRUMFIELD,

Lanes BB9

ZUMSTEIN
execute wantlists for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and
Overteas, mint and need.

ZUMSTEIN
greatest stock of Switserland
and Europe

all world's New Issues

certificates

publishers of the =STEIN
catalogues Europe and
Sviteerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
witn Burope catalogue supplements

albums

ZUMSTEIN CIE

Proprietor's Bertsch & Cl.

Zeughausgesse 24, CH-3001 Bern
Sddrettes P.O.B. 2985, CH-5001 Bern

Cash accountat Bern 30-334
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germaup Karlsruhe s 705 01.750
Austria; Vienna 1700.512
v
etherlandss 580 17 00

If you art intereeted in
postal history - pre-stamp covers,
route *efts etc., you may be looking
for items to add to your oolleotion.

1 Why not let me help you?

Or, if TPOs and railway
, cancels appeal more to you, Again
: I am able to provide material.

Perhaps you are a fairly new
collector and require stamps to
complete certain issues .. Btrubelis,
Sitting Helvetia pert., Standing
Helvetia, Tell & Tell Boy, Pro
Juventute, Pro Petrie etc.

Selections of material sent
on approval to Helvetia members, or

: let me have your Wants Lists.

.I. S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lance LA4 6AP

c.0
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i UNUSUAL MARK ON SWISS COVER
By S. J. Rawnsley

Last month an explanation wee given for a little known nark on an early Swiss*over as being an early form of registration mark.
While this problem Web being investigated our American meaber Lt.-Col. Lalondesought our aid with yet smother puma*, having recently purchased the item shove.

This letter was seat
from Geneva to Bordeaux and
is dated 23 December 17844
and was prepaid, which was
unusual in the 18th century
when the recipient, and not
the sender, was reeponeible
for payment of delivery chars,

Oa the address side
prepayment is indicated

he word 'franca', in a
rent coloured ink from
used for the address,
er with a faint straight
GENEW, but of speeial

rest is the mark 'P.P.P4P,'
had not previously been

ountered and presumed to
a French mark,

The meaning of the
xk vas first elucidated byIx. Barlan Stone as signifying 'PORT PATE PASSE PARIS' and confirmed by thebend of m Leaden member whet being a collector of French postal history, haskindly supplied the following details from the 'Catalogue dos Este* illes atObliterations Postales de Prance' Tvert, 1929'  



MATERIAL
RAILWAY TAMPS/CANCELLATIONS

BILLS OF LADING OF THE 1870's

BILLS OF LADING OF THE 1920'

nom, when vs ve
colleague of ours in Switser
and we purchased important sectici
lections of the above mentioned material.

ay Strikes made up into lots, varying in pr

5.00 per lot.

we had to say 'no'.
50 years in the

ong which were
• now able to offer

e from £12.00 -

LIS COLLORS Station

(PLAVIL) Ideal..

OURRIND AN R813R2USRE

ILLIAD

IM.rgebiet

Der P.ri.uort am See

* • *tehen

Walensee Flumserberg
0.

do-

-d

UGC
WIRT=
UNTERMURI
QUART=
mum=

24.5.82 I.865

27.5.82 K.866

1.6.82 L.867

* K.868

14.6.82 K.869

" 1..870

X.871

T..872

L.873

L874

1901

9251

3854

0300

0353

0017

0002

eels,
0084

0806

trikes of the 1870's on complete Rill' of 1.a4in,g 

each. for 44.00 we offer the more common
vats Lines average about £6.00 each, with
• at £10.00 each.

era] Rail
.00 each.
the 18701$

of the I
aye. with Privet. Lines

The 1920's Bill. are, of course, vi
are mot: Railway Steep. were not issued

t £1.00 each
ty priced at

Stamps while t os
1 1913.

The collector interested in Railway material should no
approval selections can be tailoromade to our requirements.

OppoDt znityi

4 the way, vs have also purchased our colleague stock of hotel Poet stomps!

Need vs say more.

All price ranges mentioned are .zaluaive of V.A.?. (Payable by inland clzente

only.)

CANCR 
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SWISS BOOKLETS 1982 VERSION
By R. Rutherfoord

Unheralded at the beginning of April a new' booklet appeared at the various
PhIlatelic Offices. The PTT do not consider it a new edition, because the guae-up
and Talus remain at 3Pr.5. e , but to us phllateliste it is very different! Firstly
the cover is grey, which 1 have never seen before, with a new picture, in black
(see Pig. 1), showing the central Swi pe sport' of cattle herders' whip-cracking.

The inner adverts (Pigs. 2 & 3) are the sass, mt are the rear pictures of
Zumeteine i.e. 10 pictures in French and German (Pigs. 4 & 5). I have not yet
found a whole set of 20, but it look, like the same arrangement as before.

The more important change is that the
outer selvedgee of the eheet are now printed
with crosses as well as the interspace
gutter. This was to eliminate the two
versions, 'with crosses' and 'without crosses'
when looking at the stapled edge. But there
is still a difference as tne new crosses are
closer to the stamp picture than before.
Thie is shown clearly in Pigs. 6 & 7.

Perhaps the booklets are now made up
from a continuous band, and no longer from
the previous sheets of 80 stamps each. hale
could be the reason why no-one has yet found
a booklet with the missing line of crosses,
where the sheet number, either 1 or 2, was
placed.

Pig. 1
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SWITZERLAND'S FRANCHISE STAMPS
By Felix Gana (Conclueion)

• Until quite recently the Archives Section of the Swiss Postal Admin-

istration refused to disclose any lists of which institutions were assigned

which numbers, both in the old haphazard and the new (1925) system, as well am

who received how many stamps and when. But around 1979 an archivist rediscover-

ed. boxes containing all relevant Information, and philatelists in Switzerland

received permission to copy these lists for research purposes.  They provide

extremely interesting information which, however, is much too detailed for a

general article of this nature.

Since by the end of 1925 only the postage rates of 5, 10 and 20 ots,

were needed for inland postage on foreign mail all institutions had to use

regular Seise postage stamps since the franchise stamps did not bear the country

name, Helvetia, and thus were inadmissible on mail to destinations abroad) only

these three values were continued and distributed; but in order to distinguish

them from the earlier issues, the control numbers now were printed in much bolder

type. Mixed franking*, on cover from the same
 institution, are extremely rare,

becalm* the new number* assigned to each institution went into effect,in January

of 1926, and only for a period of about two weeks mixing of old and new numbers

were tolerated. Such covers would be extremely scarce and to date are not

known to exist.
Several plate and value imprint varieties can he 

found on this second,

issue, printed from the same plates and on the sa
me bluish paper. The lost

obvious consists of the right 'P' in the value 
tablet looking like an 'F'.

Some of the green plate's flaws miraculously re
appeared so that one must assume

that the earliest background colour plates of 1910 once more were used 
to

produce this issue, and not those used for the pr
inting of the additional values

of 1916-1921 which, according to the Zumstein "Switzerland Specialised" catalogue

(latest issue 1982) did not have any of the earlier described plate flaws or

varieties.
The 1928 issue with bold numbers gave way to a third issue one yeas

later and thus all three denominations of 1926 are basically scarce and most

elusive on cover. The 1927 issue, still using the same basic design (and still

featuring some of the original plate flaws) was printed in a more pleasant blue-

green and on white piper, thus ending the 'ugly duckling' colouring . . The

control numbers of this third issue are
largo and thin, and that third issue
remained in use thru 1935 when it was
replaced with new designs with portraits
of nurses and of Henri Dunant.

In conclusion it might be
mentioned, as an aside, that many
eleemosynary crasnisations nowadays would never get away with their names of

1911, such as "Reform School for Stray Orphans", "Lunatics Forced Detension Home",

"Ladies Auxiliary to Prevent Immodesty", "Home for Incurables" etc, because the

public and oven the inmates will not stand for it. Thus seen in this respect

collecting of entire covers from this period of Swiss philately is of great

cullaree.historical interest to a specialist.

*as eamor.... The End •100.1111VIMIuMante•
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DC THE SHANAHAN SHENANIGANS"
Bi J. P. BARRETT, jr.

It is now 24 years since moving to 'the Emerald I
sle with my Irieh wife and

two children (ono born here) and I am, in general, enjoying my life (spart from

the precipitation!). I have continued my intereets in 
Swiss philately, now mixed

with some Hibernian pureuito, and have met many k
nowledgeable and able collectors.

The philatelic fraternity ie becoming fairly prog
reasive, with new stamp club*

and societies being organized regularly.

But such was not the case just over 20 years ago,
 when in 1959, Shanahan

Stamp Auctions, Ltd., came craahing down. The bombastic perpetrator of the

world's greatest stamp fraud, Paul Singer, had 'la
ncet overnight, 'killed

i the hobby

in Ireland for years to come. Singer, born in Czechoslovakia, educated in Vienna

and with a doctorate in political science from Lausan
ne, came to sleepy Dublin in

1934 from London with the intention of setting up a stamp auction buainese (there

were none in Ireland then). He set up, with a father-
son furniture/antique

auction business, Jerome & Desmond Shanahan. The golden-tongued Singer 'sang

great songs' about the fortune to be made in rare
 stamps, with the very willing

listeners. The initial investment between them was 4200
.

He launched immediately the "Green 1.S.L.E. Philately" magazine (I.S.L.E.

is irelard's Stamp Lovers' Edition!), full of homely ch
it-chat of the hobby which

soon had a circulation of 20,000. Through this medi
um, Sieger invited the

unitiated collector to invest 410 (later to 450) Into
 a 'syndicate' composed of

2-300 'investors' who would hold a 'share' in a c
ollection worth possibly 450,000

or more. When the collection was 'broken doen' and s
old through hie monthly

auctions, the syndicate could earn 104 profit on 
the lot it had 'drawn from the

hat'; or it might earn nothing and the investor m
embers had to wait for another

draw and another sale. At this stage no invest
or ever lost money while the firm

was solvent. But when the 'word was out' that huge profits cou
ld be made, the

money started pouring in. In the end it was too much money chasing too few 
stamps.

Singer had free rein to travel all over tha 
world buying huge collectiona aed

large sums were deposited in Ulrich, Paris, Genev
a and New York ix his or his wife's

name. During his subsequent two trials in 1960
-62, hank officials gave evidence

that a total of 41,066,794 had been transferred abroad during 1957, 1958 and the

first 4 months of 1959. After his first trial, at which he was 
sentenced to 14 yew

14 years penal servitude, Singer somehow discovered that the foreman of the trial

jury had a claim against Shananans for 4375! A re-trial was ordered, then came

a long series of appeals and legal technicaliti
es, and on 24 January, 1362, Singer

walked out, a free man; the longest prosecution in Irian jurisprudence history.

He and his wife vanished that very night, presuma
bly to Canada.

So, you may ask, what had Paul Singer got to do w
ith Swiss collecting!  In

the last few hectic months before the nollapee, Singer vent into negotiations with

the ageing tobacco tycoon, Maurice Burma, for his mammoth worldwide collection,

to satisfy the investor syndicate monies roiling in.  Singer agreed to pay

g6,000,000 for it, to be paid in 6 instalments of Of1,000,000 each. Be paid cash

for the first section comprieing Great Britain and the Netherlands, early in 1959.

The vast Swiss collection, which included the ex-Ferrari 'Double Geneva' block of

6, was scheduled as a later instalment (
also $1,000,000) but of course, under the

 cumstancee, this never took place.

Robson Lowe, the London dealer, was contrac by Shananana liquidator to

auction off all the remaining stocks. The Swiss holding was finally auctioned

from 16-18 April, 1964, at Basel.

Ref. "Doctor of Millions", by Seamus Brady, 1965
"American Philatelist", Vol. 89, pp. 417-24, 1975
"The Irish Times", various issues 1959-61.

INUT4A4K 

Very sorry but the next part of
this article has not arrived in time
for inclusion in this issue. It will
follow as soon as it is to hand.

if

Does anyone have postcards of a
small village named ZIETEN MEN)
which is in Baeelland, near to Liestal
and Bubendorf
L. Reeves, 61, Woodville Road, MUMBLES

Swansea, Glam. S.Wales SA3 CAE.
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OUTSTANDING DISPLAY AT LOWE KAT MEETING

The last meeting of the London season was a great success.

Mrs. Alma Lee, accompanied by her husband, received a warm welcome from

ambers who had been looking forward to the evening.

Kra. Lee's talk and the display on the 'STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES' were

full of interest for everyone and particularly those who are still struggling

with the many issuers of these definitive stomps.

The display VAA given in three sections based on the two control marks

and the later watermark, the salient features of each section being explained.

They covered the issues produced by the three printers, Mtlhaupt, Girardet and

Bensiger (of which only the last named is still in existence), the various

perforations used, changes of colours and values and major varieties were all

clearly set out, while some rare cancellations were shown, together with more

unusual ones such as the Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad and Customs cancels.

The condition of the material was superb and a striking feature of the

display was the large number of covers *holm although still not completely

representative, as we were told - since it is becoming ever more difficult to find

certain items, despite the long period of 38 years during which the stamps were

in use.

Undoubtedly this woo one of the most instructive displays ever seen,

The Chairman, Kr. Bulstrode, proposed a most appreciative vote of

thanks which was endorsed by all those present.

When the Annual Meeting of the Arizona State Philatelic Bail of Pame

were considering nominees for thePHOENIX AWARD to be presented at 'ARM= '82',
*me candidate stood out far above all other nominees and by a unanimous vote
Dr. Gans was named as the winner.

The list of his philatelic activities is lengthy: a member of several

Societies - including our own - the American Philatelic Society, the Postal

History Society, the Andorra and Liechtenstein Study Groups, President and former
Editor of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, Editor of the Poeta

Catalogue of Switzerland, member of the United Postal Stationery Society and
Associate Editor of its Journal, a prolific writer on philatelic matters and

winner of the Newbury Nodal of the Chicago Philatelic Society for excellence in
philately,

Pew pir)ple could rival these achievements, all in addition to his career

as a Professor of Music, and we offer our most sincere congratulations on this

further acknowledgment of his services to philately.

AZI 6. 1982

4,7m?

\,;(!) 1882 -1982
to/

10 For the centenary of the opening of the Gotthard Railway the SBB has organ-
ised an official celebration. Three special trains will carry invited

guests from Bern, Basel and Chisseo to iirolo where they will link up and travel
fr Airolo via Glechen•n to Luzern. In Luzern on 3rd June tba PT? will use
the comotaorative cancel shown in Fig. 1.

The SBB will luau's a special commemorative cover and mail carried on the train
from hirolo to Luzern on 3rd June will reive the cachet shown it Pig. 2.

. A philatelic exhibition for railway enthusiasts will be held in the Transport

Museum in Luzern from 11-13 June - GOTTARDO - and mail posted there will
receive the cancel shown in Pig. 3.



pleased to =MAC!
tr. Derrick Slate, wno
wu to us for many years,

Ter the post of
scretary om the commencement

of the n.zt season Per the present
please note that ao aaterial is required
before lot September and should then be
sent to 149, Ware Road, Hertford. Herta
=0 71G. A further announcement will
be given later.

is4AM
8T1I

I
4
 M-Jana

Two sots of steeps were issued on
Sept

PF9044 011,P, X qr
 IBA „* 02' 

1• 2

1 posted a
this event received a special cancel.
2. ORLD GA C0 R1 S , k98Z, Lausanne

To Imatk 50 years of the Inter-
national Gas Industry , the 15th Annual
Congress will be held in Lausanne from
14-18 June, using a special cancel.
3. P404c04 To, THIS TOURde_SUIS* 

A preliminary run for this year's
Cycle Race will be held in Yolketawil
on 16th June. A special cancel snowing
2 cyclists will be used on that day.

Held on 5 I 6 June.

Please use
ite up some arti

or =mite on any
reserve bank Asada

summer recess to
es, long or snort,

special finds. Our
feeding again:

C RAc147 DID YOU KNOW

Pra.- Portrait of Crown
Prince Hans Adsa

Pr.l. Portrait of Crown
Princess Basis Aglow

Devi/rue; Cornelia abode, Ruggel
yhoterranhert Dennis Constantine, Longa
Printinw Ro o-beliogravure by

Courvoisier
28 x 44.1 ma. in sheets of

steeps

SIM itl*ri p _tstx wadtrim.viell
2119-111-§asitA

blimmi 15 lip. Sports arena
Triesenberg

25 Rp. -do- &Ache
Pr.1,80 -do. Rheinam,

Balser,
Bruno Kaufmann, Balser,
Roto-Reliogravure by

Courvoisier
Commemorative covers were used

a special First D. cancellation.

2216101.1.11
PrirN 

Woe t
2,10,4na 

... that on 25rd Ray all train, ship and
timetables in Switzerland changed
the old historical to "Standard

interval scheduling increasing the
number of trains by 20-500. This upheaval

'affects philately only a little, in that
TPO route numbers are changed in many
cases.

that in place of the old 11500'000
Railway sap of Switzerland, the SBB have

issued a new 11500'000 map showing
he new route numbers sta. for

9080. For 3 pound notes I will send
you a copy.
.... that on 24th May Basseredorf PO was
again in a building, after nearly 20
years in a 'temporary wooden hut.
Parcels can be 'handed in' at any time
thru a special chute, and stew obtained
from a larger range of vending machines
A weighing machine is also accessible day
and night. The opening time* have been
extended to the more or less Swiss
standard, of 700 to 12.00, then 15.45
to 16.30, with 7.50 to 11,00 on Saturdays.
As before there will be 2 deliveries per
day, except for 1 on_Setarslay, ond, MVOS

on Sunday, tho duringLthis tine iss4 in
the evenings, kzirese letters can be
fetched from the railway station, ionic
*leo emptieejthe posting,boa,st
station once per weekend day. The
suggested 'X' cds did not appear for the
opening.

that new bookl
unannounced by the PT?
separate article.

that the P?? Printing Works in Bern
supplied the 2 values which appeared in

uxembourg on 4th May 1982. This is not
be first order from this customer.

that preparations are well in hand
for the 'TRULL '85' exhibition in Basel
from 21st - 29th Kay 1985, for thematic
collections.

,•... that a new philatelic publications
has appeared "Prattle Phila-Post' from
Chreuss-Phil in Pratteln, near Basel.

ISome good articles on machine cancell-
ations in the first lumber.

. that the answer to Question No. 116
iis that the following 5 stamps have been
iissued with a Winterthur subject, not
many for the 6th biggest city in Switser-
lands PJ 10c. of 1928 shows the city arm*
and the PJ Sc. of '61 Jonas Purrer,
federal councillors in 1980 the City Hall

!ia shown on the 70c, and in '81 another 2(,
ispecial stamp was for the 4'11st-opened
l'Uohnorame, while in 1982 the PP 80o
shows the Rotel Irons.

that Question Wo. 117 les which other
ammemorative can be linked to above 200?

N. RUTURrOORD

a n axed in April.
as ;usual. See



SUMMIT
STAMPS

GENERAL 3WI3 ROM
RAYONS TO Nbi ISSUES

A PERSONAL SERVICE
ORDERS SENT POST FDDi

ASK FOR A FREE COPT
NT MARCH PRICE LIST &

DETAILS OF SERVICES
(PLEASE MENTION H.P.S.)

RALPH L. RICHARDS
30 TEARS A PTS UMBER

STR

PRO ?ATRIA

HOTEL 30LB

mainly uud.

UVENTOTE

SCUM, 3B-TENANT,

N. OFFICES

at &ppm.
Collector Catalogue

Eton 3
1139 5311

ZUMSTEIN
execute wantliste for stamps
of Switserland. Europe and
Oversees, mint and used.

L ZUNISTEIN
greatest stook of Switserland
and Europe

all world's New Issuer

oertificates

publishers of the ZUMSTEIN
catalogues Europe and
Switserland/Lieohtenstein

Berner Briefearkon.Zeitung
with Europe catalogue supplements

albums

zumilam
Ne & Cie

74110ensgasee 24, CB
.
300l Bern

Address** P.O.B. 2985, CE-3001 Bern

Cash account** -Bern 30.334g
sadens Stockholm 42 554

germismr* EarIssruhe 705 01.750
Anutrias Vienna 1700.512
5otherlandss 380 17 00

AO. WORTftP4O. SE.* N14 70T

TEL ICROV 391943

Is it juat raight forward
la cataloguet

Or is it made more interest-
* inclusion of at least the

r varieties, as well au dolour
es and some of the unusual

cancellations to be found in many of
the definitive suss?

If not let me help you to
improve your collection by supplying
material on approval, for example.

d varieties for
issues

g et a Pert.

Standing Helvetia

Tell sad Tell Boy

U.P.U. 1900 etc.

&ARMSTRONG

Coll

• • 0

• b •

es of the
willing to
ints, or

ford,
G13 780.

rY
NO HOVEL OST
NO ZEPPELINS ...

TOU WANT
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JURA-INDUSTR EL: Fiscal Stamps?

The small stamps inecribod ustriel" figure in Porbin's

"Catslogue des timbres fisoanx" (Miens 1915) ,jid in the "Catalogue ilustri des

iabres flacon* do 1* Suisso" by Gilbert & Koohlor (Paris 1904); whilo in

Zumstein's Swiss Spool/aloud Catalogue they were listed as possible "forerunners

of the Railway stamps. So it is not surprising that them, stamps are chiefly

dealt in at outstandingly high prices in Ragland sod the

The stamps exist in throe type* all

inscribed "Jura-Industriol

ith figure of value (without
wubli, circle in the colours
u and brown (1, 2, 3 I 5) and
ow (1 & 2)

figure of value in o
gular space (20, 50

bed "Nuregistrement" 10,

Buren of therm stamp* are known not only pert

Throes stamps were first notifiod, in Septemb.r in

poriedicol "Arnie des Timbros m , and than announceasot Was taken up

of 1e77 by "Ls ?Jahr* liocal", Bruss
els. In March 1879 the bru

ssels periodical

was able to give further information
 about the units of 1, 2, 3 & 5.

 According

to them those war. stamp, for the fr
anking of railway tickets which serv

ed no

postal or fiscal purpose.

"Jura-In4ustriel" is the name of a r
ailway company. The opening of t

he

linos in Switserland (1844 Btrasbo
urg-Basal; 1847 nrichs

.Bsdon) led

le *el to many suggestions and pro4sote to connect the Canton with a

network. A first commission 
was formed in the Great Council in

 1852

lived a lesding part in the formation of the N
euchatel railway plans, hence

vision centrals du amain de for par 
I. Jura-Industriel" founded in 1853

at with the Great Council, it obtain
ed a concession for the

connecting with the Prenoh-plannod l
ino from Besancon

Chaux-de-londs-Convero into the St. Ismer valley and

The line was opened on 14 July 18644

Our membor in Novatatel, Serr Beale Gelman, mad* himself available to

solve the riddle of theme stamp*. No information was to be found at tho station

at Neuehitol, as recordsaro kept there for only ten year* and thou handed over to

tho area directorate in Lausanne.  More he was sent to the Proms Section of the

is which 'vex,
building of a rat
to Les Bronets-Le
the plain of the 3001
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311,3 in Bern, where Herr Jakoby, a reilway historian, informed him that as an

exception the records of this private railway company were preserved in the

Neuchatel State Archive*.

In the State Archives at Neuchatel Herr Oainon found two interesting

and informative documents which he describes as folloest

1) A tariff for change of class
: (tarif ie declassem nt) the oaarge of

class of coach was apparently quite usual. In fact o Ler items in the

archives speak of difficulties which arose because not all classes of

carriage were available on all trains or on all sections of the route.

On the 'Teri!' de declaseement' there were five strips of four stamps

each (? specimens), which are all printed in black in an oblong rectangle

showing the values 5, 10, 20, 50 & 100 cent. These stamps represent

numbers 23-25 in the Forbin catalogue, which believer, omits the values

5 and 10 mints. It is very probable that these stamps were used as

receipts for a change of class (1' stuck onto the ticket).

2) A proposal for payment with the use of stamps, together with an

accompanying letter from the author
., K. Morel, Coloabier, assistant

station master at La Chaux-de-Pode station, to N. Grandjean: general

manager, of 15 April 1862. The text of the proposal roads:

Payment Cards

Assumed distance between stations 5 kilometers

Dalt for the basis of tickets 040 5 kilometers

Thus the units Loa, Hauts-Geneveys • 4 units

Stamps will be sold to subecribers as follows: these stamps (gummed

like postage stamps) in the colour of the class of coach for which they

are valid: the figure on the stamp indicates the number of units.

Persons wishing to use these stamps collect at the departure station . a

card similar to the sample shown below; the stations have a number of

these cards available, on which they will stamp the station name.

The travellers will stick onto these 'card* stamps as needed for the

number of units between departure and arrival stations.

The card will be collected at the destination like a normal ticket,

The collected cards will be cancelled on the stamps with the canceller

Of the destination station, thus being rendered invalid.

?be description in "De Timbre Fiscal" generally agrees with this proposal.

For the section Neuchatel-Le Lode 11 units were needed; one Unit represents

nowadays three tarlif-kilometers for this eection of railway. This proposal thu
s

certainly resew to be connected with a change of tariff. The system of stamps

for subscribers' cards used units instead of Francs and Rappen.  This applie
s to

the stampa on which no monetary unit is given, as opposed to the text of Forbin's
catalogue in which 'C'(entimes)" is given apparently in error. The system of

the three different colours for the camases of coach should represent the three
colours given by Forbin (M oen. rose and brown).

The higher values of 10, 15, 30 & 60 c. appear to have had a different
function. The French inscription on these stamps "Enregistremen

t" , which in the

railway service means "registration of luggage", leads to the conclusion that
these were stamps for the transport or safe custody of pieces of lugga

ge.

In this connection are two stamps in the same design, which have come to

hand with the inscription "Tramelen Tavernen / 4bonnemment" and the diagonal

overprint 'SPRCINEN'.  Since 1884 a narrow-gauge railway has existed from
Trampler to Tavannes, which UAW extended in 1913 via Les Ireulaus to Lamont.

Whether these stamps in green and orange respectively, which should have served
the same purpose as the Jura-Industriel stamps, were ever really issued or only

served as samples, is not known to us: up to the present.

000

R 3 A lL4 

• copy of D1 W 
AJCC by Louis Yuille 88 pages

profusely illustrated.

7.00 Post paid

B. L. Roddinott 5, Reservoir Road, 4nutthgate, London 114 431.
Tel. 01-886-5902



When t set my wit*
that oho had had a very inters
working exhibition of parcel so
5.45 p.a. with the announcement
made our wily to the exit. On t

o'clock she said, such to my
moon and pr0000dod to take
then on to other exhibits. C
Museum would close at 6 o'clock so we
said to my wife o moment* and **shed

away to have
said to myself, I do riot think I will be able to smuggle 5 fr

no in thm interests of gaglo-Swies relations I quickly is
and then,* to the trellybus back to our Rotel*

o0o

Tory little Swiss Railway as
thaain Rnglamd. The dealers'
etc., and there was plenty for

KRUKTIA MEWS LRTTER Page 51

A VISI T TO ‘GOTTARDO 82' IN LUZERN
By. B. L. Roddinott

*let's go to 3wituir3.
2* exhibition to be hold in th

said "good idea, but we snst re
aving reached an agreement.= dates we arrived is a.

as Friday evening and I Was all sit to visit the exhibition on
Since nY wife finds it tiring to be on her foot for a long

d she would be quite content to sit by the, lake or go on a abort
P, but as the saying goo* *Man proposes but God dioposes". Saturday
ad cold and wart and in no may would she be able to sit by the lake,

necessity accompanied so to the. NUMMI.

o inside she sew that there would be a perform
• at lanetarium within 20 minutes and could we both

go se it only 30 minutes. Ky duty dono,1 thou had
an hour to start looking at the exhibition before we mot for
lunch. Attar lunch I had 3 hours to myself and lost no tin*
in going round the exhibits*

The theme of the exhibition was Railway Philately
*shout the world and not just confined to Switssrland or

tthard Railway. In my opinion the Transport Mnseum
as ideal wove for a philatelic exhibition as the frames have to

around the Kusoum exhibits and although the lighting was far
rtaioly better than at this year's Stampox

Such themes as L000motivos, Stations, Bridges and Signals vs
t times I thought the connection with Railway, to be very tenuous.

In addition there was an exhibition of early
postal •tationer* cards, Strubele and Stand-
lvOtias. The display which took ay fancy
ted Of 5 frames of about 125 coloured post-

ards depilating early railway scene* on the
thard lino. I possess.* faro of these cards and

had been given the option of taking sway any
ay it would have been this one.

• Thor, was the usual Baur*, with about 20
re present. Apart from. the P.D. covers assoo-
with the 'Gottardo 02' exhibition, there was

vailello, but the prices *eked wore cheaper
todk consistad mainly of Swiss adhesives and *Over.

the modern goo ark collocter*

so out o

Co
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To compensate we pb1isbe4 in Jume a ].6-pags 3TflPR HUB full of
original articles and quite axes tonal special offers:

Staaps of Swiss Hotels by Wing Cdr. R. P. Delstrode OSIA.

Continuation of Mrs. Rawneley's "Who's Who" on Swiss Stamps

Bargain offers of superb material at a saving of 15% - 2.

The Schaffhausen Onenployient Insurance Nevennee by N. N. Thaler.

Jura Industriels Fiscal Staspe

Last, but not least, B.L.N8s Page of rwelateaded OUTSTANDING arms.

If you are not a subscriber or if your subscription is not paid up,

please send 1.00 for your copy.

• • *

STANDING HELVETIA &
NUMERAL CENTENARY

To commemorate this important
event two exhibitions were held
at Zofingen and Lausanne. We

can supply these 2 Commemorative

covers at £2.10 per pair,
inclusive of postage & packing.

100 JAHRE 'STEHENDE H I ETIA t CENTENAIRE CHIFFRE ET CROIX
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THE `R.L.' MARKS OF SWITZERLAND
By LAURENCE MOORE

(Originally published in 'the Philatelic Journal' July/Sept. 1962)

For some years the Helvetia Philatelic Society has been conducting a

research into the history of the Ship Posts of Lake Maggiore and Lake Como, which

are probably the oldest known postal Inland waterways In the 'World.  They both

formed part of the Roman Cursus Publicui established by Augustus for communication

with Gaul and Rhaetia (modern Switzerland And part of Bavaria.
Lake Maggiore,

Laoua Verbanus of
the Romano, was
known as Verbau0 
until about 1.6&,
an the promonto
around Palling& ia
still shown on
modern maps as
Verban1s. When the
first steamship
c14 n.p. Britian
engine and British
Skipper, was launch-
ed in 182, -, she was
named 'Vertano' after
the lake, and
several of her
successors bore tne
same name. Litho
mails were carried
from very early days,
not until 1851 lid
the first stip post-
mark, appear - a
double c.d.a. of the
Sardinian type with
star at foot and the
word V A9 - ;see
Fie, Ij

Society from several countries submitted a great

covers for my *Lamination, and the Lake haggiore survey yielded some 32

snip postmarks used on board from 1?.51 to 1927. Probably because during

years of the period covered the shores of the lake were snared by four

countries - awitzerland, 3ardinia, Austrian Lombardy aria - from 1861 -

ngdom of cornparatively little has v:iousl-beer recorded.
Altho tte

covers examined
travelled comparatim
ly short distances,
some of them zatner-
ed qllite a collect-
ion of postmarks, a
typical example
being one from the
31114.11 Swiss_village
of Clivone (near
Biasca on the at.
Gotthard Road north
of Bellinzona) to

Members of the Helvetia
number of
different
tne early
different

M08t of the marks shown on this
 ver are self-explanato



   

There is a manuscript instruction (top left) which is only partially

decipherable but obviously incorporates the
 word 'Prance' to indicate Postage

Paid, also a diagonal St. Andrew's cross in red and
 probably applied by the

Novara sorters to assist the postman who wo
uld be more accustomed to this mark

denoting prepayment.

All the marks are self-explanatory, except perhaps one - the boxed 'L
L.

at upper left. In this case it would probably be applied at Biases, but other

rather similar marks cropped up frequently 
during the survey of the lake posts,

particularly in the period from 1851 to 1862.

The standard work an Swiss postmarks of the period 
is the "Grosses Hand-

buch der Schweizer Abetemprlungen" by Andres & Iimenegger, and Group 14 is devoted

to the 'EL.' narks, which the index informs um asse
t 'Rayon Limitrophe, or

g
areasrayme, or 'Reggio Liaitrofo', for w

hich I suggest an English translation -

'Limited Border Zone'

The 'Grosses Handbuch lists some eleven different types of this mark -

boxed and unbowed, with and without full stops, **rifled and sans-serif. Identi-

fication of office of application is not always possible becaue• similar hand-

stamps were used by different offices, altho usually in ttis same area.

During my study of the lake posts the 'R.L.' mark o
f some type or other

appeared on letters from Switzerland to Italy as 
well as vice versa, but the

Italian (Sardinian) 'R.L.' was usually in a box with
 double

frame lines, like one on a cover from Arena to Bellinsona
in 1854 (Fig. 2.)

I was often surpriaed to find how far the 'border
tended into both countries, but once I got the hang

hing and understood the purpose of the marks, then

greetly facilitated my study and in particular helpe
d me

to decipher some of the 'squiggly' manuscript tax fi
gures

on unpaid *temples. letters, Emmenegger being of no help.

Broadly speaking, the 'IL. L.' indicated the
acceptance of letters at reduced rate between certain towns Pig. 2
on both sidle of the frontier between the two 

countries. This

arrangement began with an agreement between the Seise Federal Post Office and the

Kingdom of Sardinia in 1851, when the normal rate from either country to th
e other

wee 40 centesimi (centimes, Rappen), but 
in the lte

ited border sons only 20c. (half

rate) would be charged. AS far as I can tell, the zone was not a fixed distance

on either side of the border, but appliad to any two towns within a distance of

30 kilometre. UssiumasOadm, Thus a letter from a Swiss town almost on the

frontier could travel 10 kilometres into Italian territory at the reduced rate.

In 1859, Sardinia having 'taken over' the Austrian Kingdom of Lombardy,

towns in that area were brought into the zone which was extended to 35

4ilometres, while from lit July, 1862, the Royal Italian Post Office - which now

controlled the former Sardinian and Lombardy posts - agreed with the Swiss that

the normal rate would be reduced to 50o. and the reduced rate with:i n the 'Reggio
Limitrofo' would be only 10c., with the distance ex

tended to 45 kilometres. It

was this Convention which fixed the printed rate of 5c. and as the Swiss did not

issue a stamp of this value until let October of that year, a 2c. imperforate Silk

Thread had to be used along with half a similar sta
mp - the famous 'Strubel

s bisect,

and the only one ever officially sanctioned.

It will be seen that within quite a short period ime there were many

changes - in the basic rate, in the distance, and indeed in the countries affected.

Lists of towns within the zone were issued, and in 1859 there were forty-odd

offices in the Swiss Cantons of Geneva, Fribourg and Vaud which could be linked
on half-rats terms with many towns in Savoy (then in Sardinia).  Certain offices
in cantons Ticino, Valais and Graublinden •njoyed a reduced rate when posting to

Sardinian offices in Piedmont. Towns in Lombardy vere brought within the prim-

cribed distance, so there were many possible combinations,

(To be contin



(Cont.)
thet the answer to Ques on No. 117

is that the 20c. stamp shows the voltage
regulator of the Jungfrau railway, which
had its , 50th annivery commemorated with
the 20c. stamp of 1962, Z.387.

... that Question No. 118 let Which
as stamp ehows a legless warrior?

M. RUTHERTOORD

To mart the visitof Pope
Paul.. II to the 68th Internatio

Labour Cont.rsnce in Geneva, held on
15th June, when the cancellation shown
was used.
2. Marking the Opening of the Purka

Bass Tunnel between Reslp and Ober-
vald on 25th June, with use of the above
cancel.

ENIZEMILINgagla
The two towns chosen to use the

special cancellations for the National
Day on August let 1982 are Aerau and
Glarus.

That for Glarus represents the
parliamentary meetings held there.
The cancel used

for the celebrations
on the Rttli meadow
depicts a cost-of-
arms.

AUNIA3 IS8 -22-29 1e.
Last south's appeal produced one

solitary contribution - now used.

Please don't leave it all to the
faithful few.

What can you contribute that would
be of street to your fellow members?

DID YOU KNOW
•... that a week after taking over
heir new Poet Office in Bassersdorf the
(875) ode was
issued. Not very
Mani, but it

shows a school
house, not very
common on 'N' ode.
This was built in
1904 to replace the
previous one of 1829.
Nov houses the
village library and some offices.
the left is indicated the rebuilt
village offices, and on the right the
"Lew (Lion) Landgest Haua' of great age.
David liven knows the restaurant I as
told. Population of Basseredorf is
now nearly 6000.
.... that the Purka tunnel opened on
25.6.82 after 4 week delay. Coot four
times original estimate. Special cds
a railway wagon for taking care thru
from the Ran* to the Rhine valley in
winter, now possible for the first time
Realp at eastern end also decided to
have is 'X' ode on 25th, showing the new
tunnel opening.

.... that there are 167 ships, with
sming_aapacityof_11,000_pnrsona,
pirating on Sid** lakes and rivers this
mummer. I guess there must be about
30 which have a letter posting box on
board and a private cachet for all items
posted there.
.... that the PTT will not issue the old
style Tear Set of stamps in the nice red
wallet at the end of 1982, but instead a
folder with descriptions in 4 languages
(incl. English) of each stamp. This
will exclude the DI officials.
.... that the special exhibition in the
PT? Museum in Bern will from 29th June
to 10 th October show the special
100 Tears of Standing Helvetia" as in

Zofingen le Lausanne. Well worth a visit.
.... that only a short distance away the
new PT? NUAOUS is being built behind the
Historical Museum. This will give more
space.
... that 54a. 'Pro Aero'

stamps were sold in 1981, which made 11m.
or the PT? and 3Pr.58 for the Pro Aare
und. Not bad.
.... that the new %MO stamps 3 nat
issued for the DI Agency have an inter-
eating clause in the contract made with
the Swiss PT?. To oounter elaims by
philatelists that these stamps have no
real use, as meter franking is usually
used, the WIPO to use a certain pro-
portion of real stamps. We will nos.

(Cont. in Col. 1)

on
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1854-1882" by Walt.r d A ul

A welcome addition to Swiss Phil-
atelic literature. It is a site value
of some 70 pages, half in German and
half in French, with 2 colour plate*
showing colours and types of cancels.

In the light of mOdern researdh the
author has set out to provide an up-to-
date treatise WI the stages of product-
ion of the ever-popular 'Strnbel' issue*
i.e. paper, silk security threads aad
printing differences, with facts and
figures forming the basis of a revised
classification which 'should greatly
'help in particular newer collectors
beset by the difficulties of this
complex issue.

Published by the Schwei . Philat-
elisten Vereins. availabl from 'Post-

geschichte Verlag
l , Postfach. CH 8025

Ulrich, at approx. SFr.15.--.

TB4 SWISS IBILATELIST Nos. 82/
Well worth waiting for. Contains

saveral interesting articles (see p. 52).
including a splendid illustrated listing
of Customs cancels, and in addition many
special offers covering various fields.
An issue you cannot afford to miss, so
get your copy new. Price £1.00.

IULY 1982

rry
NO HOTEL POST COVERS

NO ZEPPELINS ...

But • • •
 IF YOU WANT

GENERAL SWISS FROM

RAYONS TO NEW .ISSUES

A PERSONAL SERVICE

£5 ORDERS SENT POUT FREE

Then ASK FOR A FREE COPY
Or MY MARCH PRICE iis A &

DETAILS OF SERVICES

(PLEASE MENTION .P.$.)

RALPH L. RICHARDS

OVER 30 YEARS A FS MEMBER

13F410QE- ROAD, WUATHthG, SeSSE 6N14 761

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER

In regard to the Centenary of the

"STANDING HELVETIA - 18.62-1907"

a beautiful book has been published by
the specialists P. Guinand, G. Valko.
Dr. J. Doorenboo and M. Hertsch.

With dual text in German/French,
over 260 pages, with more than 1500

illustrations and containing the

latest researches based on the .printing
plates recently found in the Archive*
of the PTT.

Prices SFr. 98.—

plus postage of SYr.7.-- (z 30.00 incl.)

Can be obtained through the

Philatelic Publishing House

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertech & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 mu
Switzerland.

-----000-----

Are you seeking a new side-

line Swiss stamp* provide plenty
of scope, for example

TPO and Railway Cancels

Day of the Stamp Cards

Heraldry

Swiss History told in stampa

Lake Steamer Cancels

Or make a special study of

some section, such as

Standing Helvetia

Tell boy & Tell

Airmail Covers

Landscape issues

Pro Patria & Pro Juventute

All these and more are avail-

able in addition to atraight-forward
mint and used stamps of all issues.

Material sent on Approval or

against Want Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, ISAEraga,

Lancs. LA.4 6LP.
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() NEW ISSUES IN AUGUST
ppear on the 23rd of August* the first part of a
on4 Publicity stamps. Details are as follows'

Apia Or THE ZODIAC The new series of definitive steeps, which is
gradually to replace the siddle-bracket values in the 'Art and Arohi

aeries, has as its ou leet the signs of the oodles in conjunotioa with
depicted at a season appropriate to the sign eoncerned. The new
prises twelve values, the first five of which are issued this year, with
allotted in 19110 and 1984. The subject* have been chosen in such 411 

1147
the aeries representative of as many regions of Svitser/and as possible.

In view of the renewed interest being taken in astroloc in recent years
of the soli.* as a motif is an obvious one. Astro1og7 can be traced

back to the 7th century B.C. Observations then were confined to planets visible
with the naked eye and the belief persisted right into the Middle Ages that the
sun and the nem revolved around the earth. It was Copernious (1473-1543) who
first brousht evidence to the contrary.

ALTSTADT - Old Bern. The

ZujoalMilaLah.t.iinktiti and near Sias. This stamp snows another winter
sun, Pieces, with a group of Valais houses in winter garb. The view was

taken from a photograph of lax sear nee, a villa., selected to represent a sulti
toil, of *nasal Valais villages.
10,4.1.44.0;44 bet liming= (Owausa). Animas end mountains fors

natural whole as is beautifully illustrated by the picture, which 14n1e
be sprint alma, Aries, and the Oraustock is Obwalden.  The stamp shows the

unspoiled it seen on glorious spring day from Trebsee/Stesd (above Engelberg).
JitelaUCULT,Altaill, 11, with liatiSalniAk• The trees surreal/Uzi Baku

Ceiliredral wall..knewn view fres the Rhine fade, resplendent in their
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spring green. And no wonder, since Taurus marks the beginning of the merry month
of Nay.

Pr.1.80 GEMINI - the ?wisp The third and last of the spring signs - seen here
virtually to stand guard over the houses in Dcznomatma, (AR). This is

another partial vise which serves as a striking representation of the style of an
entire region, the chamminuoountry of Appensell.

taws # pajamas

211416111KV

Fi Waal

brit

Zi

As above

Eugan1 MaxLens", Ztrich

100, 110 1 160 c. Pierre Schopter, La Ohm= (Oossono)
120 1 150 0. Narl Biekel, Jr., Walenstadt

Rotary line engraving, PT? Stamp Printing Works, Bern

White, with luminous substance, without coloured fibres

4 Meets (1-4) of 50 stamps each. ail 24 z 29 ma.

3. rmicnr , series n 1982

20c. CEETFNAEI OF MICR TEAMS, When on 5 September 1882, the first horse7
drawn trim travelled through the streets o

=rich, no-one had the least ides of the explosive development public transport
la

g
 to undergo. to-day, with 

y
ell over 600 vehicles and more than 2 million

passengers e Tear, =rich runs Switserland's largest local public transport
system. It is these systems -which - will soquire.an 

ever 
greater importance in

terms of energy conservation and protection of the •nvironmemt. The stamp
design shows one of the new articulated trans, typo 200

109, ihoes numerous and clearly
visible passengers symbolise the intensive use made of the public transport system.

400. gENTENARI OF THN SALVATION , ARXT IN'SWITZE4AND. A revival movement
founded in London 07

illiam Booth (1629-1912) reached Seitserland in 1962. The organisation is well
kno

w* to-d*y under the name of the Salvation Army, not only has the aim of 'scourer.
ing people to accept Christian salvation, it also battlea continuously against
hunger, ignorance, loneliness, poverty, and not least against disease in the Third
World. The contribution node by the Salvation Army in many sectors of social
welfare is universally acknowledged. The subject shows Salvation Army bands and
singing, with which the public is particularly well acquainted.

?be World Dressage Championship,
which takes place in Immune

from 26 - 26 August 1962, affords a welcome opportunity to depict a centuries old
apart which, not least thanks to numerous Seise successes, has become increasingly
popular in the country in recent years. The stamp subject is one of the classical
dressage figures, the Platt'''. A collected trot executed in place it shows here*
and rider in perfect harmony.

60c. The 14th World Congress of the
international Water Supply

Association, which tikes place in Ulrich from 6 - 10 September 1982, affords a
welcome opportunity to stress once more the need for environmental protection,
which includes water pollution control. lister resources are limited, unevenly
distributed and jeopardised by increasing pollution. These circumstances maks
the supply of dri

nking water a worldwide problem, which must be solved through
0o-operation at an international level in the interest* of all oonnetned.  The
design shoes the Association's emblem, While the fine colour shadioSs and the
inscription 'Pro Aqua Pura' emphasise the vital importance of cleam enter.
Values I Desimset A. above

700.
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IMPRESSIONS OF 'PHILAFRANCE'
By M. *. O. SIDMIAD

As will have seen from some of the reviews in the Philstelic frees
the opening day was CHAOS as:limited.  The Official Opening by the Prime Minister
was 5/4 hour late. During his speech entries were still being mounted and dealer*
stands put into place. Plate glass frame covers were to be found among the
exhibition frames for several days.  Dealers on the outer perimeter of the area*
wire coaplaining of losing out on their business so there was some regrouping to
bring them more into the fold.

Apart from the Junior Classes and the various Post Office stands, every-
thing was on the same level in the ono arena with the French PTT as the hub of a
huge wheel, from which Prance and the different Continents radiated, plus Thematics,
Aerophilately and Maximaphilie. The Cour d'Bonneur, special Museum display*,
Jury Collections and F.I.F. were in their own block.  Lighting an the whole was
good, the floor a death trap:

Philatelically, the general consensus was that it was a good exhibition.
To the initiated there were some notable omissions, and due to the international
situation which had arisen, some entries had not been received. According to the
astalogue there were ale entries in the Competitive classes, 72 in the Junior
Classes (up to age 25:) end 245 in the Literature as a whole.

There were 15 entries under Suitserlamd; mostly Postal History, as well
as 5 Air Mails; 6 other Swiss entries in the Aerophilately clams 12 %emetics
and 2 Naximaphilis, plus 2 in the General Postal History class. Very sincere
congratulations go to two Melvetie Society members: Mr. I. P. Stone (1154) who ma*
awarded a Vermeil for "Helvetic Postal Services", and to Mr. A. 5. Newell (GI)
who also received a Vermeil for *Swiss Airmails since 1915". Mr. Sewall won a
further Vermeil (with extra prise) for "British Airmails, Civilian & Military, up
to Imperial Airways".

On re-reading reports of "London 80" and "111PA" (Vienna) in the *Mews
Letter" some entries were appearing again, but the Swiss entry whit* won the
International Grand Prix was under the non-de-plume IVIMILLI'. Incidentally this
gentl ea also received a Large Gold for "Queen Victoria Issues, 1840 & 1841".
This time his nom-de-plume was MIA'.

Vmneli's entry - Swiss Classics 1845-1882" was really superb; not
had he the stamps and cancellations seen QM other entries, but had them all an
covers too, including 12 Bisects, 3 cover* with 'Jul. Doves' and two cancellations
I did not notice elsewhere: the 'Baton' of Sehaptheim, and the 'Bouchon' of
Trachaelvald. I was not the only person literally green with envy and wishing
the glass ass not there: I should add that he was one of those whirl:am to my
rescue on queries.

I went to the Exhibition hoping to learn eamethJng and I did. It was
a marvellous opportunity. The kindness and friendliness, too, of the experts in
answering my pleas for help when stuck with the German language was very rewarding.
And to end on a mundane note there was one bar an the arena, next to the Swims
section - very convenient - for when rendes:roue-in& with my husband I always had
to go through it

AgEradMIEM, (Continued)
Printinzz Rotogravure by Courvois r SA,

La Chaux-de-Pond
Zany White with luminous substance
iladV 35 x 25 nn.
rpre Cvlijallqr: 2 sheets of 50 stamps

For the "Dressage stamp a most
attractive Maximum card will be available,
in the style of an old print, bearing the
stamp and special cancel, at a cost of
SFr.1.30.

For both sits there will be a c
for each value, with Appropriate vi
and one for each complete set.

Collection sheets and folders will
also be available am usual

Salannia...9rn
As part of the celebrations (first

stage) to mark the centenary of the
tree in =rich city,

.August 28 will be
designated as an

Open Day'.
At the (astral

depot at
Altatetten a mobile
post office will use
the spesial commemor-
ative cancel shown, which features the
latest model, the 2000, as depicted on
the 20s. stamp mentioned earlier in
this issue, due for issue this so lb.
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THE 1?"...' MARKS OF SWITZERLAND
By LAURENCE MOORE Part II

Examples of the use of the 'LL.' aark via the Lake Maggiore (Terbano)
route includes

1852 Locfrno . to gimps. Probably by Swiss coach to Magadino, lake
'Verbano' to Sento Calends, thence to Genoa.

1855 3.Vittore (Canton raubanden), north of BellinsonalLAssu at the southern
Sardinian) and of the lake.

It seems apparent that the nark was applied only at main offioss.
instance, the 1855 cover bears the oval mark of S.Vittore in blue, and also the
'boxed' date stamp of Bellinsona in bleak. As the 'R.L.' is also struck in
black, no doubt it too was applied in Bellineona.

All the items already mentioned are taxed stampless covers, but amongst
those bearing adhesives in addition to the 'R.L.' I haves

1861 usigulaxaulu with 20 Rp 'Strubel'. (This probably bylviee coach
all the way),

1861 )ellineena to lea with 3 x 5 ip. 'Strubeli

1862 (March). 92a1LAsusawhensal with 20 Rp 'Strubel'. (Moat likely over
the Simplon Peas by Swiss coach).

Curiosities includes
' (decimal) 20 eta.1654 ktamienea_to_Arofin with symbol o

BUT
1862 (October) k1.iniona to Aron franked with 10 R 'Umbel' and no 'Li.',

which suggests that with the reduction in
the rate and the more general use of adhesives, the mark was
by then discontinued.

The only internal use of the mark I have seen in on a cover of 1854

from Lugano to Leona (Lake Maggiore) with a clear tax manuscript'10' (sta.).-
The nearest 'Yerbano' port would be Magadino, or even Luino (Lombardy) Via Pont.

Tress, en easier road in those days than the Monte Ceneri. The cover bears the

c.d.s. 'VERBAK0
1 , so the 'R.I..' was probably to make it clear to the Sardinian

poet officials on board that the internal rate still applied, even though it had

been 'abroad'.

Turning now to the route via Lake Coma, this lake also has a rich postal

history. Its eaters bore the ships of Augustus with the Roman sail en route from

fitslisaigua (Milan) to his province of Rhastia, where the chief city was
ylashAmiggra, which as the modern Augsburg, still preserves its founder's name,
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SWISS BOOKLETS NEW STYLE
By It BUTNII7002D• Part

/allowing ay articl, in the June 'Sews Letter' about the new gm, book-

lets, I asked the PIT for more information. Tbe following can b taken as the

first publication of these interesting details of the 1979 and 1982 cut booklet

sheets, as the PT? decided not to 'ell complete sheets to collectors.

Pig. 8 show
=plots front

cover of 1982 grey
booklets, i.e. for
20 booklets per
sheet of 80 stamps
continuing the
practice started in
1949 of 4 stooge
per *Midst pane.

Fig. 9 shows a
complete sheet, me
it comes off the
press, of the 1982
version cut sheet.

Pig. 10 shows
the 034cr 1979 out
sheet.

Pig. 11 shows
be differences in

more detail, with
the reduction in
vertical cuts from
6 to 5. Bach book
let is 70 x 48 am4

NEVA No.
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which has a
smaller cylinder
diameter than
the older SSR
machine (see my
article in 'Stamp
Collecting' of
15th June 1978 for
details of these
machines). To
achieve an even
colour layer and
smooth movement
of the doctor
blade the selvedge
gutters are now
filled with cross-
hatching. PUrther-
more there is no
longer a matzo
Porn No. (1 or 2)
as now only on*
cut is made in
the centre in-
stead of 2 prev
iously, and
therefore the
distance is

714. 11
6 from 29 to 23 n.. (ce. Pig. 11). As all the orate-hatched areas are
se this means that the distance between batches also drops, from 12 to

9 in the centre, see Pig. 11 and figs. 6 7 (the latter in June HILO
However, the wider spacing now °ones from the outer rows oF booklets,

instead of the inner rows as before, pane Pig. 6, which is common to both /sews,
The new narrow spacing, pans Pig. 7, is from the new issue Only. The other panes,
plain Pig. 161 and the panes with gaps Yigo. 15 and 17, ell fall *wog. Note that
the latter are each 8 times scarcer than Pig 6. The number of pane types drops
from 4 to 24 (To be continued)

of epees this month these will
he Hs Umber issue.

Lomdom Oct. 15th
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EXCHANGE PACKET
Our use Exchange Packet Score tary,

KB. D. K. SLATE, will be raring to go at
from Septenber 1st not before - so send
in your booklets as from that date to
enable the first packets to be quickly
put into circulation.-

For new.asaberel Please mount on
one side of the pages only, with prices
nbove  the stamps. Defective stamps not
to be included unless clearly marked and
at low cost. DC READ THE RULES.

Booklet* to be octavo sise (8 z 5")
hand-sade quite acceptable. Only a few
covers can be included per packet because
of weight and should be in a similar-
sized envelope with details marked on
the front.

DID YOU KNOW Cont. fro

valid) from a famous painting of Hodler's
"Retreat from the Battle of Karignano",
where Swiss infantry were beaten by the
cannon of the French in 1515. Switzer.-
land could never again take on an indust-
rielised country. , Individual mercenaries
still did service in foreign armies.

.... that Question No. ' 115 imp ; Which of
the 1982 inn signs shows damage hick,

has sines been repaired?
R. RUTHERFOORD

Sorry
NO HOTEL

NO ZEPPELINS ...

But • • •
 F IOU WANT.

t SWISS FROM
BAYuS TO NEW ISSUES

A PERSONAL SERVICE

X.5 ORDERS SENT POST FIi
H.P

' RALPH L.' RICHARDS

OVER 30 TEARS A PTS MEMBtR

DID YOU KNOW
that 2 years after the 244 edition,

! H. Diarst has now issued the 3rd edition
of his "Freistempelkatalog Schwele /
Liechtenstein" covering all red franking
machine impressions, including the

;official ones and the automatic labels
of various sorts. Prices are given,
more no an indication of scarcity than
fr sales. UN Geneva also included. Nov
194 pages, soft covers, £5 in German.

, SFr.22.- including postage from Kr. R.
•Dtret-, Alt. Landstr. 60, 83

03 Rischlikon.

.... that surcharge stamps for sport are
iagain in the news, with the PT? raising
Idoubts on effectiveness of regular
issues, which would only lower sales
the loog-established P3 -a PP stamps.:
Perhaps a surcharge miniature sheet
be issued in 1984 for next Olympics.
.... that old stocks
of the Placard 800.
of 1978 are being

!dug out by collect-
ion, for the special
cancel etc. being
made for the 50th

ianniversary of his
;stratosphere ascent.
;Arranged by the
activn Giat.“0P-la
of the Asrophilateli

* that Marc )Ioser, ex postal Director
of St.Gallsn region, ties issued yet

other book on the old messenger* of
tserland. This is Vol. 4, and'thic

than the previous 3 Vol. together, on
those of St.Gallen. For serious postal

,historians only, altho many of the
illustrations are interesting.

• that there are now 100 booklet vend-
machines installed in Switzerland.
are all of Swedish manufacture

srner), but modified to PIT wishes by
ECO of Geneva. The first was install

;ed in 1972. They have 2 complete'systeMs
in each, 2 slots for SFr.5.- coins only,
2 levere to pull, and 2 exit slots.

• Each stack holds about 75 booklets.
.... that according to PT? statistice
for 1961 the number of stamps produced
has risen again, by 41. to a total of
800a, this in spite of the 380 automatic
vending machines tilled by the end
of 1981.

that sales of 40c postcards has
dropped again, by nearly a million to

about 10,6..
. that Philatelic counters have also

broken all records for sales, and the
number of subscribers has risen to
187 500.

that the &writer to question No.118
that a losl•nn warrior, i.e. wOunded,
shown on $OO. of 1941 (and still

(Cont. cta. 1)

T C.UVEHS • 411, •

FOR A FREE COPY

M/ MARCH PRICE LIST &

DETAILS OF SERV CES

(PLEASE MENTION

sr
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POSTAL

EARLY ISSUES

SITTING 81LVETIA PUP.'

STANDING HELVETIA

AIRXLIL STAN'S AND COVERS

TRAVELLING pan OM=
All these and more available

from 

5.IN;01051 1̀1:;t(:)11(3
485. Earine Road

X ORtCARB 1,
Lancs. LA4 60

Anyone likely to be in the
ity of Milan from 3-9 November
should visit the International -

xhibition of Philatelic Literature,
held in the historic afore*

Castle, which dates originally from
386.

as well ra Re
Up to and including Luxembung in the new
remaining countries still in metallic type

o composition. 1216 pages, all differently

and Jugosla
photo conposi
mixed with ph
illustrated stamps are pictured.

lie market at

nt favours the buyer. So

opportunity to obtain

those items which you need to

complete or,ipprol* your collection.

Send se your Wants Lists or

ask for material on approval for

AUGUST 1982

4950. das BlumenetAdtchen
ntal 18 Aug. 1.169b

2416 LZS MEETS - Saut-du4oube
23 Aug. 1.882

9105 8 UNNADERN Neuchatel
23 Aug. 1.883

2732 LOVSRESSE Village natal.
is Greek 28 Aug. 1.884

5604 SENDSCHIXEN - Das liebliche
Dorf is Denstal 28 Aug. 1.885

'SPECIAL ' MMUS CANCEL

Per lovers of horses the
tonal cannel to
used during the

holding of the World
Championship for
Dressage will be of
interest.

It will be in use
from 25 . 29 August in Lams

Pqr PAPP 
Just announced is a further special

commemorative cancel
to be used in Etrich
from 3 - 5 September
during the festival
marking the centenary
of the =rich tram.

This time - and
most appropriately -
the design depicts a
horse-drawn tram of the t first intro-
duced in 1882.

special

manalusitalimakuLABRaniejajaja. The &astern European CSA4110014
will not appear this year; in its place will be a supplement giving details of

the price changes bringing last year's Eastern European Catalogue up-to-date.

German/Prenob/
es for blocks of Catalogue Numbers Important varieties/

Comparison guide for the catalogue numbs Zumetein4liohel-Stanley Gibbons-
Scott-TverWr' ices for card, and envelopes "Day of the postage stomp".

Per further enquiries please contact your specialited . shOp or our General
Representative in England;

Harris Publications Ltd., 42 Maiden Lane, LeMon 102R 7LX

• UMSTEIN & Ca Prapr. Bertsch I Co., P.O. Box 2585,
C1-3001 BUJ, 3witserliusd.
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MEMBERS COMPETITIOI

COLLECTING FOR PLEASURE -
The Secretary looks back on
30 years with Helvetia

an. 9

eb.

r. 5

HE
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PTEMBER 2 TEAR

PROGRAMMES FOR THE 1982-1983 SEASON
After a summer which it is hoped has been enjoyed by all, it will soon

be time for the start of the new season of meetings

In giving below the programmes which have been arranged, we trust
the various subjects chosen by the respective Groups will provide much interest
and help for all Members,

1101D0M GROUP•

Meetings held at the Victory
(Services) Club (Albany Room), Seymour S
W.1, on second Wednesdays, from 6.30

NOITENEN GROUP

Meetings held at the Lawrence
es Middle School, Stanbeck Lane,
de(except January) at 2 p.m.

LIU

* Oct. 13 ROW TO START POSTAL HISTORY -
OLLICTION Introduced by

Mrs. B.J. Rawnsley

Nov. 10 A.C.M. and AUCTION

Dec. 8 NEW MEMBERS' DISPLAYS

Jan. 12 SWI ThIATICS

* Peb. 9
Mr. L.B. Stiles

Mar. 9 POTAL STATIOM1RT
Mr. Y. Pickard

Apr, 13 ANNUAL COMPETITION

May 11 ODDS & ENDS - All Members

Additional displays of 20 sheets
invited

TP0e - Introduced by

- Discussion Leader
Mr. P. Vaughan

TICS - Discussion Ldr
Mr. D. Arthur

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Will London Group members p&rticulatly new Members - on arrival at
the Victory Club, please remember to sign the list at the Porter's desk. This
is a security rule which we have undertaken to obey.

Parking space is normally available in Seymour Street for those coming
by car. The cafeteria just off the Entrance Hall is available for those requiring
refreshments before the commencement of the meetings.
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OLOUS TO ISSUE
CUB= II
IDITION BUT rs-
3, A BUT

TIOK IT
250C/35

T DID D

oximate
should

our current picea resain in force,
ty to fill gape at

additioai sa

a teu.
h Road24,

at the
aPProximstely 3.60.
3+95 the many 1000's
cheaper in real terms than they were a year ago: Clearly, should the
exchange rats deteriorate further, we would have to raise many more prices
later in the year. As always, price changes will not only be confined to
increasse but will also include a mauler number of reductions.

er. in a further even acre important advantage to clients
Kin, the exchange rate between and is
our 1982 Catalogue reflected an exchange rate of

banged prices in the 1982 Catalogue are now 14

Phil. Extib. for Cent. of SwAis Phil:
Association - Basle from 24-26 Sept.
elaborate cancel incorporating
armorial emblem of Basle - the
crosier.
World Championships for gas-filled
balloons 1982 - Hera, 25 Sept. - 3
Oct. Cancel shows balloons .
Useably of Delegates of Union of
Swiss Phil. Societies Semen -
2-3 October.

A? 

Two typing errors occurre
'August issues

The report on the Paris exhibition
should have been for 'PHIIIURANCe'
The founding of the Salvation Army
in Switseriand should, of course,
have read 1882
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, Pig. 401 Pig. 4

Pig. 41f

Pte. 42c The PT7
up-rated
their own
postcards in

Fig. 1968 with
42d addition of

10c. in red
(Pig. 424).
and also for
a private
firs to up-
rate their
stocks of
Aerogrammes
by 15c.
(Pig. 420)
also in red
for philatelic
purposes in

On consaãl capital: le nu
IVY
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

By N. Iutherfoord Part VIII
To continue this identification project from Part VII in the April HIL

I do apologia* for the delay. First of all, referring to Section 6 in that

issue, some further examples of Machinecancellatione are shown:

7. Buillav IAL Ftsskir4 Manhines (cont.) In about 1929 the red ode was modifio
to carry the PK No. in the lower segment (Pig. 41f). I doubt
if all U. Nos. ever appeared before the fashion c . Not

easy to find today. Note the dot behind each yer(:t
indicate a Hasler machine', till 1951). The machine No.came
then into this *pace until, together with the introduction of
the PIZ in about 1965 to these ode, it in turn was replaced by
the "A s for Metered Mall Machine. This has now also fallen
away when the new form of oda was introduced about 5 years
later, as shown in Fig. 41c. A. usual with meter*, old
versions still persist for a long time.

8. Offici4 Imuressions. For samy years the PT? has provided firms and
individuals the facility of pre-franking blank covers or card' with various types
of red impressions in any common value, for convenience. Today a minimua of 200
customer's covers will be franked for a small fee, in addition to the value
printed au. This is in any case an interesting side-line to collect, and deserves
an article of it own. More about them can be read in i. Dtruat t s book "Prei-
stempelkataloe from 'which I have also taken some of t.he illustrations used here.

What in of specific interest is the 'XII' which 
was supposed to indicate the

PK No of the central organisation (OD PT?).  Used for about 10 years from 1960
(Pig42a), Very are with only 3 figures. Pigs. 42b, and the new design 42o,

with vertical 'Ps and other letters, less rounded corners.
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9. lamieL,Franking Machine'. This in a machine which is operated by the P0
counter clerk to produce a label or to frank a letter directly with a red mark
mentioning the value for the service, the date and place.  Therefore no •tamp
or cancellation is needed, and should be quicker. A number of countries have
had this sort of thing for years, but only in 1968 did Switserland *tart
experiments in Lucerne and Bern, direct onto the customer's envelope, for a few
months only This has only recently become known, and is aentioned in the book
referred to. They are extremely rare. Fig. 43a showe an example from Bern,
with PKIII, apa Fig. 43b from Lucerne, with PE VII. borth looking for:

Fig. 43e Fig. 43b
In 1976 two Fres* machines were put into experimental use, at the parcels

counter in Ulrich Main PO, and in Fribourg. Pig. 43e thews an example -
note the PK No * and the machine No. per FL following.  In 1977 the frame was
extended to enclose the date block. In 1979 the time was added - Pig. 43d.

Fig. 430 Pig. 434
There are now 70 parcels counters with these machines.  No stamp's and easier
accounting. The colour was changed from red-lilac to red-brown in 1961.
These labels can be bought over the counter. b y Philatelist. - ( who else)- and
used on letters within the hour shown and at that office only.

(To be continued)

EXCHANGE PACKET
As from 4th September 6 Packets have been put into circulation, with

more to follow in a few days. PUrther booklets will be welcome so as to keep
happy as many members as possible.

Having inspected some of the booklets received there are several points
that must be emphasized.

1. Holidays are not suite over, so if you are likely to be away for 3 lays or
longer, 4ease let me know.

2. All stamps must be securely mounted. Rackets get tossed about in the post
and stamps can slip out of Hawid (or other mounts, which are not satisfactory.
If such mounts are used - particularly for mint stamps -

7-
 they should be

Immured at the side' or top by small pieces of selotape. I have had to do
this in some cases and also send out some booklets which I have not had

time to deal with it this way. I cannot do ihia, the work which mialoors
should do themselves.

4. Blocks of 4, preferably, should be placed in traxie parent envelopes, or
hinged near the bottom.

• In the case of used stamps the curve of the postmark should be continued on
the page, lightly in ink.

6. A thin strip of card placed under a page when signing spaces will prevent
damage to stamps on following pages

Please help your Pkt Secretary to do his job well D. M. SUS
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THE 'RI. MARKS OF SVVITZERLAND
By LAURENCE MOORE (Conclusion)

The cancellation 'LARIO' was applied on board the steamer 'Lariano' as
between Calico at the northern end and Como town in the south with an

rip down the eastern 'leg' of the lake to Lice°.
Most of the nail handled was from Switserland to Italy or vice ver

and as the border between the two countries wanders around in a dog-legged fas
a greater proportion was within the 'Reeeio Liaktrofo', although, coming into
operation so late, the 'E.L.' mirk had a short life. A typical use of the *ark
was shown in the August issue, on a cover of 21 April 1862 from Andeer (in .wise
Graubunden, just toyond the Splegen Pass) to Como.

The manuscript mark rather like a 'q' is the official tax
(decimes to collect). A decims, of course, was 10 cents-Dial.
of 20 ets is confirmed. The large was probably applie
frontier Post Office of Spagen.

A cover from Samaden ( ngsdine, near St.Mcrite/ to Reggio in June 1661
bears the mark and a blue hanassruck '2'
(decimes to collect), but a blue handstamp '4' nee
been applied over the '2', presumably because it was
realised that the distance was too great to qnalify
for the reduced rate. This is confirmed by the
manuscript 'n', which was the offic.a3 'squiggle
for a '4' (Pig. 4).

I must se that I as 
a littLe 

Pusaled by
the fact that although the early days
Was limited to 30 kilometres and never exceeded 45
kilometres, many of the letteri, bearing the 'R.L.'
have travelled such further, Locarno-Genoa, and
Bollinxona Turin, for instance, although the latte,"
cover bears the manuscript symbol for a
Therefore, 40 ate. was charged - the full normal
rate for a single letter against the 'h.L.' rate of
half that amount. The 'R.L.' mark, however, is
not obliterated.

This as ng field of study and it occurs to me that as the
c Journal of (reat Britain' is becoming the recognised stamp publioatIon
a means of exchange of ideas between the various study circles and
societies, here is an excellent opportunity for a real co-operative

in Philately sind Petal Rietery, as in other subjects, knowledge is never
I know that I have touched only the fringe of the R.L.' story, and in

nly from the Swiss end.
was an'ILL..' mark used in Basle

(Fig. 5) for use on letters to Prance and to the Grand
Duchy of Baden. There was another one used in
St.Gallen (Pig. 6) on mail to the Vorarlberg (Austria) Pig. 5up to a date much later than the period I have covered.
It may have been used on letters to Wurtemburg, and later, of course
..... and, perhaps the most important question, when exactly was the
discontinued, and why?

e.041111.01.1101.0.1.1 o0o

AUSAIWASAF VITZE21402
many of you sew the item quoted below,

'Daily Telegraph's
"with a symbolic border poet and local passports, the tiny Seies mountain

haslet of VELLERAT has declared itself depsndent', and as the 70 rebel inhabi-
tants celebrated their self-awarded statue as a "free commune" at the weekend,
more than 1000 outsiders marched in to supper': them.

"Tallerat, which occupies just under e square mile in north-western Switserland
is one Of several Pronch-speaking vIllages in the mainly Geraan-speaking Canton of
Bern, which want to join the neighboring Free speaking Canton of Jura (which won
its right to cantonal status in 1978). -

"Its unilateral declaration neins it uili no longer pay
obey orders from the Dern authorities - o say the residen

she s 1
extension

ymbol for
reduced rate

be Seism

'Philatel
acting as
specialis
effort.
complete.
any cas

R L RL
Pig. 6

to Germ
mark

• S. Stiles
appeared recentl

4 Canton Bern
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SWISS BOOKLETS NEW STYLE
By R. 1UTHER7OORD

In Pig. 14 I have tried to show what to look for in the booklets which
are soon to be no longer on sale. The new grey version, 1982, will all look
alike at the edge. Of course only complete panes, with the selvedge, should
be collected.

Looking at the sta -;.ed
edge sf 4 booklets

.14

Crosses.with gap, pan 1

Crosses, pa re vig.

Plain, p8re ng.

Crosses., with gap, pane Fig.17,•

Pig. 12 Shows a Zumstein advert in German, which I should have used
in the Juno instalment. Pig. 13 shows, for completion, the cover of the first
style of cut panes, orange in 1979, blue in 1980 and green in 1981.

were referred to in the
previous t last mouth.

I found one blue booklet, 1980, with
vestiges of the 5-figure sheet No. still
showing, the to inaccurate cutting. This
is always worth looking for.

. -. , .;...,. The Autotron mark is also printed on•

.;„. , sheet one, but trimmed off in both versions
. of the cut sheets. This mark, at 45° is. .:

y 4 *4
' 4 ''''' seen by in electric eye and ensures that the

harrow perforation is not too far off centre.
Pig. 17 This was an interesting feature of the older

booklets with perforated panee.
If any members have any questions on these change* in booklets, layout

(Continued on pi. )
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STRUBELS
SITTING . -
STANDING KLTITIA

UPU 1990
and TRU SOT

in addition to ay
general at
Swiss philately.

Also commemorative and apeci
covers, airmail flights etc. etc.

vering all aspect of

RELVSTIA

ailajlafena,̀ (Cont. from p.70

or other features, please write to ma
to the Rditor.

I am gathering information on the
various layouts of the Zusetein adverts
on the rear covers during the last 20'
years, but have too few examples of the
booklets with Postal Messengers steeps
i.e. SP?. 2, 3.5 and 6.. of 1960 to 196
I would be very glad to hear from any
Member who has some of these.

(Brunnenstr. 3 8303 Dasserodorf,
Switserland

P1D T u $4(w? (Cent. from Col. 2)

are also included.

• that the answer to Que.tion Bo.
119 is the 1982 P.P. 20o. The inner
end of the support had been bent down-
wards by a sass of snow sliding off the
roof, just before the photographer
arrived: The damage has since been put
right.

• that qu No. 120 le: that now
the first definit es have appeared with
the year of issue printed on, when did
the first special stanps have this new
feature?

X. OTHERYOORD

J.S.ARMSTRONG

Whatever your requirements send

as your Wants Lists or ask for saterial

on Approval.

485, Marine Road,

X ORECANB X,

Lases. LA4 6AP.

DID YOU KNO
that the new middle-value defin
s, called 'Sips of the Zodiac

, ' by
PT?, the first 5 values of whichwere

23 Aug., have raised a lot of
comment, from 'non-Christian' to poor
colour differsnce.I think they should
have been called 'Landscapes with
Zodiacal Decoration', i.e. neither fish
nor fowl.

that the new max1au ca.rd is cc
ly the best yet produced b

y
 the PT?,

ins that the YIP rules are,:,heing followed
i.e. the picture is not a reproduction of
the stamp, only the elms subject.

rams in aria
k is still being

r with new

188.4-19'62

trolley-buses, the smelly diesel buss.
are declining in number. Illustrat au,
is that used for the YD cancel.

.., that the 1982 Kichel,'Switserland It

1
 Liechtenstein Specialised' has just come
out, and contains many useful notes.
With the ?rem& automatic labels they
follow the Groth numbers, not Zumstein -
pity. Of,Intereit in that the cover snows
the answet

w
to my question No. 119:

... that collectors of 'Swiss on foreign
toga' might be interested to know that the

US 20c. stamp in July "Aging Together"
shows Josef Karl Aoki., who emigrated from
witserland 50 year* ago.

. that this year the 1 Aug. (National
Day' special cancels start again with
,cantonal capitals Glarus A Aarau, in
, addition to the historic Retli Cancel.,
These cancels make a nice little side
collection,

..... that PTA means (to answer a Member's
[question) 'PT? Amtablatt'. This official
'bulletin comes out at least weekly, in all
3 languages, German, ?much A Italian,
giving details of all new regulations,
stamps, cancels, post offices, stamps sold,
suspended services due to war, strikes
as well as eituationg vaoant. Coat is

I8Pr.15.- per year (foreign SPr028.-)..
'Postmark collectors find it useful as all
cancels, including **chine slogans, are
illustrated a month or so in advance. It
used also to include the monthly slogans
$
iJI

.
 UAW table. This information can now

'he had from the Swiss postmark Society,
monthly '. - without being a member - for
SFr. 20/23 p.a. Litchtenatein stamps etc.

(Cont. in Col. I)

after 100 year
steep) the us two

ended, so that t
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Two sets of stamps will be iss
on 28th Septembers

A. shiULUESS, - agriculture and
economy

30 Rp. Agriculture
50 Rp. Horticulture
70 Rp. Forestry
150 Rp. Milk production

Dessigecrt H.P. Gasener, Vaduz
Phetceraelhett Ursula Mane, St.Gallea

Py1nt4net Roto-heliogravure by
Courvoisier S.A.

Value, I
kilidats

4 * •

NO HOTEL POST COVERS

NO ZEPPELINS ...

•

• IF YOU WANT

GENERAL SWISS FROM

RAYONS TC NEW ISSUES

A PERSONAL SERVICE

45 ORDERS SENT POST FREE

Zhu 41 . 1 x 25.7 ma. in sheets
of 20 stamps

Nth BIRTEW OF MORITZ MERGER
(1832-1914)

ASK FOR A FREE COPY

OF NY MARCH PRICE LIST &

DETAILS OF SERVICES

(PLEASE MENTION H.P.S.
Neu Schellonberg

1861
30 Rp. Vaduz 1860

100 Rip. Sondem 1868

H.P. Gallons?, Vadus
Welter Wachter, Vaduz
Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
Combined Italia 4 recess
by the Austrian State
Printing Works, Vienna

38.5 A 29.6 am. in sheets
of 20 stamps

Special covers and commemorative
cancellations will be available for
each set and also maximum cards for
each value.

•n•n•••n.nn•n••..1.7111•WINMINIIINF

RALPH L. RICHARDS

OVER 30 YEARS A PT'S MEMBER

SUMMIT
STAMPS

1 B iDGE ROA' L) WORTHiNG ., SUSSEX abil4 7e T

TEL 10%3 . ) 39198

NEW 'K' , CAECELLATI4S.

2710 TAVANNES Pierre-
Pertuis 24 Sept. K.886

3981 OBERWALD Forieeseit
in Oberwald

27 Sept. 1L887

ligamuk 40 Hp.
Deeigais

iespners

DialSZEMERAPZ
Pszuvers

the price changes b

• The Eastern European Catalogue
co will be a supplement giving details of

year's Eastern European Catalogue up-to-date.

Prices for blocks of
Comparison guide for
Scott-hart / Prices

four
the o
for cards an

Gersan/Frenak/
alogus Nusberu Impo tent varieties /
rs Zumatein4iichel.4tanley Gibbons-
open !Day of the postage stamp*.

For further enquiries please contact your specialieed shop or our General
Repreeetstative in Nnglandt

Harris Publications Ltd., 42, Maiden Lane, Loudon WC2E 711W

Prepr. lertach 4 Co., P.O. Box 2585
ZUMSTEIN t CIE CI-3001 MEIN, Switzerland.
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A coapiet. collection of the Tax 3 amps of the Canton of Zug is soon
esseabled if one is guided by the Fiscal Stamp Catalogues of forbin (1915) and
Schaufelberger (1950), With six stamps (four main numbers, one colour shade,
and one perforation variety) one could soon be complete. However, during the
lengthy period of use,- of.nearly 60 years, the four Tax Stamps nave suffered so
many changes of paper, perforation and colour, that one can fill ash? slim= phM,*with them.

PP114441ARPP.

The relevanttax-duties de on the law, con
this funding of state outlays, of .12.18(36, as revised on
17.11.1921 and 23.5.1935 * which came into force on 1 January
1888. The executive orders of the Legislative Council
data from 50.11.1867 and 9.6.1923.

The law and executive order authorises the use of
d paper for specific documentary functions of the

o al authorities and public officials, such as for shares
and bonds, whilst inked stamps were authorised for use on

tern and playing cards, The use of tax stamps - in addition to stamped paper
allowed for official inventories, petitions, legal documents, certificates,

receipts, civil status papers, travellers' permits, as well as for documents umed
in private trade, which involve rights and liabilities, such as receipts for more
than 5 francs, interest coupons, insurance policies, bail certificates,
declarations. agreements and certificates, wills, deeds to be officially certified*
extracts and copies of deeds of which the originalereouired stamp duty.

Changes in the law were needed owing to the Federal Law concerning the
issue of tax stamps of 1917 and the coupon tax of 1921, which introduced tax Stamps
on shares, exchanges, cheques etc., for the Federation, so that no cantonal tax
stamps were needed for them any more.

stamp duty as fixed according to
for a whole Polio

w sheet is was 60 Rp., for a ha
15 Rp., and an eighth sheet lb Rp. °Folio" is an old
a sheet) measuring 21 1 .

33 cn., thus about 3 cm. longer
standard sise DIN A4.

On 7.12.1946 a modern tax
into force on 1.1.1947. Under this
previous law, and with it the relevant order,
1947 no more stamp duties have been raised in t

0 Rp., a quarter sheet
size (Italiant folio -
the present day usual
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Tax Steens 

Concerning tax stamps the order of3o.11.1eaTstavms

orbs tax stamps, produced by lithography, bear along with the Cantonal
Arms, the inscription "Kenton Zug" and *Stempelmarke7, statement of
the value and the paper size for which they are destined. The
taxation authorities ars to issue the following types of steeps: for
eighth sheets at 10 Rp. in blue, for quarter sheets at 15. Rp. in
green, for half sheets at 30 Rp. in orange, for whole sheets at 60 Rp.
in red."

StAmpfli in Bern were responsible for the design and printing of the tax
stamps. In my collection there is a 15 Hp. stamp bearing StAmpfli's firm's cancel
and the manuscript *Rueter" (sample),

Tbe printing should have been it sheets of 30. Whether this really
happened cannot be confirmed owing to the lack of complete sheets.  Sheets were
printed without margins, i.e, stamps were cut right up to their edges, so that
examples occur from the edges of the sheet with only two or three perforated sides.
A count of stamps with cut sides in a total of 283 stamps saes: 165 fully perfor-
ated stamps, 101 cut on one side (28 at the top, 26 at the foot, 21 on the left,
28 on the right) and 15 corner stamps cut on two sides (7 top left, 3 top right,
3 bottom left and 2 bottom right). On purely matheaatical grounds this produces
for every 4 corner steMna (cut on two sides) 274 marginal stamp: out on one side
and 44 completely perforated stamps giving a total of 75* stamps per sheet.

In a surviving document of 13.401905 of Stimpfli's printing :forks it
appears that in this year /130 stamps at 30 Rp. and 600 stamps at 10 Hp." were
printed. Prom this it seems very possible that the printed sheets contained not
just 30 stamps but 60, or that with the passing of years the size of sheets varied.

(To be continued)

 

The first new 'season meeting was
held in Leeds on Sept. 18th when Nr. P.
Vaughan of Bolton introduced the subject
for study - THE TRAVELLING POST arrIcss.
He described the setting up of the first
TPOt in Switzerland and their cancell-
ations, detailing the many changes in
design which ensued and then displayed a
large selection of covers showing the
many types, with some photographs of
Ms. Re offered an explanation as to
why aome strikes are found on the face
and others on the reverse of covers,
together with much information regard-
ing the understanding of route and train
number*, showing tow, 

by 
using old time-

tables, it could be established where a
TPO train had in fact joined and left a
particular route.

Mr. Vaughan, who has spent mueh -tin
recently studying TP0s, wishes your
representative to thank both the PTT and
Nerr Miller for the help and information,
they have given hi..

Other short displays were given by
Ere. Davis Wimps. Cairns, Restwood,
give, Ritchie and Wilson, while the last
named described the research he has
carried out into the use of straightline
handstampe in conjunction with Bahnpost/
Ambulant strikes.

The Group wishes also to congrate,

:date Mr. Cairns who wavawardsd,the
Aerophilatelic Trophy at the IPA Con-
volution at Huddersfield in Kay.

VREMATICS was the subject for N.
Group members on Oct. and, when the
Discussion Leader was Mr. D. Arthur from
Harrogate.

He pointed out how much more
popular thematic collecting had become
in recent years, so that what wort
mainly short displays covering flowers,
coats-of-arms etc., had been replaced
by more extensive and varied collections
based on railways and journeys through
Switzerland, into which alsost any topic
relating to the c untry could be
incorporated.

His display consisted of a large
collection of postcards illustrated
ith stamps and covers, based on variQue

journeys throughout Switzerland, includ-
ing the Jungfraubatuf, the Gotthard
(incorporating visits to Luzern, the
Vierwaldstittersee, Pilatus, the Rigi
and the Retli), the Simplon with Geneva
and the Rochere-de-Naye, and along the
Mame Valley to Brig and then to Zermatt,
the Nontreux-Oberland Bahn and finally the
railways of Graubenden.

His whole display, was most beauti-
fully written up and illustrated with
stamps and cards with scenes along the
various routes, which brought beck many
happy memories to your reporter and the
large attendance of members.

R.A. HOYLE
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

By M. Autherfoord Part IX

Apology. I incorrectly numbered the first 4 i1lustrato na shown last month. They
should read Pig. 41g to j, following 41f, as they are all zit franks

with the PK No. in the lower segment. In Pig. 41f this should show III, mine was
a poor copy.

10. Local Publicity Datostamps. 'Ks . When in 1942 the Swiss hoteliers and the
PTT got togetIser to boost "Holidays at Home" (there being no great choice

during the War) the result was the well-known group of illustrated cancels, copied
from similar German ones.

A glance at the Handbook published by the Swiss Postmark Society (SVP) at the
end of 1976 (with a supplement 3 years later) will snow that the
PTT at first insisted on the PK No. being in the lower segment
as in the ordinary eds. See Pig. 44a. This continued until
1947 when K.72 broke the rule, and the PIC No. appeared only
sporadically thereafter, proving that it was not really
necessary for the articles it was allowed to be used for, i.e.
giro payment forms were excluded.

Shen in 1953 the old type A was superseded by B. the artist
had complete freedom, except for the standard position of the
date reels, until type C came in 1963 with the PTT operations
staff insisting on tne inclusion of the postcode.

Perhaps it was also part of this internal battle which resulted in the 6 ode,
from 1943 till 1951, having a more conventional form. See Pigs, 44b to e, and
hardly recognisable as local publicity types, but also 32 mm in diameter.

not show the PE No., and are
(Illustrations overleaf).

12. Difficlatiel. Sometimes a number ia shown which ia not that of a PX. In
the larger cities the old 'PP' hand cancel showed the sub-office No. below

the name, see Fig. 46a, which is confusing an Geneva is in PK I. In Liechten-

stein,however, the PK No. was shown, IX, in Pig. 46114 but this is a bit easier as
there are no sub-offices there.

Pig. 44c

Before leaving these 'V cancels a
very interesting variation is shown in
Fig. 44f, a cut-out from the SVP Handbook.
K.24 became damaged after about a year of
use, tne stages of damage to the line below
the date are known. This required a repair
in wnich the PK No. VI was replaced in a

larger size, K.24a, which was discovered
only years later. Note the difference in

"scarcity points". I bought a Lively

cover with toe former, for a couple of
francs, from a dealer who hadn't! Good

hunting.

11. Hapdrollerp. This type was mention-
at the beginning of this series, in

September 1661, p. 66. Decent examples
are very rare, but Pigs. 45s & b show the
PK Nos. in the pre-postcode type. Pig.

45c shows the type used in Liechtenstein
after introduction of the postcode, with
the '9' in &rabic figure. Swiss handrollers do

turned 90°, since introduction of the postcode.
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Another area of doubt could
occur with the second type of Mobile'
PV oda, but an they are mobile they
can hardly be related to a specific
region. Figs. 46c, d and s show a
variety in the 3 main languages.

There are U. of these, as there
are 1 and 2 in Romansch as well (each

another dialect too).

In concluding this
section I must point out
that historically the
PI No, was first in
arabie, then roman, then
arabic, then roman again
so one must suspect anything.

As a last item (until
I find something else!)
Pig. 47 snows a ode I

bought on a tatty mandat at the Jubilee of the oldest SWIAS
Philatelic satiety in Basel last west. Burg is in Canton
Bern, as shown, but in the northernmost part (which is now an
enclave following the creation of the new Canton Jura) served
poetally from Basel, PLC V. Seldom.

This area has still to decide to which of four possible
antons it wants to belong to, Basel Land being the favourite

at the moment. This type of cancel showing the anomaly is a
welcome find.

(To be continued)

We wish to thank all those
friends, old and new, who
visited us at B.F.L.

le trust that they found
much of interest and remain at
their service for all future
requirements.

OUR GREAT

STRENGTH

IS BEING ABLE TO
SUPPLY ITEMS

OTHER DEALERS
CANNOT

H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, 1 nadon N6 41..Ai

Tekphooe 01-345 0296



FAMOUS SWISS STAMP RARMES WITHOUT LEGAL STATUS
By Prod R. Lesser

nvestigston into what makes a etanp rare or into an *
variety can, at time, lead to some rather dietu bins discoveries.

MIA NEWS LETTER

lye

This study concerns itself only witt etamps which were under the direct
juriediction of the Swiss Postal Ldainietrstion but, for some reason or another,
were never issued and still reached the philatelic market place. . This excludes
facsiailiei, essaY0,'forgeries and any stamps printed or sold for any purpose
other than as legal poatage.

the Swiis Postal Adminii
for sale to the p4blic through post off
the Confederation,

-
 the stamp attains the

its validity, regardless as to whether i
in any way from others of the same kind.

on releases or 1.40Ueea postage stamp
or philatelic :sales agencies within

status of legal tender for the duration of
tains a flaw, a misprint or differs

If, however, the Swiss Postal Ldministrtion decides on
from issuance to the:public and the stamp still manages, to
of any individual member of the public, the stamp's rarity,
on of an illegality or irregularity in the firdt place.

A very small number of such instances have occurred during the past
seven decades and they all involved stamps which were once under the jurisdictio
of the Postal Administration. Therefore, the suspicion that government officials
or employees were the first recipients of such materiel and that they or their
heirs became the eventual traffickers in it can neither be ignored nor ruled out,;

In a similar way, irregularities within the postal agenc6e* of the League
of Nations and the International Labour Office in Geneva caused the 'leaking' of
mint-condition stamp material into public hands contrary to UPU convention ruling
at a time when these applied.

The first better known and still my ri;us leak occurred at some
after 1907, The Swiss Postal Administration awarded in that year a new 'Standing
Helvetia' printing contract to Bensiger & Cie of Einsiedeln, a *mall town near
the Lake of Sihl. Benziger had a reputation as A printer of great donsoientious-
nese and profession integrity. On the other hand Girardet,:the previous printer
of the 'Standing Helvetia' series, became famous for his sale of plates to a Paris
printinghouse-vhdoinblessed the world with an enoraous range of very colourful
essays of questionable philatelic value.

At the time Benziger & Cie was awarded the contract, the Swiss Postal
Adminl ration Changed over from white stamp . paper to the granite paper. To test
the suitability of existent plates for use eita the new granite paper, a trial
printing uaing_tne half-plate of the 20 cts value was varried out. 34 runs were
printed resultitg in 1,700 stamps fully gummed and perforated to the nealli x 12
standard. For reason of distinction a deep reddish-orange dye was used as
against the yellowish-oraage of the regular 20 cts stamp
It was known that Girardet had received samples of the new
the transfer of the contract to Benziger & Cie. Giratdet
to meet the 11i x 12 perforation standard.

„.
Sotehow and at some time after 1907, all or 'tria

ps appeared in ,the hands,of members of the public copies 01:t
stamp can be found in most specialised Sviss stamp collections, There is no
evidence that any of these deep reddish-orange 20 cts ding Beleetia' stamps
were ever ueed legitimately as postage. There is nothing definitely knowu as to
who 'leaked' ' this small stock of stamps. It must be remembered, however, : that
such a trial run or printing, could not have taken place without the knowledge Or
authorisatrion on the part of the Swiss Postal administration. and that the 1,700
stamps , would not have been left unaccounted for in th printer's hands.

The next mystery involves a stamp which, ugh commissioned by the
octal Aothoritiee, never saw the official 1 The stamp in question

e 1924 red 20 eta UPU with a vertical perforation of lit (Zuastein Cat, 167B
controversy: surrounding this stamp is based on its apparent non,-existence.

A 1-known stamp dealer and collector in Berne maiatains tnat he owns two copies
of this stamp, oneof them genuinely used, but there is no record of this stamp
existing in other collections. this stamp really exists, it can never have
been an official or legal issue. Its validity ended in November 1924 but,

stamp
hands
funct

ithboldtng a
t into the
atus becomes a

ein Cat. 944/a).
granite paper prior to
was also. fully equipped
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?_ R R NOVEMBER NEW ISSUES
According to news just received from the PTT the "PRC MUMS' issue

appear on 25th November, will include a 10c. value for the 'Day of the Stamp
five values being shown an the some .over. Roses are the theme for the Ire
Juventute series.

Old letter La belle Hugh Dickson Mermaid lime Caroline

balance Portugaise Testout

The internationally known flower painter Anne Marie Trechalin of Bern has

designed the exquisite miniatures whi
,
11 will delight all collectors acquainted with

her work from the 1972 & 1977 issues, while trust Witsig of Pully, has produced
the design of an old letter balance to highlight Poetage Stamp Day.

!WSW 10 • 10 c., 20 + 10 c., 40 + 20 c., 70 + 30 c. and SO + 40 c.
Print : Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. in 2 sheets each of 50 stamp.
alas 24 2 29 am. Wow white with luminous substance.

The 10e. value shove a delicate litter-balance of hardwood and brass made itt

Basle between 1820 & 1830, and now in the PT? Museum's collection, 20 on. high,
it has a double scale ranging from 0.3 dot (1 dot • 1/32 of a 500 gramme pound e
15.625 grms). It could be used both in the Swiss cantons where the old weight,
and measures predominated until the 1860e and in Prance which bed introduced the

metric system in the Revolution. The Swiss postal system changed over from dot
to gramme charging in 1862, after the passing of the Federal Postage Rates Act.

On the mane day a further value in the
This is devoted to the Rhine Valley around

3t. Callen. The 
n
R811elibutsen" (bell

bogeys) of AltetItten
are among the most
glittering carnival
figure. in Switser-
land. The custol

a
 can

be traced beck in
chronicles to the
begInning of the 17th
century but may well
derive from an ancient Altstitten SO
fertility and purific-
ation cult, syabolised by the squirting
syringe which to-day however, has become
a carnival diversion and delights many on
Shrove Sunday and Tuesday when, above all,
the marriageable girls are treated to a
shower. Another outstanding character
istic is the magnificent get-up, espec-
ially the splendid colourfully beaded
helmet-like headgear.

Deaiansp: Solutes Moser, Puri
'Enprevert Heinrich &maser, Ober&geri
tailaump Rotary 11126, engraving by PTT
lijj2 29224 ma., white paper, luminous

na013; SWISS sTAMP 1411:21 (Cont.
although there are indications that if
printed it was never issued, either
became* the printed *temps reached the
Admimistration too late for issue, or a
Iroal-up' occurred at the priitera.

(To be continued)

Folklore' series will be issued.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
This yeses British

atilic Mzhibitioa has been

held. Did you submit an entry

and if so, were you an award

winner?

If not, then why not start

planning to enter in the next

Rational Exhibition?

Let me help you find the

material you need to achieve

OUCCOOS.

Whatever your requirements

for stamps - mint or used

covers . pra-etaap, PDC, comma-

°ratio", aerophilatelie etc.,

let me have your Manta Lists or

ask for items an approvals

485, Merin* Reed,
MOMMICKMis

Lancs, LA4 6AP.

Rellelibutsen
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SUCCESSES A T B.P.E.
At the time of writing the 1982-

British Philatelic Exhibition is being
held and the writer spent an interesting
day on Wednesday with the added pleasure
of meeting many friends.

Altto some dealers' stands were
well patronised the opening day attend-
ance seemed very low. No doubt this is
partly due to the present recession which
affects philately like everything else,
but could also be due to the steeply
rising costs of philatelic material. It
is to be hoped that some dealers are not
bent on pricing themselvee out of exist-
ence.

Competitive entries, too, seemed
fewer than in the first years at this
venue. It was noted that on thin
occasion there were almost equal numbers
in both the Commonwealth and &reign
sections, even altho in the latter some
usually popular countries were absent.

No gold medals were .awarded this
year, and only 11 silver-gilt. It was,
therefore, gratifying to find 4 entries
of Switzerland, all of which achieved
awards:

R.F. Bulstrode - Silver - Hotel Posts

Bulsteode - Silver-bronze - Lesays.

F. Pickard Bronze - Postal Stationery
Cards

V.J. Mitchell Silver-bronze - Postage
Dues - 1910-36

Congratulations go to all, and in
particular to Mr. Mitchell on his first,
time suecess.

In the Literature eection our own
eHLIer

eTIA NeeS actieved a Silver-
bronze award (ollewine to eariier
Brenze medale), enile the "Aeateur
Collector Cataloeue" wee awarded a Silver,
so it can be claimed that Swetzerland was

well to the fore.
e.J.R.

IL YOU KNOW* (Cont. from Col. 2)

was the pair of 1974 'Europa' stamps.
Then it was dropped, and only in 198C
was it re-introduced to conform to a new
international rule.

.... that Question No. 121 is: Which
Swiss stamp carried it Latin the saying
"Light after darkness"?

M. RUTHERFOORD

POR SALE. Copy of the book "Deber den
Druckprozess & die Abarten

der Steheneen Helvetia" by G. Valko
(Zumatein 1978). Offered at X8.00 post

free. Apply to P. Hobbs, cl
io 32, Audley

Avenue, Lower Weston, Bath, BA1 3BL.

>

Page 79

DID YOU KNOW
.... veteran philatelist and catalogue
publisher PEN has died. Be did so much
to promote the collection of postmarks,
not only of his home area, Valais, but
also of machine, special and MPO, by.
articles and catalogues, not forgetting
his pioneer work on "Temporary Cancels*.
Who will now carry on hie best-known
catalogue of Special and MPO cancels, with
its annual supplement*

.... that I found a copy of the SBB map
of Switzerland of 1911 at the Ulrich
"Flea Market", for one franc. Most
interesting: Chur-Arosa, Oberslp etc,
etc, not yet built, the Jungfraubahn only

whi ch
tcr ls:re:r1 0,1 :e.%::niy private lines 'in'

•... teat another new 'R' for registered
has appeared. In an article acme years
ago I desorioed the perforated or

:rouletted white stickers 12 x 18 mme,
HeOte at. 'a in red 11 an hign printed
;on, to identify foreign letters which
were not clearly enough defined as
Lregietered. There was also later a red
rubber-stamped 'R' about 8 mm high. All
rare. Now it is a stamped on 'R'. but

1
16-17 mm high.

that a teacter fremZerioh, W.Tschudy,
. has taken 13 years to walk to each and
• every one of the 3895 post offices in
'Switzerland, to get a cancellation.
Some effort. New offices, and changes,

'should still keep him going for a while.

..o.that a firm in Bern is offering 'the
chance of a lifetime' with 25 gold-plated

Lfull-size replicas of famous Swiss stamp*
at SPr.96.- each, i.e. one per month.
Four of them are actually vignettes. I
wonder how the well-printed publicity
1eafiet will help to sell the complete
collection one day'

, that in the BBZ Zumstein says that
the 'Standing Helvetia' stamps will be
re-numbered to line up with the recent
discoveries, as shown in the latest book,

, published by Zumstein, a work of art and
love in itself. .(Copy in EFS Library).

.... that the I Strubeli' will require
some new numbering, foilowing the book by

, the Basel pellateliat, Mr. W.d'eueourd'eue
(Also in BPS Library). See p.56 of July
'News Letter' for description of both.

; • • •

' .... that when the FT Philatelic Bureau
sent a new leaflet to all standing order

! customers and asked for changes, teey
never expected such a rush. The increase
was so great that all deliveries were
closed dowe before new staff could be
taken oh. Should be back to normal now.

... that the answer to question No. 120
, is that the first special stamps to have

e the year of issue printed at the bottom
(Cont. in Col. 1)
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r THE TAX STAMPS OF CANTON ZUGBY BOHIRTARRLIXANN - translated by 1. P. Bulstrode (Conclusion
Continuing the description of the tax *tamps we cone to
UPS.
According to ins ructions the tax atanpe were to be cancelled by writing

the date of the deed. However, official offices limited themselves to the use
of their official cancel, without date, on the stamps. The earlier issues are
known with sheet cancellations: these consiat of a horizontal line in ink, a
wavey 1 ne in ink, or a line of dots in violet ink-pad colour.  These sheet-
cancelled stamps come from the stock of the Lucerne ckntontl Chemist who, as an
enthusiastic collector of tar steep*, demanded and received the stamps of various
cantonal finance adainistraticns, in orderfostensibly) to tent the stability and
security against forgery of the colours. Between 1897 and 1903 he received on
several occasions complete abeste from Canton Zug.

MI&
In contrast to the foraer thick paper of the first issues, fro* 1891 to

1898 a noticeably thinner paper was need. Not mentioned in catalogues up to the
present is the sheet watermark which occurred from 1909. It consists of the
factory watermark of the Biberist paper factory, which shows a beaver. As this
watermark stretones over nine stamps it is understandaole that those with part of
his watermark are rarer than those without watermark.

IMEASAMINI
The original parfora u of le changed in lk94 to lli; both pert' r

app. ed simultaneously until 1912. From 1931 t perforation was replaced
byl

The long period of use of nearly 60 years brought platy of colour shade
changes. In the 10o. value, along with the main Shades of blue-grey, grey-blue,
turquoise and blue-violet, are a mass of intermediate shades.  The 15c. stamp is
found in shades of green, yellowish-green, light green, green-olive and yellow-
olive, whilst the 30o. stamp changes between orange, red-orange tad yellow'. The
highest value shelve fewest colour shifts, the red appearing lighter or
darker.
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1,0144811444o

blue-gm,
grey-bl. shades
grey-turquoise
blue-violet
Agno

2. 15c. grey-gmn (shades
a green (shades)

olive
orange

a red-orange
yellow

4. 600. red (eludes)

lila Altered design pert,.

5. 10c * grey-blue
a grey-turou •

6. 15e. greyran
a olive-yell., olive

7. 30o. orange
wn ea

°-
design in to be found in the laet issue perforat OIL

Pan* 82

The variety ono
until about 1918
stroke through t

A change

4211:1212Jatme

3o

ur

JL

°mason al lines in left as
 na

Lower left corner ornsa.nt.
Pig. '3' on 30c. value.

The ornsaent in the left-hand border
which is composed of two finn long curved
lines is, in this altered design,
shortened to 44 at, in the lower part

In addition the lower ornament is
narrower (0..9 am.) than in the previous
issue (1.2 an.).. in the No value
this alteration occurs together with a
further ones the '3' in '31•01 be..
rounded and instead of a straight one.
(As shown in the illustration)

MEW 
In the ollowing tabulated summary

he colour bade* are limited to the
main ones. The etanps known up to the
present are narked with a star (*).
Undoubtedly the list does not contain
all existing types. New discoveries
by observant collectors will sake
additions neoeseary.
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LMERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

By N. Rutherfoord Part
In the previous 9 parts we have looked at the first of the 3 items

on the ordinary circular date stamp, i.e. the Postal Region No. (PE). Now we
come to the second, the identifying letter, with a such shorter history.  The
German Post Office and perhaps others, have used such identification letters for a
100 years or so, but only in the late '30e did the Swiss PTT start some trials,
priaarily at money handling counters. This proved successful so that when the
Postcode (PIA) was introduced in 1964, and all cancellers were replaced, the
opportunity was taken to add the ideut letter, to identify the counter clerk
positively. This is always lower case, but in different sizes, and styles.
Therefore, we have 2 distinct groups, without PLZ, and with PLZ.

The first group can be further divided into 3 sections, but although
I have been searching for y.!ars I have only a few dozen examples, most of ttem
not suitable for photocopying. Giro slips, registered letters, seem to be the
best source, so the following can be considered as a start only. The earliest
is dated 6.6.39, pee Pig. 53,

1. Bridge type ode, letter in outer ring. rig. se.

2 Open bridge (standard type cds), letter in outer ring

Pig. 48

Pig . 49 Fig. 50 rig, 51 Pig. 52
a, in additi

 to text, left (Vigo 49), right (Pig. 50) with stars,
(rig. 51) itbout stars and 0%4. 52 asymetrical.

Fig. 54 Fig. 55 Fig. 56 Fig. 57
?lg. 53

b. replacing a star left (Fig. 53 (note that both lines above and below date
have been damaged and removed. Fig. 54 is the same, but the latest
example I have seen. Right (Fig. 55) and slightly asymetrical (Fig. 56).
No text between, left only (Fig. 57).

Letter replacing PE No. :a lower segment.

Pig. 58 shows the earliest I have;
Pig. 59 with stars (which is no longer of
importance. Fig. 60 is almost the latest
I have. The 'V' does not mean "Vertseichen-
Verksufsstelle", as it does in Liechtenstein,
i.e a most careful check of good records of
the Philatelic counter in Ulrich proved.

Pig. 58

Prom the examples shown it would seem that only in
Zurich were these experiments sad* over about 29 years, but I
have some from Basel, Lausanne, Lugano, and a small place like
'later, mostly only tantalising part impressions on loose stamp*,
washing off should be prohibited:

But where have all these thousands
osacellations gone to? What hava us got?

http://ring.rig.se
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FAMOUS SWISS STAMP RARITIES WITHOUT LEGAL mums
By Fred R. Lesser Part II

Continuing my comments on the 20 eta UPU stamp of 1924, perf. 11!, there
is also the great possibility that the Postal Administration ordered all stocks to
be destroyed, as no issuance figures were ever published. What is more mystifying
about this stamp is the fact that the 30 cts version is quite common, yet there has
never been an official statement from Bern as to what exactly happened to the 20 cta.

The most recent (relatively speaking) case ie where a stamp, officially
withheld from issuance, eventually appeared on the market. This involves the 5 eta
'Pro Juventute' 1940 value showing the head of the Swise poet Gottfried Keller
(z. Cat. W1 93/Ab.10). When the Administration's printing plant ran off the firstsheet of 50 stamps it was discovered that the cylinder was engraved with Keller'swrong year of birth, i.e. 1818 instead of 1e19. This first sheet was promptly
withdrawn and a newly engraved cylinder used.

Yet mint copies of the '1618' stamp found their way into the hands of
certain individuals aea tnis 'rare' variety began to appear in aectioee at an ever
increasing rate of intervals. It is not known how many copies are in circulation
but there is evidence that the 'leaking' started after expiration of tae 1940 'Pro
Juventute' validity. Single mint copies have so far fetched prices in the
$ 2,000 range.

It is obvious that, as the first sheet of stamps with the wrong year of
birth was withheld from the public, the copies now on the market never had any
postal validity or le gality in the first place. Furthermore, as no genuinely
used copies have so far been recorded, the assumption that the 'leak' occurred
probably even after W.W.II cannot be ruled out. It would be interesting to specu-
late on to-day's market value had an '1518' copy been used for poetage in 1940. The
odds would have been much in favour of the stamp having gone through undetected.

(To be continued)

0/7713 (1;o'stall12sttatne)ry)
Prom a fine collection we CAR offer the rarely seen RONEY ORDER 'FORKS, unused, in
pristine condition, with complete coupons where applicable. Rare opportunity to
acquire such material. Prices quoted are from the 1975 Zumetein Festal Station-
ery Catalogue, and we are offering at their 1975 prices,
;at. No.

L 45.00
ikteka.

16 Precancel4
# arricm o/p 4 "P2.00 (Postal Distr. 4 14.00
7 32.50 17 20.00
8 Precancel 20 4 26.00

(Postal Distr. No.) 32.50 46 4 6.00
9 4 26.50 47 4 14.00
9 Precancel I 46 5.00

(Postal )t . No.) 4 26.50 49 4 7.00
10 4 32.50 50 4 5.00
11 X 30.00 51 4 5.00
13 30.ee 5.2 4 9.50
1• 4 14.0e 56 9.50
8 4 32, To all prices own inland Clients

should ad 19% VAT.
P OW 

AVA;LAW.
Be informed and order now - 1983 Catalogue
Supplement - 36 pages with illustrations.
1760 price changes, plus all new issue* lie
Only 41.10 or Overseas 41.40 by Air Mail.

74 etetof „Ltd
(H< L. KATCHER)

P 0,8ox 242, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N6 *LIN

Our Great Strength Lies In Being Able To Supply Items Other D Cannot.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the meeting held on leete November, 1982   

Due to a mi staeeing en pr*cethwe these were not to heed. It was
suggested that tney be read t the next meeting in December. However, it was
proposed by Mrs. Sceo/ey that .e Minutes be taxon as read; secended by
Mr. Houtris eed carried.

2. t tereeere 4-;

3# acm,i,z ves Andrest.
Mr. Bealutrode stated that it had been a very sat factory year with

the winning of a number of medale and tropeies. It was pointed out that very few
Swiss exhibits actually seowed adtesive stamps, the awards won were for Postal
History, Eseays, Proofs, Hotel Poets, stationery etc. Could not more be done with
stamps next year More younger members should be encouraged to join the Society,
in order that it 'should continue to prosper. Finally, many articles had been
written for the 'News Letter' - more are always desirable.   

An apology waa given for not eeing able to attend all, of last season's meetings,
due to iel health, and thanes were offered to Mrs. Rawnsley for standing in at very
short notice. A good season had been enjoyed, with 16 new ILL. members and 3
from Overeeae, bringing the membereeip to a total of 369. Tee seueen WAS high-
lighted by a visit from Dr. F. J.anz of Chicago,. Attendanees at meetings had
averaged 21 members per evening, only slightly down on the previous year - mainly
due to reel atriees early in the year. Tne Northern Group continues to thrive
and the Suesex branch still holds the occasional meeting.

5. t T _e R ,4tr & ' ,te.ent C

Mr. Stiles said it had been a fee better year than at first expected, 049

car be seen from the accounts wilich have been circulated. Two items on the
balance sheet will not appear tbis season, namely some advertising and sundries,
therefore, for this season it is expected to have a cushion of 4300.00 for expenses.
The cost of the 'News Letter' is currently £2.88 per member, a little more over-
seas. Mien increases in postage and printing - which seem almost certain - the
cost could easily rise to at least £3.15 per member, perhaps more. This could
obviously affect the subscription rate for 1964.  Hiring charges have already
been increased, with the London Group having to find £138.00 from January 1982.
With a similar increase in 1983 it will go up to 4149.50. It was suggested that
an advance be made to the Northern Group of £20.00, for possible increase in their
charges. Profit from the Exchange Packet was up and it is hoped this will continue
as this helps the Society greatly. All the amounts snown am 'due' to the Society
have now been received, except an item from Zumeteie weice will soon be forth-
coming. Mrs. Lee queried the Bank charges, an it was stated that a Society does
not •uajoy the privileges of a personal acceent. However, a minimum of Ll00.Q0
is normally in hand, with the oalance goieg on deposit. It is not keowe if eay
banks do not make charges. Mrs. leidmead asked about the liability for Corpor-
ation Tax. This is levied on Society Who derive interest from deposit accounts
and the current rate is 06.

Adoption of the Report was proposed by Mr. Tiller and seceeded by Mr. Carasco.

6. ' et Se re

This was presented by Mr. Lienhard who took over at short notice following
the premature death of Mr. Rauch. It was stressed that with this particular twee
there is always good news as well as bad. The former was broken down as follows:
535 booklets were submitted with a total value of 424,585.00; 56 Packets were
circulated and sales amounted to 410,00.00. On the other side of the picture it
was estimated that with this volume of wore at least 2 hours per day had to be
spent on sortiee end distribution etc. If every member on the circuit made one
error, takinr 10 minutes to trace, this would wax* net to a total of 3, hours in
the season. A4 it was Leers were 'only' 133 errors (22 hours),  PLeASE, PLeASIS
XA4P Te Thig Mee. The insurance for the season was nearly £600.00, since this
is a service to members it cannot be allowed to make a lose. Damaged stamps,
therefore, must not be included, Overpricing will also inhibit sales and at
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less than 294 sales the Society will make a loss at the present 104 commission.
Mr. Pickard asked if an increase in the rate of commission should be considered,
but it was rejected since those who submitted material well and regularly would

be penalised. Finally, most members saw 10 Packets, but it is felt that a
variation in the circulation list ia often very desirable, so that as many mambo,
as possible have tte coance of viewing. The matter of circulating more booklets

in boxes was raised but was also rejected.  Postmen would leave boxes anywhere
if no answer was received, smaller packets would go through most letter—boxes.
In the past the use of boxes meant very long delays, months or even a year
between. The maxim was little and often.

Adoption of the Report was proposed by Mr. Reutrie and eeconded by

hr. Bagenbuch.

With regard to the 'News Letter' Mrs. kawtsley thanked ell contributors,

without whom there would not have been a Silver—Bronze award at B.P.E. More

material is required to give as much variety as possible. An increase in the

borrowing fee from the Library is proposed to 10p. per volume. Valuable books

would be i of the value, i.e. a 430 book would be 50p. A proposal was also

made to provide an award in memory of Chris Rauch who did so much for the

Society. Tees would taee the form of a Literature Prize, the exact form to be

woraed out * arid would be for the best article or other feature published in the

'News Letter' each year. Adoption was proposed ty Kr. Bulstroue and seconded

by hr. Kistely.

8. Electicel 9f Officers & Comittop.

Mr. Moore had submitted his resignation, mainly due to falling eyesight,

wnich had been accepted with regret.  He proposed that Mrs. A. Lee should be

the new President. This was eecended øy Ars. Rawcsleye  Mr. Bulstrode spoke

for this proposal, stating that Mrs. Lee was a member of the Royal, an Rxhibitios
Judge, lives cloee at hand and is very active. Mrs. Lee accepted the position,

tnanking everyone for their confidence in her, and went en to say she will keep

up tne tradition and honour of the Society to the best of her ability. This

was unaniacusly agreed.
To fill the post of axe:lenge Peceet Secretary Mr. D. R. Slate had agreed

to serve and had, in fact, taken up the work. Those present were asked to

endorse his official election. This was proposed by Mr. Hewson and seconded

by Mr. Mietely and carried.
All other Officers aee Members of the Coma:cttee were willing to serve again

and it was proposed by Mr. Tillen, seconded by Kr. Carasco and agreed teat they

ne elected 'en bloc'. The full list, therefore, is as follows:

Presidents
Chairman:
Vice—Chairman:
Hon. Treasurer:

" Secretary:
" Pkt.Secretary:

Mrs. A. Lee
•.Car. R.F.Bueetrode
Mr. C.P. histely
Mr. L.S. Stiles
Mr. G.W. Hubbard
Mr. D.M. Slat.

Ron, Editor: Jere. E.J.Hawneley

iaiA2altv
Mr. J.A. Saetwoed K. Group
Kr. R.A. Boyle w
Dr. C.C. Retceie
Mrs. Me Elleott London

Mrs. Scholey requested that smokers refrain during meetings.  Thie was put
to the vote, with the following results 14 for tee motion, 7 against and 5
abstentions. It was stated after the vote that perhaps a simple request to the
'offenders wouie 'neve been more friendly.

There in no further bueineee the A.G.M. closed at 7.40 p.

Following this there was a sligntly hurried but successful Auction with
sales in exceed of 4120.00.

G.W. EGSBARD

M. GRQUP: Saturday, 4th December; eTeGn DUsJ & ekANX STOPS e
Discussion Leader Dr. G.G. Ritchie

Please note that the date of the January meeting has been altered from
ths 8th to JeNUART )6t11. The venue reaaies the ease*

ilappx GRQUP: Displays by NEW MEK3EBS or those weo nave not shown before*
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The first seet:ng of the new season
was well attended and dealt with the
subject of "How to Start a Postal History
Collection*.

We all had the opportunity of seeng
the photograpes and diagrama of
emmenegger and Winkler really come to
life. Comeencing with a display by
Mrs. Rawnaley an followed by Mr. Tillen
Mr. Stiles, Mr. Bulstrode ana finally
Kra. Biamead, this unique evening stowed
us all very clearly what was meant by
Postal History: Tax marks, Route Marks,
Fischer Post, Frontier mare, cancell
ations witeavet year date it was all
there from the leth to the early 20th
century.

A truly mae4 ficeut showiag for
ehieh all deserve the highest coeerat-
ulations that can be offered.

GWEi.

To be sure of filling any empty
spaces, either to complete your male
collection, or to improve your proposed
entry for "STAKPel" - net long now:
14-20 February '83 - let me know your
requirements withott delay.

Wants-Lists welcome or
fortare  on Aeproral.

STAMPS - all ieeues,

POeTAe FeleTede Covers

AIRKAIL STAYeS ahe ec
FLAWS end V41(I1T:
KATERIAL for special studies

etc., etc.

J.S.ARMSIEING
485, Marine Road,

' "UBE, Lanes LA4 6AP.
....11•••nn••n••••./..1111•10.SAnNer•n••nnn•nnn••0.01.......

jeLee.1 Lae - .. free. eel. 2)

making an even bigger price iifference.

.... that the answer to Question No.121
is the Fr.1.- of leee (e.Ne. 190), which
bears the Latin iescription "Post
Tendas LIAte. Note teat for the present
Disarmament Conference in Geneva, of even s

greater importance, no special stamp ie
envisaged.

that euestion No. 122 is  To
commemorate the excelent "LIBRA 82"
exhibition, held in Vadus in August of
this year, :chicle Liechtenstein stamp
shows a remarkable lady with 5 breeste

A. ReTeeReeeee

DID YOU KNOW

• that Frau Relli of the Swiss
auction firm, weeee, specialises in post-
marks and covers etc., recently won a
TY quiz show prize her subeect was the
recent felklands conflict. High prices
were real!seee at their last auction of

eeetemeer.
• teet 2 smell facts of interest
noticed in the new opus magnua on the
eStandieene.vet.s meetionee before.
Firstly twat no-one knows who drew end/
or eeereeed the design. Secondly that
the perforation was done by harrow, on a
variable tember of sheets of ICC *tamps
each; I eel teought that harrow perf-
oration of 6 single sheet at a time had
been introduced only in the thirties.
...• that trio latest special exhibiteon
in tee 'Swiss Postal Museum in Bern is
devoted to Dr. Robert Koch .J

.
L.a discover-

ed the TB bacillus lee years ago.
• that the Swiss Govt is trying again
to get the PTT to raise the postage
rates in 1984, the last inland increase
was in Jan. 1976 from 30 to 40c. Will
the new jump be only 21%, from 40 to
50C! I think they might also lower the
weight of the first stem, from the
present 250g to say 100g. We will see.
.... that the Swiss 'Ganzsachen' (stat-
ionery) P.S. han given up the idea of
putting out a list of all 'R' labels
used in ewetzerland. Pity. I think
someone should try to do at least those
labels used fer special events and
ens. Any offers?
• that some months ago the 20,000th
business franking machine was put into
use. It took from 1923 to 1969 for the
first 10,000. The present recession has
slowed down the rate of increase per
year by only a little, so far.

v ... that
tte ill- REPUBLS 

,
U,

L; FRANc
-

,
A
	,

uetreteoe
seewe eee
of meey

-ial
PF:s
use it

evitzerlene to give
the eeeeerance of 4

'real tter to !advert' iag mail. A
firm . ell a trench wine uses a red
renee-looeen tamp 'cancelled' In

e606 Greieeneee.
.... in the SBZ ia a recent warning
about a dangerous faker. Someone 11.0

iced teat a lot of expensive air
Z.24a were being bought ap. Investi-
gation showed that this stamp was being
cut in half and used to replace the
"cheap" half of this stamp on cover.

(Cont. in Col. 1)

€1'44t1414



NO HOTEL POST COVERS

NO ZEPPELINS *

German/French /
-0. Numbers rtant varieties /

ns tel

Price or blocks cl our an

TO TEE /SW *HELVETIA* REMMERS 0
STILL NOT ON OUR MAILING LIST.

Send today for our free *Treasure Chest
20* with over 20 pages of offers from
some of the often neglected 0.2404A of
SWieS Philately'

. Pre-Stamp Letters and Covers

Tit•-bdche, So-Tenant Is Gutter F

Postage Dues and tranchise, Stamps

Booklets

ag der Briefaarke
m
 Cards

waster* (Nat. Ye‘te)

- Pro Juventute Cards I P.J. Yarietie
4*** *w ******

Wants-list and Approval Service for
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria and
many other countries.

***001000,0000.

*

But 0
 

IF YOU .1

GLNERAL SWISS FROM
RATOLS TO NEW ISSUES

A P4RSONAL SERVICE

45 ORD 3ERT POST FREE

Len ASK FOR A FREE COPY
LIP MY MARCH PRICE LIST I
DETAILS OF SERVICES

kPlinASE KnNTION H.P.S.)

RALPH L. RICHARDS

OVER 30 TEARS A PTS MEMBER

LEO BARESCH LTD pitliatclisiN

LONDON INTERNATIONAL STAMP CENTRE
21 KING STREET foppoute Mos Wm) LONDON ',11IC2E
Todophoso: um 240 1943 VAT No 315 0016 70

Our Insurance Co. requires a recoi
of posting (free from PO) a postmark on
the advice note is Asa acceptable. Also
sender's name I address on back of parcel
is necessary in case it goes astray.

Last booklets for the current season
should be sent to me before the end of
January 1963. A nice job for dreary
winter evenings! D.M. sLAM

Rti n t)OE ROAD, WORT HMG, laT

Our Member Kr. a. p , Punter of 25,
Portico Lane, Present, Merseyside
15 7.)14 is stoeavourlhg to plate the 10c.
(Z.No. 781) Till 1900, wishes to obtain
- or excnange - copies and would be

pleased hear from anyone who can
help in tnis project.

The Eastern. European Cet&_ogue
not appear tms year. In its place will be a supplement giving deta&.ls of

price changes bringing last year's Eastern =I;oropean taIbrue up-t-date.

Comparison guide for the catalogue numbers Zumstein-Michel-Stanley Gibbons-Scott-
Tvert / Prices for cards and envelopes "Day of the postage stamp".

For further enquiries please ccntact your s ecialised shop or our General

Representative in England:

Harris Publi d., 42, )Iaineu Lane, London 002E 7LW
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ThP maiden
Fictre u aç , for :Stamp hthabition Mau_

5.50

4 0+30 -.70

Hon Treasurer

Mr. L.E.Stilea
135 St. John / 4 Ro

Walthamstow
London EI7
Tel. 01 527 600

P•eqa._-;; L 10c)it 

'ion S.cretary

Mr. .flubbard
A eetleath

NetherwooL Street
LOUOOD Nab 2H1)

Tel. 1

,Pkt Secretary

Mt. D#M#S1ste
140 wu-e Load,

7EC
Tel, Hrtford 577C4

1983 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
Details oI the datea of issue and subjects for the new

1983 have j t been ty the P.T.T. as follows

P114,  .

17 Pet,
4

c;.1.01-9n

Se
Centenary of Siez Fishing Industry
150 years of atrich University
Centenary of Federation cf Swiss Journalists
Cel.teharx of oc ti cf Swiss Machine

Indastries

isepe ;regrow

20
40
70
Ara

2.10

  

May
Celeatia gooe y :cst gi
Cogwheel railway system Riggez.:oach

26 14y balt.11.1.t1AL,..=-LP 
Casthof L8een ;The 1.1.Q1

Hotel Kreus - .;achasin (The Cro)
G&8thof zur Kann, -(historic Muse= i

Aubergs "Au Csvaiie

Special

22 Aug.

glrir lawa sd4it,j.ofl.L 1uea
uu

1#20

30+10
40420

70+30
r09.1.i2 3.10

ry 1 12 -.40

20
40
70

2.10

2.40

4

p.t.o#

Lenzburg)
-

- St, George
Tht Cavalier)

150 years of anton 3aale Cpta

2000 Tears of Ootodurue/Martiply
CentenarT of Swiss Cynological Society
.:. entsary of SW/43 Cycli$ts & Motorist. Federation
World ommurOcations Isar



*A. S.

ILIA/. PRO

24 Nov. Imbasalma
Cooking range
Roaking-horse
Doll
Train 

Psi* 90 ULM? NNWS LETTER

Total less Service stem 23 18.20
Service stamp* - UPU T 2 2.40

S.Fr. 2 )
sowveuaas

Joey amendments which may be necessary will be otifid in dux course.
Pull details will be announced 4-6 weeks in advance.

Conclumion

When in 1922 the League of Nat 0114 (ZEN) came into being with its Load office
in Geeeva (the International Labour Office - BIT - followed s year later) both
Agencies were given the right under UPU Convention rulings to issue their own stamps
for postage purposee in inter-Agency and inter-member-country csmmunications. The
United States was never a member of either Asency.  The SWi38 Postal Admini-
stration supplied their &tamps until 1950.  The stamps supplied by the Swiss were
current issues overprinted with the respective designations of the Agencies.
After 1950 the International Agencies procured and designed their own stamps.

One of the major conditions under the UPU rulings was that the postal
astnoritios of the two international Agencies were not to sell mind-condition, i.e.
uncancelled stamps to the public, who were permitted to buy only stamps invalidated
by pre-cancelling. Stamps used by the Agencies as prescribed under the terms of
the UPU always showed cancellations clearly different from the pre-cancellation
strikes; these were usually rather smudgy, giving a definitely used appearance.
Naturally, genuinely used stamps were without gun by tkie time collectors had
peeled :them off the mail pieces. Therefore, the public had only access to two
kinds of SAW or BIT stamps pre-cancelled and genuinely used. Swiss catalogues
erroneously still group these two categories under one ' used' heading. Pre-
canc•lled stamps are of considerably inferior philatelic value than those genuinely
used and thie should apply specifically to the au-called 'higher values'.

Larly in 1944 the restrictions, governing the sale of tint stairps were liCted.
However, during the years before 1944 most etas applied by the Swiss Postal
Administration under a alecial arrangement ceased to be valid. let mitt stamps
of that period did reac:. a number of indieiuuals and found their way to the outside
philatelic world. These stas; ,6 were factually 'leaked' in contravention of the
WU rulings and had no legal postage status.

It is impossible to establish any dates as to wren such 'leakage' occurred
but their rarity is clearly reflected by the prices hown in internationally
recognised stamp catalogues. It must be emphasized that the rarity status of
these mint-condition stamps is based on sheer ItCt3 of illegality.

0Q0

J.S.INASIRONG * * * * * * * *

If Christmas Festivities create a lull in philatelic activities
you will return to them with renewed vigour and perhaps new ideas an ways
to enhance your collection.

Then you will need help which I can give by supplying material
fro* all Stamp Issues, PDC and Commemorative Covers, Airmail Stamps and
Covers, Tate-becive 3e-tenant and many other sections. Write for
on Approval or sent me your Wants Lists.

485, Marine Road, It 'CANA cs LA4 610
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AN AFTERNOON AT THE ROYAL
Our newly appoieted eresiient, Mn,. Alma Lee, F.R.P.S.L., has moat

appropriately - from our point of view - opened her reigt by giving a magnificent
display of over 600 sheets in 52 frames to members of the Royal Philatelic Soceety
on 2nd December. A few eembers of 'Helvetia' were invited to attend and etjoyed
an afternoon viewing a galaxy of items of such superb quality that is unlikely to
be equalled for a long time. And hew such there was iu it that we would dearly
love to see in oar own collections!!

Not that this *as aey surprise, for Mrs. Lee has been a member of our
Society for many years, perhaps better known as Miss Grunherg, and .any of us
remember vividly the splendid display of postal history, mainly from the French-
speaking Cantons, which she gave some years ago.

To accompany this new display a small booklet was avaiiable, describing
briefly the various sections, commencing with the pre-stamp period, and the
comments on this era provide such a valuable resume and the tremendous difficulties
experienced in achieving a nation-mide service, that with permiseion, it is quoted
heel' for the benefit of and appreciation by memberes-

"Th
y
 hietory of the posts en Switserland is a history of the posts of

etch individual Canton. an, until 1849, each dealt with its own postal traffic
and had separate treaties with otter Cantons and other couetries.

"Par a snort time after the French Revolution, when Napoleon's troops had
overrun Swiss territory, and the country came under this protection, the
country waa known as the Helvetic Republique (1798-1803). Attempts vere
then made to unify the posts, but this only lasted a few years, end when the
Helvetic Republique ended in 1603, each Canton resumes its own previous
postal autonomy and reverted to taxing its own postal traffic. It should be
remembered that during this time, and until 1849, when though Cantons were
unified within the Swine Confederation, the monetary and tax systems of each
remained unchanged. This meant that there were 297 different values of -
monies and approximately 400 different rates of taxes and customs dues in use
by the 22 Cantons within the Confederation. Not until the 1E350 law for the
unification of the monetary syetee was passed could this chaotic situation
be altered, whereby a letter from =trice to Geneva, passing as it did. tnrough
other Cantons, each of which had its apportioned dues, cost more to send
than one from Zurich to Germany.  That is possibly why the first staaeo
issued in Switzerland some seven years previously, the aria 4 & 6 and the
Double Geneva could only be used locally, the lower value within the town
and the other within the Canton. No Cantonal stamp was intended to be used

across the Cantonal frontier."

After the pre-stamp covers on view examples of the Rayon stamps were
shown, with essays and colour trials of the first definitive*, leading to a

selection of the Sitting Helvetia itsperf., the
,
 ' Silk Thread' issues, mint, used,

in blocks, strips and beautiful covers. Of equal importance was the following

series, the first perforated stamps. All three printings were shown, witt shade

variations and examples from the large range of cancellations for which this
issue ie noted.

Next came the Cross & Pigure issue - not everyone's favourite, but here
very veil documented; but if any section deserved particular mention it was the
Standing Helvetias - by Mrs. Lee's own admission her favourite issue - and what a
wealth of material was to be seen. It was shown in 3 groups, the two embossed
control marks and the large cross watermark. It is not always realised that only
7 values were aetually issued, but with a variety of papers, many changes of
perforation, three printers, and the multiplicity of shades of colour, plate flaws,
retouches and varieties, the issue provides a life-time study. Noteworthy were
the many items on cover, adding much to the interest as, for some unknown reason,
such covers are now herd to find, despite the 25 years of use.

The DPU 1900 was not forgotten and all three printing* were represented,
tncl ing the rare 79C.

Coming to more modern times the provisional overprints which appeared
between 1915 and 1930 in the aftermath of W.W.I. were shown

. , followed by the early
high values, the .Postal History k Monuments series and lastly a frame of overprints
for use by the International Organisations brought this outstanding display to a
dome and left our own members at least full of admiration for the research and
Wert involved in building up this immaculate collection and its pregentetioe.

(Continued on p. 410
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LiCifTEISTETh S '

Two seta of starrpa were issued on
6 December:

Wal...11-24L1figol
92 - Unter und Ober

Bindal 25 Oct.

6000 LUZERN 5 Nov.
2034 PEZEUX • • • 8 *

4511 RWri:ERG

6315 OBERIGERI Perien-
idyll am See 19

4524 GUNS/BERG - Sommer-.
teraase Dec.

6147 ALT
 

ON - Im Luzerner
Hinterland 13 Dec.

PICTORIAL JUBILEE 4NCELS 

1. 6442 GERSAU - Am Viervaldstittersee
650 Jahr. 25 Oct.

2. 3612 STEFFISBERG 1 - 'Hochhesen'
850 Jahre 3 Jan.

3. 3513 2TEFFISBERG 2 - 'Hochhasen
85C Janre 3 Jan.

4. 5417 UNTERS: THAI - Am
Wassert .cr 'ier Schweiz 3 Jan.

The above have no 'K' Nos.

BEST otl.;HES TO ALL FOR A
W:zaiRY C ISTMAS

ALND A
HAPPY NEW TEAR

Fs

Ybotograntiv: Walter Wacter, Schaan
Ingreivers: 40 A 70c. Wolfgang Seidel,

Vienna
80 A 100c. Xaria Laurent, Vienna

itiigi Combined hmiiogravure /rotary
line engraving by tne
Printing Works, /lean%

32.5 x 32.5 mm.

Nalues A 20 c. Angel playing a lute
;...221ii' 74: 50c. Madonna A Child

80c. Angel playine an organ

D qignert H.P. Gassner, Vaduz

Photooraphys Walter Wachter, Schman
Utine: Rotogravure by Courvoieier

Um; 25.7 z 41.1 mm. in eniaA
of 20 stamps

k.S90

X.691

1.89

K.893
40c. Emperor Maximilian
70c. Jurg Jenatsch
80c. Angelica Kaufmann

100c. Fidelis von Sigmaringen
August 88cskft, Vienna

1882/1905 NUMERALS

WITH CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS

We currently have a very fine stock of this material at
most reasonable prices. Opportunities such as this do

not occur often. Approvals available on request

Our Great Strength Lies
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Canna .

May we take this opportunity of wishing all elvetia members

a Merry Christmas and a happy 1983!
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

By N. Rueherfoord Fart XI

We continue with our id :. fication 1 tters in cancels with PIZ.

Pig. 61s and b show tow it t, tared ill November 1964. The ma11est
offices received only one canceller 'a s , larger ones more, with about 5 as an
average, la' to s e', ana about 6 of tee largest POs also , double letters 'an'
etc., with only Bern 1 eetting to the s as s (note s ' not used), that means 50
Ldeutificat,.on cancellere.

Pig. 61a rig. 61b Fie. 62a Fig. 626

øjt weees the mistake was rez-llieed. The old PX No. (Festal Re
No.) was still needed by the Giro Depar meet!: Only after 4u , lit 3000 new
cancellers oad been iesued to more tnee eeL7 FOe acrose teilLetry could new ones
be issued with t449 PX be. in araoic fikcuree. Teat wa4 '1, 7eeti 1965. In
hovemiAr 1965 modification of the eew incorrect cancel1er  a:5 started and this
wae completed in Jure! 14C:. Te. PTT does not liee tc ae reminded of trii. incident
and is loth to give out leformation Not all cancellers In eacn office ere in
continuous use, but altogether hunireds of thousands of impreasions were made.
How many have you seen? 104. 63c and d stow last and firsy days, even rarer, 

Fig, 62 anz b show* a simplificatios made, in that canceller* issued
the sub-offices of the U. PK Head Offices did nut eet their No. There,

ALTIDI ( ) gives approx. No. of sub-offices.   

Fie. 65a and b snow typical cancellers with number and letter.

64a anowe that as a general rule a canceller without time reels

was an 'a', because it was such a small place that the time did not matter.
Fig. 646 shows one of the 20 odd exceptions, usually for the upper village which
was inhabited only durl;$ the 3ener months, the lower village, of toe same name

having the sas.
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to take
ordinary a

3.982

he last couple of years all thee. cancellers have been ifisd
and in fact I believe that today no post office has only one

on. As one can expect this was not the only exception.

Pig. 65 shows that when Winterthur, actual]. biggest city which
ens not a FL 'capital' and so had 28 cancellers to be ied in the main PO
alone, and a further 44 in tne 11 sub-offices.  But t ergot the Giro office
and its 4 cancellers. They are all still in us today out the '8' they
deserve. Bergdorf giro office was also like this until nor was spotted
& few years ago. It is difficult to discover any others as Jr° offices will
not cancel philatelic mail, nor answer questions which might aid • forger*

Fig. 66 shows an the roman ten,

Pig.

in vmo. Mother
euchatel 6 from 1. 5.72 4.2.81.

ordered. I have heard that othe

Pig. 67a is
ly razes a sub-
** without time

reels, and with an
'11', which is not
necessary at all, as
Bellinsoes is 4 PX
capital. I have not
yet found out how
long this cancellation

in Pig. 6Th. This was in use in
This error red when a 4th canceller
of this type exist.

The last error or difference that I have seen is ebcwn in Pig. 68.
In 961 Bess 2 changed from 4000 to 4002 when they became the new distribution
centre, and also ;impeded 414TO than 25 cancellers. For some reason, instead of

'bb' etc., they received 'at' to 'if'. Perhaps other places will follow
this new system'. One always has to be on the lookout for abnormalities, but to

recognise them one must know what is normal and I hope the above notes will

help.

tage 1 woula line to thank Walter Huber of Basel for extensive

1 Gant and Ivan Tillen for information and examples from
oliactiona.

This o a let* the 2n4 part, so that next time we can proceed into the

is a,
(To be continued)

TH BhG POND,

The November issue of 'Tell' duly arrived (showing meet distinctly the guiding
hand of Dr. Gans), with articles on *The Print of the Standing ielvet.as by
Mario Wiedermsier, 'Space Stuff' (the Weraoa connection) by E. Isles, 'Swiss
Mail' by Wax Schio, boot reviews and new issue news etc., plus a lengthy report on
the Fourth 4.H.P.S. Convention 'CHICAGOPEX' on 24 October, at which several joint
members of AHIPS and EPS received excellent swards. Our congratulations tot

4.7. ST who won CPX Gold, AEPS Gold and for the third time - the Society's
'Wendsrlorsis (travelling prise) - a framed historic hand-coloured map of Switser-
land, which he now retains - but has to provide a new trophy. This for "'Federal
Stamps 1850-1a81..

- (a former ter of Helvetia), CPS A AMPS Golds for Stan,ding
Helvetia Issues".
R. P. G4.t - Vermeil (k AEPS Silver)

CPS Silver-brouse Os Topical Associat
St. Gotthard Railway 1882-1902".
MM. X.C. SALTA (Canada) - CPS Vermeil C.
"W.W.II Censored Nail". Also CPS Silver
*Sitting Helvetia Impale.

- CPS Silver "Swiss Stamp Booklets 1904-82

ama.la,"wpg - C73 Silver * AMPS Certificate of amour for "St utels".
R. =IGLU - CPS Brous* for *Printing Varieties of Standing lvetia

Judging by the pnotogrsphs taken by Mrs. G4114 a good time was had by all::
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How witr falling eyesight he hail
ably relinquiened his Presideucy

of Mrs. Alma Lee, who like
is a Fellow of the Royal.

ertteless ne retai dee
the welfare tue Socie y
arl the Norttern 4roup and

will cc-atinue for a
we se-,

Wishea.
G.*. Hubbard
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DiaMBEI 1982 LETTER

DID YOU KNO
Tribute

It was a
Lawrence
telic Society, an
tae record hooka as

Mr. R. But1er. a Past-Pre ;dent, gave a
vote of tnsns to Mrs. 1ee, endorsing the
views of everyone preaeat on the extent,
interest awl quality of the display, afteri
whach Mr. L. *heeler, the Preeloent

•
Novemoer 194e
tLe Helvetia
name goes

on ' the
Meauers and one who, frog, A

fastnese, instigated the
4: Northern Group.

t became a memoer of the
Royal Pri1ate1ic Society in 1957 and was
honoured with he title of Fellow in
1966 for his outatanditg work on Swi
Philately, giving his maiden display a
the Royal it 1967.

Mr. Moore held he pea
of the Helvetia Society for 15 years,
Caving taken over fro: , ur Founder,
late Mr. N.H. Spiro, xd we the Fourth
Preeident, ais other de saora oeing
Mine. W. Perin-aaake 1 and Lt.Col. He de
*atteville.

An enthuelestic pni1ate1i3t wi
h a love fcr Sw.tze.rlaxiu that latterly
became a Freeman of Arose, a rare

honour; not only wee he always willing
to help other membere, but his many
articles publisaed in our own 'News
Letter' have been an inspiration to us
all, and have been read and reprinted in
mahy philatelic publications.

t the best known Swiss designer and
of Swiss stamps, Karl Bickel,
t the age of 97. He is also
he uumerous paintings and
done during his long life.
n tht main PC of Winterthur

there is now a philatelic counter, selling
most items. There are now 6 in Ct. Miriah.

that during the weekend of 19 to 21
v. there was an 'international' meeting

by Grota of 'Philatelica' for his custom-
ers and otaers. A nuaUer of foreign
philatelic bureaus had agents there;
China, USSR, UK, RSA etc. There were
various lectures on ATM, coil stamps, UM)
to, Also an exhibition, mainly VAC,
ut also some others of interest, i.e.

peeing , 3 framee, which I found
sting. Catalogues for their Sth

auction were available.
that OM is oming the accepted

LEAMO the Frsma automatic vending
pmachine 'jc it yourself' labels, and for
:other make too, of course. Groth in
;Unteraegeri is now issuing a sales; magazine 'ATM Times' in over 100,000
!copies for this field for his customers,
mostly in Germany,

that the 3 Christmas stampu from
ILiechtenstein show sculptures frua_tais
iChur cathedral, and the 7%.io value of
'Famous Visitors/Guests' snows Jurg
enatsch, well known to Swine collectors,

tne UNOP, international study
Amoup for UNO philately in Cologne, have
lasued another excellent booklet, on the

Icancellatiote of "Geneve Uffice Temper-
airs', 54 pages of excellent illus-
trations etc. in German, about Slr.b.
!What makes these cancellatIone so diffi-
cult is that only about half were
announced in tne official Swiss PTA.

that Zumste n will carry on the Peib
catalogues a special A IOC cancellations

d the 'Temporary' cancels by Dr. Berger
before.

•. that the illustration shows *no
used tn a firm in Chur l in which

the remarkable feature
on an enlargement.

123 is a ed to
newFrt Jumentu•e stamps, issued on
7Ut:• birthday of their fi
pa, namely how many Swiss stamps
shown roses, not counting the

numeroas Tax & Frank stamps showing
Alpine Roses?

.. that aueetion

publicity slogan
arged, from the PTT's 4
26 ma, and clearly priu
• that the answer to question No. 12')
to be found in the background of the

,ittibens Pr.1.- of 1976, Z.Mo. 598. I
(Cont. in Col. 1)

presented her n a causemorative pLaque.
in aer re_ miAbt 00 the
first to t:';to i

r
t

!.
 two auch one

her maiden ner, , raw 4 4
name.



It YOU WANT
GENERA II SWISS FROM
RAYONS TO 1SW 'SUNS.
A FERSCSAL SERVICS
£5 0 SRS SENT POST PRES

SUMMIT
STAMPS

g Sat. 15th Mr. Gilchrist will
entertain at Pool-in-Wharfedale

. Group - Wed. 12th - Thesatic
Displays - All Members - say up
to 25 sheets per display.

will not appear
the price changes bringing
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ti. ippup, Hon, Sec. Mr. R. A. Royle,
6, Limee Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

It was Cnairman's Display in Leeds
on Nov. 6 when Miso Chatburt entertaiusd
members with a truly remarkable snow on
the &ernes. Oberland in her unique style.

Knowing this part of Switzerland
well she asked members to imagine they
were sitting it the R8beweg at Inter-
laken, looking at the mountains and being
transported to all parts of the Oberland,
observing and enjoying all aspects of
Swiss life as it passed by.

The display, wito a couti
throughout, covered all places o
set and was illustrated with stamps,
postal stationery, cancellation., covers,
photographs and old postcards, including
pages on transport (mail and lake steamer,
food & drink, local customs & industry,
as well as the scenery so fescue in this
part of the country.

Miss Chat burn has for many years
illustrated her pages with drawings and
cartoons which present in a humorous way
the life and activities of Switzerland,
and the show gave an original and unique
interpretation of the many happy hours
spout travelling throughout the region.

Of particular interest among the old
postcards were two from Edward Wbymper
written to his sister, One was posted
at Chamonix and dated Sept. 12, 1911.
he died on the 16th of that mouth it
muat be one of the last cards he ever
seat, The words on the card; "I am
tore at the foot of Mt.Hlanc, but not
for long" are thus particularly paten= .

Don't forget those articles that
will be urgently required to keep a
varied flow over the coming months,

..... AS FOR A FREE
COPT OF MT PRICE LIST &
DETAILS OF SERVICES
(PLNASS i uR.P.S.)

ALL MUM

REETINGS FOR THE
FESTIVE SEASON

RALPH L. RICHARDS
OVER 30 TSARS A PTS MEMBER

1, 3nidge Road, WORTHING, Sussex BN14 7HT
Tel, 0803) 39198

At the beiuning of September 1982 the following appeared;
With

countries as well as tne German Danocratic Republic
and Jugoslavia. Up to and including Luxembourg in the new
photo composition, remaining countries still in metallic type
mixed with photo composition. 1216 , pages, all differently
illustrated stamps are pictured.

Comparison guide for the
Tvert / Prices for cards

The Eastern guropean Catalogue
In its place will be a supplement giving details of

year's Sastern Eurcpean Catalogue up-to-date.

German/French /
ant varieties /

catalogue numbers Zumatein-Michel-Stanley Gibbons-Scott-
and envelopes "Day of the postage stamp".

For further •nquiriee please contact your specialised shop or our General
Representative in Englands

Harris Public Ltd., 42, Maiden Lane, London WC2E 71,W


